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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Overview 
 

 

Palade’s description of the Secretory Pathway 
 

It could be argued that 

the field of protein trafficking, 

and to an extent, cell biology, 

was born out of the laboratory of 

George Palade. One of the 

pioneers of cell biology, Palade 

worked with Albert Claude, a 

prominent electron microscopist, 

in the 1950s as part of an effort 

to describe the pathway taken by 

secreted proteins, from their 

initial biosynthesis, to the 

moment they are secreted into 

the extracellular space. Palade 

understood that the structures 

present in electron microscopy 

(EM) micrographs (Figure 1-1) (Palade, 1956) were only static representations of a dynamic process; as 

such, he sought to combine EM techniques with cell fractionation, bio-chemical approaches, pulse-

chase labeling experiments, as well as autoradiography, to gain insight into these critical biological 

processes. By fractionating organelles within the cellular homogenate via differences in density, Palade 

was able to isolate components of the secretory pathway and monitor the position of newly 

synthesized radio-labeled proteins. 

This effort was initially undertaken as a means to study the role of RNA-containing- 

Figure 1-1: Macrophages lining a splenic sinus (rat). The lumen of the sinus can be seen in the upper left 
corner of the figure. The endoplasmic reticulum is represented by smooth surfaced profiles (ss), more numer-
ous at the periphery of the cells, and by rough surfaced elements (rs), usually more centrally located in the 
cytoplasm. The smooth surfaced profiles are of predominantly circular shape and occasionally occur in rows 
(r), sometimes in connection with small invaginations of the cell membrane (cm). The rough surfaced 
elements, mostly of elongated form, are frequently disposed parallel to one another in small arrays. In addi-
tion to mitochondria (m) and clusters of small, dense particles, the cytoplasm contains round bodies (rb) of 
various sizes and polymorphic structure. They characteristically contain a fine granular material of unusually 
high density. It is assumed that these bodeis represent terminal appearances of phagocytic vacuoles. Figure 
and legend adapted from Palade, 1956.
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“microsomes”, another structure first characterized by Palade (though first described by Claude). 

Palade and Siekevitz opted to use isolated guinea pig pancreatic cells for these studies, as these 

exocrine cells require an especially robust secretory system to perform their physiological functions. 

The structures initially dubbed “microsomes”, what we now know to be fragments of the ribosome-

decorated Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum, were shown to be the site of synthesis for the secretory 

proteins being assayed. Palade later went on to show that, shortly after synthesis, these proteins were 

sequestered inside of the lumen of the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER). These secretory proteins were 

next found within the Golgi body, a structure described by Palade as a way-station for delivering ER 

proteins into zymogen granules, en route to their ultimate fusion with the cell-surface. 

These foundational descriptions of the secretory pathway are far from Palade’s only 

contributions to cell biology, but this, along with his work in characterizing the ribosome, earned him 

the 1974 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, which he shared with Albert Claude and Christian de 

Duve. This seminal set of experiments from Claude and Palade opened up a window, for the first time, 

into the function of the secretory system and its impact on the biosynthesis, sorting, and transport of 

membrane and secretory proteins. 

 

Early work in Endocytosis 
 

 

In the early 1960s, electron 

micrographs of mosquito oocytes 

taking up yolk showed a 

morphology consisting of 

invaginations decorated with “a 

cytoplasmic coat of bristles” 

(Figure 1-2) (Roth & Porter, 1964). 

Careful study of these structures 

revealed several steps along this 

process of internalization; these 

Figure 1-2: Endocytic pits of an oocyte. Several pits are shown in greater detail. A uniform layer of dense material 
(DM) adheres to the 75 A unit membrane (U) on the free surface of the pit, while on the cytoplasmic side of the 
membrane the 200 A bristles (arrows) radiate into the oocyte cortex. The unit membrane has the same thickness 
and 3-layered structure as that limiting the oocyte. The bristles, in some images, appear joined near their outer ends. 
OOC, oocyte; FES, interface between oocyte and follicular epithelium. x106,000. Figure and legend adapted from 
Roth and Porter 1964.
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invaginations were shown to “pinch off” of the cell-surface, becoming membrane-bound vesicles 

surrounded by the aforementioned “coat of bristles”. Later, these vesicles could be seen uncoating 

(losing the bristles) and fusing with other, larger structures within the cell. These observations by Roth 

and Porter provided the initial descriptions of what we now know as “receptor mediated endocytosis”. 

From these studies, Roth and Porter were able to correctly hypothesize the brush-like “coat” structure 

would have roles in both cargo selection as well as in generating the mechanical force needed to 

generate curvature on a forming endocytic vesicle, though the specific proteins involved wouldn’t be 

identified for another decade. These initial studies of endocytosis began to shed light on how cells 

uptake extracellular substances, as well as regulate the composition of their own plasma membranes 

(PM). 

 

Identification of the Lysosome 
 

The identification of, and later attempts to purify, glucose-6-phosphatase, an enzyme 

responsible for the release of glucose into the blood from liver cells, put Christian de Duve onto the 

path to discover the lysosome (for which he would share the 1974 Nobel Prize). The fortuitous 

inclusion of an acid phosphatase, a ubiquitously expressed enzyme known to function most efficiently 

in low pH environments, as a control in a series of experiments using cell- fractionation and mild 

homogenization techniques, allowed de Duve and colleagues to isolate a subset of structures that 

contained mitochondria and other components. They found that disruption of the membranes within 

these fractions led to a release of acid phosphatase into the supernatant, confirming that the enzyme 

was sequestered within “membrane sacs” (Baudhuin, Beaufay, & De Duve, 1965). These cell 

fractionation approaches were further refined and de Duve’s group was able to purify a fraction 

containing very little cytochrome oxidase (a mitochondrial enzyme) and large quantities of acid 

phosphatase (Christian de Duve, 1969). Using only cell-fractionation paired with biochemical readouts 

to characterize the enzymatic properties of each of these fractions, this group was able to purify, for 

the first time, the organelle we now know as the lysosome (or vacuole in yeast) (Bowers & de Duve, 

1967). Four additional acid hydrolases were found to be enriched within this fraction, leading de Duve 

to deduce that the structure in question contained a range of acid hydrolases working in concert to 
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digest various macromolecules within the cell. 

Today, we understand the lysosome to be the primary site of degradation of proteins and other 

macromolecules, where their base components can then be exported and recycled, as well as a 

terminal location for material transiting the endocytic pathway and newly synthesized lysosomal 

hydrolases. Since the initial description of this organelle, researchers have identified and begun to 

study a host of pathologies known as “lysosomal storage disorders” related to disregulation of the 

lysosome. Interestingly, de Duve coined the terms “endocytosis”, “phagocytosis”, and “autophagy” as 

he sought to further elucidate the trafficking pathways that interact with the lysosome (C. De Duve & 

Wattiaux, 1966). Today, each of these processes represent an important area of study and are well-

appreciated for their prominent roles within cell biology. 

 

Discovery of Trafficking Machinery through Biochemical Approaches 
 

 

Discovery of Clathrin and Adaptors 
 

One cannot write a history of biology, without observing several notable instances that seem to 

have been born of serendipity as much as well-laid plans and careful hypotheses. One of these 

moments fell upon a postdoctoral-fellow, Barbara Pearce, in the early 1970s when she set about 

purifying tubulin from a cow brain. This preparation involved allowing fresh tissue to undergo 

successive rounds of microtubule assembly and disassembly to enrich for tubulin in the sample 

(Pearse, 1975). Unbeknownst to Pearce, the cow brain she received from the slaughterhouse was more 

than a day old. Rather than spotting the microtubules that she anticipated, Pearce described seeing 

structures that looked like “sliced tomatoes” under the electron microscope. Her colleagues recognized 

these “sliced tomatoes” as the very same “vesicles in a basket” previously described by Kadota and 

colleagues and thought to play a role in endocytosis (Kanaseki & Kadota, 1969). This connection led 

Pearce to attempt to purify these coated vesicles so that they could be further studied (M. S. Robinson, 

2015). 

After purifying these structures of interest and preparing them on an EM grid, Pearce was able 

to see the now-famous geometric patterns of repeating pentagons and hexagons formed by this 
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specific coat protein. SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of her purified samples revealed the 

enrichment of a 180 kDa proteins species that she hypothesized to make up the structural component 

of the basket-like structures she observed. Pearce dubbed this protein “clathrin”, from the Latin 

clathratus, or “latticed”, in accordance with its appearance. She further speculated, in this initial work, 

that “clathrin itself may be able to pinch off a vesicle through interactions between its subunits and the 

membrane phospholipids. The coat may also be able to interact with other molecules, to ensure 

formation of vesicles at particular sites on the membrane and for their transport to specific cellular 

locations (Pearse, 1975). While clathrin does not appear to bind membrane lipids or cargo proteins 

directly, Pearce was correct in predicting these functions within the larger coat complex. 

Just four years after the publication of Pearce’s discovery of clathrin, Jim Keen purified clathrin 

by fractionation and then further gel filtration. He showed that, while it was possible for clathrin to 

self-assemble into the oligomeric structures seen under EM, this process was far more efficient in the 

presence of another protein that was later called “clathrin light chain”, as opposed to the “heavy 

chain” identified by Pearce (Keen, Willingham, & Pastan, 1979; Kirchhausen & Harrison, 1981; 

Ungewickell & Branton, 1981). 

In her 1975 work, Pearce made note of 

other, unidentified proteins that purified with 

clathrin heavy-chain. Using column 

chromatography methods, both Pearce’s group 

(with then post-doc Scottie Robinson) and 

Keen were able to isolate two distinct 

complexes, ultimately named assembly 

polypeptide 1 and 2 (AP-1, AP-2) (Keen, 1987; 

M. S. Robinson & Pearse, 1986). Today, the 

abbreviations “AP” used in this context are 

typically referred to as “adaptor proteins”, 

though historically they were named as 

“assembly polypeptides”. Each of these 

heterotetrameric complexes were shown, via 

 Figure 1-3: Diagram of a cell showing clathrin, APs and other 
complexes including the COPI and COPII coats, and alternative 
adaptors. The TSET‐mediated endocytic pathway does not occur 
in animals. Figure and legend adapted from Robinson 2015.
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immunofluorescence, to localize to different regions of the cell; with AP-1 decorating intracellular 

membranes and AP-2 localizing to the PM (M. S. Robinson, 1987; M. S. Robinson & Pearse, 1986). 

Further studies have resulted in the identification of additional heterotetrameric adaptor proteins (AP-

3, AP-4, and AP-5) (Dell’Angelica, Mullins, & Bonifacino, 1999;  Dell'Angelica, Ohno, et al., 1997; 

Dell'Angelica, Ooi, & Bonifacino, 1997; Hirst, et al., 1999; F. Simpson et al., 1996; F. Simpson, et al., 

1997) as well as the monomeric adaptors (GGA, ARH, stonins) (Hirst et al., 2000) (Andrews et al., 1996; 

Dell'Angelica et al., 2000; Mishra, Watkins, & Traub, 2002). While each of these adaptors are retained 

in distinct regions within the cell, they all generally serve to sequester specific cargoes, aid in the 

polymerization of clathrin, and interact with the membrane of budding clathrin-coated vesicles (Figure 

1-3) (M. S. Robinson, 2015).  
 

Discovery of Coatomer 
 

Perhaps the best way to understand the fundamental tenets of a system is to strip it of all of its 

parts and gradually add back components until you reach a minimum condition to satisfy that 

particular function. Since the early 1980s, this type of philosophy (co-opted from Arthur Kornberg), was 

harnessed by Jim Rothman and colleagues as they sought to describe the vesicular transport 

intermediates generated in trafficking between two distinct compartments in a cell-free system. 

Rothman’s group devised a clever experimental setup that would allow them to monitor the 

endoglycosidase (Endo H) sensitivity of a radio-labeled membrane glycoprotein (G protein) that is 

highly expressed in cells infected with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) (J. E. Rothman & Fries, 1981).  It 

was previously known that processing of G protein’s oligosaccharide chains occurred after transport to 

the Golgi from the ER (Fries & Rothman, 1980). They took advantage of the microbial Endo H that 

would be able to process the immature form of G protein (Gs) found in the ER, but unable to process 

the mature, Golgi form of G protein (GR). The shift in molecular weight between these two species 

after Endo H treatment would serve as a read-out for successful transport between compartments in a 

cell- free system. 

VSV-infected hamster cells were radiolabeled with 35S-Methionine for a short pulse before 

being homogenized. To reduce background by eliminating any potential “early arriving” G protein that 

made it to the Golgi and was processed prior to homogenization, the labeled G protein was expressed 
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in mutant cells deficient in a specific step in glycosylation, meaning that no GR could be generated in 

cis. This homogenate was then incubated with a similar homogenate taken from glycosylation-

competent uninfected cells. This well-designed pairing of donor and acceptor compartments ensured 

that the appearance of any Endo H-resistant G protein was solely generated by transport. Initially, 

Rothman aimed to use this assay as a proxy for ER to Golgi transport, however their system actually 

reconstituted transport between Golgi cisternae. This experimental system was later refined to provide 

better signal-to-background, but the guiding principles remained the same. 

Taking advantage of this cell-free system, Rothman sought to define the requirements for 

transport. After reporting an energy requirement for this activity, Rothman then described a 

population of 70-90nm vesicles containing G protein from the donor compartments. They found that 

treating the cell-free system with a non-hydrolyzeable analog of GTP, GTPγS, not only blocked 

transport between compartments, but also prevented the donor-vesicles from uncoating. By enriching 

the population of coated vesicles with GTPγS, Rothman’s group was now able to purify sufficient 

amounts of vesicles and their associated coat proteins to study. These purifications led to two critical 

discoveries in the field of protein trafficking: first, the group identified a seven-subunit coatomer, COPI, 

coating the vesicles; and secondly, the discovery of stoichiometric amounts of the ADP Ribosylation 

Factor GTPase (Arf) with these COPI coated vesicles (J. E. Rothman & Wieland, 1996). 

 

Arf and Arf-like (Arl) stimulated budding 
 

Arf1 was first identified by Kahn and Gilman as the protein co-factor required for the 

stimulation of regulatory subunits of adenyl cyclase by cholera toxin (Schleifer et al., 1982). In addition 

to the ADP Ribosylation activity for which it was named, Arf1 was shown to be a GTP- binding protein 

(Kahn & Gilman, 1986). When bound to a molecule of guanosine diphosphate (GDP), Arfs are soluble 

and not associated with membranes. GDP-Arf1 can interact with the Sec7 domain of guanine 

nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which will catalyze the exchange of a molecule of GDP for guanine 

triphosphate (GTP) (Peyroche, Paris, & Jackson, 1996). This exchange “activates” Arf1 by leading to a 

conformational change that exposes its myristoylated N-terminal tail that drives interaction with 

membranes through hydrophobic forces (Paris et al., 1997). Without any outside influence, many G 
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proteins, like Arfs, hydrolyze GTP to GDP at a slow rate; another class of proteins is needed to 

temporally regulate this activity, GTPase Activating Proteins (GAPs) (Randazzo & Kahn, 1994). GAPs are 

typically thought of as negative regulators of Arf activity. When the GAP-mediated activation of Arf’s 

GTPase domain occurs, Arf undergoes a conformational change, disengages from the membrane and is 

thought of as “inactive”. 

Since the initial identification of Arf1, molecular genetic approaches, such as low-affinity 

hybridization, led to the cloning of a total of six Arf-family proteins in humans, as well as well- 

conserved homologs across the eukaryotic kingdoms (74% sequence homology between humans and 

budding yeast) (Bobak et al., 1989; Kahn et al., 2006; Kahn, et al., 1991; F. J. Lee, Moss, & Vaughan, 

1992; Price et al., 1988; Tsuchiya, et al., 1991). The discovery of structurally related (50%-60% 

homology), but functionally distinct proteins in Drosophila melanogaster led to the classification of a 

subfamily of Arf-like (Arl) proteins (Tamkun et al., 1991), one that was soon cloned in other eukaryotic 

species as well (Lowe, Wong, & Hong, 1996). In addition, subfamilies of Arf-related proteins (Arp) 

(Schurmann, Massmann, & Joost, 1995) and secretion-associated and Ras-related proteins (Sar) 

(Nakano & Muramatsu, 1989) soon added their numbers to the Arf-family ranks. Sequencing revealed 

that Arfs are related to the Ras GTPase superfamily (Sewell & Kahn, 1988). Members of the Arf family 

fulfill a wide range of functions in the cell, including the regulation of protein trafficking, signal 

transduction, and phospholipid metabolism. 

Highlighting the role of Arf-family proteins as master-regulators of intracellular trafficking, 

these proteins are required for COPI coatomer recruitment and vesicle biogenesis, recruitment of AP-1 

and AP-3 clathrin adaptor complexes, interaction with the GGA adaptors, as well as regulation of 

phospholipid-modifying enzymes (J. E. Rothman, 1996). Similarly, Sar1 has been shown to perform an 

analogous (and essential) role in COPII recruitment and budding (Matsuoka et al., 1998). In humans, 

Arf6 has been shown to play an important role in both clathrin dependent and independent AP-2 

mediated endocytosis from the PM (Tanabe et al., 2005), though this is achieved by activation of 

phospholipid kinases, generating PI(4,5)P2, rather than a direct interaction with the coat 

machinery(Krauss et al., 2003). In vitro studies have also demonstrated an intrinsic ability of active Arf 

proteins to tubulate membranes (Brown, et al., 2001). This is thought to occur due to disruption of the 

membrane by repeated cycling of the GTPase domain, leading to the insertion of the hydrophobic N-
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terminal domain. This characteristic has led to the hypothesis that, in addition to their roles in 

recruitment of trafficking machinery, Arf proteins directly contribute to vesicle biogenesis by inducing 

curvature in the membrane and otherwise modifying the membrane environment though activation of 

co-factors (Krauss et al., 2003; Lundmark, et al., 2008). 

 

Discovery of NSF, SNAP, and SNAREs 
 

A few principles govern the membrane trafficking that supports the communication and 

exchange between these various compartments within the cell. Transport of material from organelle to 

organelle is mediated by transport vesicles or carriers enclosed by a lipid bilayer. This process is both 

specific and directional, with vesicles budding from a donor compartment and fusing with an acceptor 

compartment. For many years, the molecular components that facilitated the fusion and specificity of 

these transport events remained a mystery. In 1988, Rothman and colleagues reported that they were 

able to purify a protein complex that was required for vesicular transport between successive Golgi 

compartments within a cell-free system (Block, et al., 1988; Malhotra, et al., 1988). This protein was 

inhibited by the addition of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) and was dubbed the NEM Sensitive Factor, or 

NSF, and would later be annotated as Sec18 in S. cerevisiae (Wilson et al., 1989). Following up on this 

work, Rothman and colleagues identified other components required for vesicle fusion, both an 

integral membrane component and a soluble NSF attachment protein, or SNAP (now Sec17 in budding 

yeast), that appeared to work in tandem with NSF to promote vesicle fusion (Clary, Griff, & Rothman, 

1990). 

A set of affinity purification experiments allowed Rothman and colleagues to isolate a new class 

of membrane proteins, the Soluble NSF Attachment protein REceptors, or SNAREs, with one located in 

the vesicle fraction (v-SNARE) and others found within the target membrane (t-SNAREs). These 

discoveries led to Rothman’s 1993 landmark “SNARE hypothesis” in which he proposed that the 

transmembrane SNARE proteins found on both vesicle and target membranes formed an anti-parallel 

trans-SNARE complex to facilitate the fusion of membranes (Sollner, Whiteheart, et al., 1993). 

Specificity of these events was conferred by defined pairs of SNARE proteins, thus allowing vesicles to 

dock with specific target membranes. These fusion events were hypothesized to be driven by the 

ATPase activity of NSF and SNAP proteins (Sollner, Bennett, Whiteheart, Scheller, & Rothman, 1993). 
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This last point was later proven incorrect by multiple labs by 1998 (Barnard, Morgan, & Burgoyne, 

1997; Hayashi, et al., 1995; Littleton et al., 1998); rather than driving the SNARE-dependent fusion of 

membranes, NSF and SNAP proteins were shown to function in the disassembly of trans-SNARE 

complexes, allowing the components to recycle after fusion occurred, a theme that will feature heavily 

in the body of this dissertation. 

In addition to the issue of specificity, there are several challenges to be overcome in most 

vesicular transport events. Cargo must be selected and concentrated by adaptor proteins or direct 

interaction with the coat proteins, vesicular machinery must be recruited, this machinery then has to 

sufficiently deform them membrane to ultimate facilitate a budding event from the donor membrane, 

and finally the vesicle must transit to and fuse with the acceptor membrane. 

 

Discovery of trafficking machinery through genetic approaches in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
 

Yeast as a historical model system 
 

The formal study of yeast began with Adammo Fabbroni’s 1787 inquiry into the fermentation 

process. The unicellular fungal species, Saccharomyces cerevisiae was first described by Franz Meyer in 

1837, named after its apparent affinity for sugar, saccharo-, and its use in brewing beer, cerovoise. A 

greater understanding of this process had developed by the mid nineteenth century, when Louis 

Pasteur reported that a ‘living organism’ was directly responsible for the fermentation process 

(Pasteur, 1860). In 1875, the founder of Carlsberg Brewing, J.C. Jacobsen, established the Carlsberg 

Laboratory to study the physiology of brewer’s yeast. Scientists at the Carlsberg lab were able to 

isolate and maintain specific yeast strains, S. cerevisiae and S. carlsbergensis, and developed protocols 

to maintain and culture pure yeast strains. Highlighting its importance within the pantheon of 

biological research, S. cerevisiae holds the distinction of being the first eukaryotic organism to have its 

entire genome sequenced, seven years before completion of the Human Genome Project (Feyder, et 

al., 2015). 

In addition to the benefits lauded by bread-eaters and beer-drinkers alike, S. cerevisiae, or 

budding yeast, presents a number of advantageous traits that make it an attractive model system in 

which to perform these studies. As eukaryotes, both humans and budding yeast share remarkably 
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similar intracellular organizations. Just as in more complex organisms, budding yeast rely on 

evolutionarily conserved membrane trafficking machinery to transport proteins and other molecules 

between organelles and into extracellular space. Other processes such as cell signaling and lipid 

metabolism are well-conserved in budding yeast as well. Without the evolutionary ties between yeast 

and man, the utility of S. cerevisiae as a model system would be severely diminished (Feyder et al., 

2015). 

Next, budding yeast are, quite simply, easier to handle than many other model systems. With a 

90 minute doubling time and ability to be stored on plates at 4C° for intermediate storage or in glycerol 

at -80C° for long-term storage, yeast provide a greater degree of experimental flexibility than most 

systems. The genetic tractability of S. cerevisiae, though, has proven to be its greatest asset as a model 

organism. Budding yeast can live as either a haploid or a diploid. Lab strains are typically maintained in 

a haploid form. This gives the advantage of only needing to modify one copy of a gene of interest, 

rather than the two copies of a diploid organism. This haploid/diploid life cycle also allows the 

researcher great control in the mating of yeast strains. Two haploids can be mated to form a diploid 

zygote. When this diploid is subjected to nutrient deprived conditions, it forms a heat and desiccation-

resistant ascus, undergoes meiosis and generates four spores, known as a tetrad. The spores from this 

tetrad can be dissected and segregated as haploids, each with different assortments of the parental 

alleles. Additionally, tetrad analysis has been useful in determining the relative position of genes along 

chromosomes by determining the frequency of “cross-over” events. Yeast also readily take up and 

express plasmid DNA to generate recombinant proteins, either as an expression system or for in vivo 

studies. Perhaps most importantly for its utility as a model organism, S. cerevisiae undergoes efficient 

homologous recombination with exogenous DNA under specific conditions. This allows researchers to 

create deletions, fusions, promoter-swaps, and numerous other modifications directly to the yeast 

genome. This last advantage is somewhat diminished in our post-CRISPR world, but I suppose we 

should be congratulating our non-yeast colleagues for finally catching up. 

 

Schekman Secretory Screens 
 

One of the most profound applications of “the awesome power of yeast genetics” can be found 

in the work first published by Peter Novick, and his graduate mentor, Randy Schekman, in their 1979 
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PNAS paper on “Secretion and cell-surface growth are blocked in a temperature sensitive mutant of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae” (P. Novick & Schekman, 1979), and subsequent studies(P. Novick, Ferro, & 

Schekman, 1981; P. Novick, Field, & Schekman, 1980; P. Novick & Schekman, 1983). These seminal 

experiments were the first lurches of what would become a giant leap forward in our knowledge and 

appreciation of the secretory system. 

Physiological studies on phenomena such as insulin secretion from pancreatic beta-cells 

combined with early EM studies which described the appearance of “zymogen granules” loaded with 

secretory proteins (Jamieson & Palade, 1967) lent a gravity to the importance of the secretory pathway 

in eukaryotic cells, but, to this point, the protein machinery and the coordination of events underlying 

these processes remained a mystery. Specifically in the case of budding yeast, secreted glycoproteins 

are a major constituent of the cell wall (among the many other roles of secretion), so this process is 

required for growth. While Rothman approached his inquiry into intracellular transport biochemically, 

Novick and Schekman devised a genetic screen to identify essential protein components of the 

secretory pathway (P. J. Novick, 2014). 

Genes involved in essential functions of the cell can be challenging to isolate and identify. In a 

classical “forward genetics” 

approach, a pathway is studied by 

mutating a gene (either randomly 

or in a targeted manner) and then 

scored for specific phenotypes in 

that mutant. This information is 

then used to make predictions on 

the function of the mutated gene 

in question. This approach, of 

course, is complicated when the 

phenotype observed is lethality. 

The interconnected nature of 

protein synthesis and the low 

frequency of visually recognizable 

Figure 1-4. Yeast Secretory Pathway
N: nucleus. NM: nuclear membrane. ER: endoplasmic reticulum. SEC:
wild-type gene product. sec: mutant gene product. V: vesicle. PM:
plasma membrane. CW: cell wall. BB: Berkeley body. 
Figure and legend dapted from Novick and Schekman 1981.
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intermediates along much of the secretory pathway further complicated analysis of this pathway. To 

overcome these limitations would require a novel approach to screen essential secretory genes. 

Taking inspiration from the techniques recently applied to isolate cell division cycle (cdc) 

mutants (Hartwell, Culotti, & Reid, 1970), Novick and Schekman generated a collection of millions of 

various mutants in S. cerevisiae, some with silent mutations, others null mutations, and a portion that 

produced a number of “destabilizing” mutations that caused the corresponding protein to misfold or 

inactivate at higher temperatures, or temperature sensitive (ts) alleles. Mutagenized yeast was grown 

on plates and replica plated; one copy grown at a lower temperature and the other grown at a higher, 

non-permissive temperature. The logic behind this approach being that one would then look for 

colonies that grew at the lower, permissive, temperature, and failed to grow at the non-permissive 

temperature. One could then reason that the genes isolated through this approach would likely be 

“essential” to viability (P. Novick & Schekman, 1979). Novick further enriched this population by 

screening the ts-mutants for their ability to secrete invertase, an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis 

of sucrose, and an acid phosphatase, an enzyme that hydrolyzes organic phosphates. Mutants of 

interest for this screen would 1) display a temperature sensitive phenotype, 2) fail to secrete either 

invertase or the acid phosphatase (or both), despite 3) demonstrating a continued ability to synthesize 

new protein (P. Novick et al., 1981; P. Novick et al., 1980). 

From the original pool of 87 ts mutants, only two mutants satisfied their complete screening 

criteria. The genes representing this non- allelic pair would later be designated sec 1-1 and sec 2-1. In 

the case of sec 1-1 specifically, Novick and Schekman demonstrated that secretory proteins 

accumulated within internal pools, visible by EM (as suggested to Novick by Palade (P. J. Novick, 2014)), 

and that this block was reversible, in that secretion could be restored in these mutants by shifting 

them back to a permissive temperature, even in the presence of a drug to block new protein synthesis. 

This would prove to be the beginning of a long and incredibly fruitful journey to identify the machinery 

of secretion. 

Harkening back to the EM images of sec 1-1 mutants filled with internal pools of secretory 

proteins, Schekman developed a method to further refine his sec screening process. He reasoned that 

cells with defects akin to those of sec 1-1 would be more dense than wild-type cells, as they would 

have an increased ratio of mass to volume due to the accumulation of vesicles unable to fuse to, and 
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expand, the plasma membrane (P. Novick & Schekman, 1979). The collection of ts mutants was 

separated through a density gradient, allowing for the enrichment of mutants with defects in 

secretion. From this set of experiments, the Schekman lab collected 200 mutants that ultimately 

proved to represent 30 complementation groups within the secretory pathway (Figure 1-4) (P. Novick 

et al., 1981). As a testament to the robust nature of these approaches, the now-famous sec screens 

generated hits in diverse classes of proteins involved in secretion, from coat proteins, tethers, SNAREs, 

to GTPases, among others. The fact that later work has found mammalian homologs for all of the 

original sec genes serves to underscore the essential nature of secretion and the utility for studying this 

model system as a proxy for our own secretory system (P. J. Novick, 2014). 

 

Transport through the secretory pathway 
 

 

ER to Golgi 
 

One of these 23 sec genes to emerge from the genetic screens described in Novick and 

Schekman’s 1981 Cell paper was Sec13 (P. Novick et al., 1980). By using thin-section EM, they were 

able to score morphological phenotypes for their series of sec mutants at the non- permissive temp; in 

the case of sec13-1, they observed a significant increase in ER volume compared to wild-type. One of 

the secretory proteins used as a read-out in their experiments was invertase. Invertase is inserted co-

translationally into the ER where it is post-translationally modified via N-linked glycosylation. Once 

exported to the Golgi, Golgi-resident mannosyltransferases will elongate these carbohydrate chains 

(Nakajima & Ballou, 1974). The shift in apparent molecular weight of these two species makes this a 

useful assay in studying trafficking between these two compartments by detecting mass-shifts in radio-

labeled invertase at non-permissive temperatures. Using this assay, Schekman and colleagues were 

able to demonstrate that secretory proteins accumulated in the ER in sec13-1. The entire series of sec 

mutants was eventually categorized by the two phenotypes mentioned above. Class I mutants were 

defective in budding and accumulated ER structures at the non-permissive temperature; as was the 

case with sec13-1. Other members of this class included sec12, sec16, sec23, and a multi-copy 

suppressor of sec12, Arf-family GTPase Sar1 (P. Novick et al., 1980). In Class II mutants, secretory 
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cargoes like invertase were more heavily glycosylated than the forms seen in Class I mutants, yet still 

failed to be secreted. These classes were later expanded and renamed (Class A-E), but these initial 

characterizations were a key step in identifying the transport machinery required for ER to Golgi 

transport. 

In 1993, Schekman and colleagues purified Sec13 via affinity chromatography and 

demonstrated that, in a cell-free system, Sec13, along with fractions containing Sec23/24 and Sar1, 

was sufficient for budding from ER-derived compartments and that these vesicles were competent for 

fusion with the Golgi (Barlowe, d'Enfert, & Schekman, 1993; Pryer, et al., 1993). The following year, the 

group followed up by including Sec31 (as part of the Sec13 complex) and reported that GTP was 

required for generating ER-derived vesicles. However, a non-hydrolyzable form of GTP, GMP-PNP, 

allowed for the budding of vesicles from the ER, but these vesicles failed to fuse with Golgi 

compartments (Barlowe et al., 1994). Schekman’s group had identified the coat machinery required for 

ER to Golgi transport was identified. Taking a cue from Rothman, the name COPII was given to this 

complex of proteins (Barlowe et al., 1994). 

 

Golgi to ER 
 

For many years after their discovery, the directionality of COPI coated vesicles has been a topic 

of heated debate. Various researchers have proposed that COPI participated in anterograde ER to Golgi 

transport, some claimed it facilitated retrograde trafficking from the Golgi to the ER, and others 

implicated a role for COPI in intra-Golgi transport (with additional disputes regarding directionality 

here), or perhaps even a combination of some of these activities. This confusion stemmed, in part, 

from the fact that many of the first COPI components to be identified were ‘hits’ from the sec screen 

that was designed to identify mutants with defects in anterograde secretion (in yeast, COPI is made up 

of Ret1, Sec26, Sec27, Sec21, Sec28, Ret2, and Ret3). Further, loss of COPI was shown to disrupt the 

secretion of some, but not all, secretory enzymes (while COPII mutants displayed a more general 

block). 

In contrast, an abundance of evidence begun to accrue suggesting that COPI was required for 

retrograde Golgi to ER trafficking. First, Cosson and Letourneur demonstrated that the ER resident 
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protein Wbp1 binds COPI in vitro (Cosson & Letourneur, 1994). Di-lysine, (KKXX or KXKXX) motifs had 

already been identified as a retrieval signal for membrane proteins in both mammals and budding 

yeast (M. R. Jackson, Nilsson, & Peterson, 1990; Nilsson, Jackson, & Peterson, 1989). With this in mind, 

the di-lysine signal near the C-terminus of Wbp1 was mutated; the authors reported that this mutant 

failed to bind COPI and that its ability to recycle was ablated (Letourneur et al., 1994). The α-subunit of 

COPI, Ret1, was identified by screening for mutants defective in recycling an engineered di-lysine 

containing Ste2. Interestingly, ret1-1 showed a complete block of retrograde transport at the non-

permissive temperature while secretion was able to continue (Letourneur et al., 1994). Another 

recycling signal was identified within the C-terminus of several soluble resident ER proteins, HDEL 

(Munro & Pelham, 1986, 1987) (KDEL in mammals (Rose, Misra, & Vogel, 1989)). Screens designed to 

detect mutants defective in HDEL-specific retention of ER enzymes led to the identification of the HDEL 

receptor, ER retention defective 2 (Erd2) (Lewis, Sweet, & Pelham, 1990). This receptor recognizes 

HDEL-cargoes and sorts them into COPI vesicles via interactions with the coat machinery. These 

studies, and others, strongly suggested a role for COPI in Golgi to ER retrograde transport. 

These seemingly contradictory lines of evidence led to great controversy within the field, with 

opposing views often pitted against one another during conferences. Despite this friction, it was 

entirely possible to synthesize a model that could satisfactorily account for the sum of these results. To 

facilitate multiple rounds of trafficking from a compartment, there must be a way to retrieve the 

vesicular machinery from the acceptor compartment and return it to the donor, lest the cell synthesize 

fresh components for each event. If some of the proteins involved in COPII mediate transport to the 

Golgi depend on retrograde transport of COPI to return to the ER for additional rounds of transport, 

disruption of this activity will soon lead to the depletion of anterograde machinery at the ER. It would 

be difficult to distinguish this phenotype from a direct block in anterograde transport or secretion. This 

hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that the Sar1-GEF required for COPII vesicle formation, 

Sec12, directly interacts with COPI and depended on the Golgi receptor, Rer1, to engage COPI for 

retrieval of the Sec12-Rer1 complex back to the ER (Boehm et al., 1997). The protein-specific block of 

secretion displayed by some COPI mutants can be explained by a failure to recycle specific COPII cargo 

receptors back to the ER. Inability to retrieve Sec12, di-lysine, and HDEL-containing proteins leads to 

dysfunction in the ER and apparent defects in secretion (Lippincott-Schwartz, Cole, & Donaldson, 
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1998). These observations led to the development of a model that accounts for bi-directional transport 

of cargoes between the Golgi and ER (Figure 1-5) (Gaynor, Graham, & Emr, 1998).  

 

 
Intra Golgi 
 

It could be said that the amount of controversy surrounding a given topic is proportional to the 

importance of, and interest in, said topic. If that is the metric, then few topics within cell biology could 

match the divergent viewpoints within the field of intra-Golgi transport. One of the early models of 

Golgi transport was that of “cisternal maturation”. In this model, cis Golgi compartments arose de novo 

and gradually matured, from cis to medial, to trans, and ultimately into the TGN, as different enzymes 

and protein cofactors came and went, according to the maturation stage of the compartment. 

Secretory proteins would enter a cis Golgi compartment and remain within that same compartment 

Figure 1-5: Model for COPI-mediated Golgi to ER retrograde transport. COPII vesicles carry anterograde cargo 
proteins from the ER to the cis-Golgi, and COPI vesicles carry retrograde cargo proteins from the cis-Golgi back 
to the ER. Each vesicle type carries both v-SNARE(s) required for docking/fusion of that vesicle and recycling 
v-SNARE(s) required for docking/fusion of the other vesicle type. Some retrograde COPI vesicle cargo proteins 
are ER resident proteins which occasionally escape the ER and need to be retrieved. Examples include 
dilysine-containing proteins, which interact directly with COPI for packaging into vesicles, and soluble HDEL 
proteins and Sec12p, which interact with Erd2p and Rer1p, respectively, in the cis-Golgi prior to being pack-
aged into COPI vesicles. Other COPI vesicle cargo proteins continuously cycle between the ER and cis-Golgi 
because they are used for multiple rounds of ER/Golgi transport. Examples include v-SNAREs (as mentioned 
above) and anterograde cargo protein ‘receptors’, which must cycle back to the ER after delivering their cargo 
to the cis-Golgi. Figure and legend adapted from Gaynor, Graham, and Emr 1998. 
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until being released as secretory vesicles from the matured TGN. Support for this model was found in 

EM studies of the secretion of large cargoes, like collagen (Leblond, 1989), in which the cargo appeared 

to reside within a single, maturing compartment before ultimately being secreted (Bonfanti et al., 

1998).  

In contrast, Palade 

(Farquhar & Palade, 1981) 

and Rothman (Rothman, 

1981) favored an 

“anterograde vesicular 

transport” model to explain 

flux through the Golgi. In this 

model, static cisternae 

represent distinct 

compartments with 

characteristic casts of 

enzymes occupying each. 

Cargo would be to be 

shuttled between 

compartments, a role 

proposed by some to be 

fulfilled by COPI, in order to progress from the cis Golgi to the TGN. This model adequately explains the 

tight localization of certain Golgi proteins to specific cisternae and the biochemically distinct nature of 

these compartments. While mammalian cells typically have the neatly “stacked” Golgi compartments 

we often see represented in textbooks, many organisms, including budding yeast, have un-stacked 

Golgi that are distributed throughout the cell.  

Separate work from Glick and Nakano provided evidence that, in the un-stacked Golgi 

compartments in budding yeast, cis compartments arose de novo (with material from COPII vesicles or 

an intermediate compartment) and gradually matured (as evidenced by the appearance and 

disappearance of proteins as markers for cisternal identity) before becoming TGN (Glick & Nakano, 

Figure 1-6: Cisternal progression/maturation. Secretory cargoes exit the ER in dissociative carriers, which coalesce
with one another and with COPI vesicles derived from the cis-Golgi to form the intermediate compartment,
which coalesces in turn to form a new cis-cisterna. In subsequent rounds of COPI-mediated recycling, the
new cisterna matures by receiving medial and then trans-Golgi proteins from older cisternae while exporting
cis and then medial-Golgi proteins to younger cisternae. Meanwhile, the cisterna progresses through the stack,
carrying forward both small and large secretory cargoes. In the final stage of maturation, the cisterna is a TGN
element that breaks down into anterograde and retrograde transport carriers.
Figure and legend adapted from Glick and Luini 2011.
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2009). Their work, subsequent studies, and a rethinking of older data, has led to a model that is (more 

or less) largely agreed upon today. This model consists of a general framework of cisternal maturation, 

in which compartments gradually mature, as measured by the association of specific Rab proteins and 

enzymes (Glick & Luini, 2011). As these cisternae mature, enzymes and other “non-secretory” cargo 

proteins are recycled back to an earlier compartment via a subset of COPI vesicles. COPI appears to be 

able to retrieve material from cis, medial, and trans compartments, whereas AP-1 mediates retrograde 

transport from the TGN (Figure 6) (Glick & Luini, 2011). In reality, this model is likely to be overly 

simplistic, as tubular intermediates, perhaps stabilized by COPI, have been observed between adjacent 

Golgi cisternae, allowing for the transport of large cargoes, like pro-collagen (Bonfanti et al., 1998), and 

potentially other factors (Trucco et al., 2004). 

 

TGN to PM 
 

The TGN is a highly dynamic structure that has been shown to sort a wide variety of cargoes 

destined for different locations throughout the cell (Kienzle & von Blume, 2014). It is composed of both 

tubular and saccular domains, each of varying protein and lipid composition. These domains sequester 

cargo and recruit trafficking machinery, creating an effective sorting system. There is both a signal-

independent “constitutive secretory pathway” (Pfeffer & Rothman, 1987) as well as regulated 

pathways that are responsible for the packaging of cargo into immature secretory granules (ISGs) 

(Arvan & Castle, 1998). The TGN is also a hub for AP-1 dependent transport to the endosomes (and 

potentially earlier Golgi cisternae) and AP-3 dependent transport to the MVB, among other potential 

destinations (Hirst & Robinson, 1998). 

Secretory proteins that enter the TGN are sorted by a variety of mechanisms, though the 

specifics are not well understood at this time. A combination of specific signal sequences (Le Borgne & 

Hoflack, 1997) and interactions with specific micro-domain lipid compositions (Lingwood & Simons, 

2010) is likely to dictate sorting to different regions of the TGN. Further, the geometries of tubular and 

lumenal domains (differences in mass/volume ratio would dictate that a tubular structure can 

sequester membrane proteins efficiently while a more lumenal domain would be enriched in soluble 

cargoes) are thought to contribute to this process (Cullen, 2008; Trucco et al., 2004). These secretory 

cargo-rich domains can then either bud small vesicular carriers or can undergo fission from the larger 
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TGN structure and become a tubulovesicular transporter. The exact mechanisms involved in the 

biogenesis of these transporters remains unclear, though there is a requirement for the Arf GEF, Sec7 

(MacDonald & Piper, 2017; P. Novick et al., 1980). These vesicles and carriers will ultimately fuse to the 

PM, releasing the soluble cargoes into the extracellular space. 

 

Endocytosis and the endocytic pathway 
 

The cell possesses multiple mechanisms with which to uptake extracellular material or to 

remove proteins or lipids from the PM. Macropinocytosis involves the internalization of large volumes 

of extracellular fluid (Kerr & Teasdale, 2009), while phagocytosis refers to the process used to engulf 

large particles (Stossel, 1974). The structures that represent these activities range from 0.2 to 10 

microns in diameter (Champion, Walker, & Mitragotri, 2008). Pinocytosis, sometimes called ‘bulk-

phase’ endocytosis, involves the uptake of soluble molecules via invaginations from the cell-

membrane. This process is both receptor- and clathrin-independent. For the purposes of this thesis, we 

will primarily focus on the process of receptor-mediated clathrin-dependent endocytosis. 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) is a highly regulated process that depends on the 

coordinated recruitment, activity, and disassembly of over 50 protein components. As described 

above, clathrin-coated pits were first observed in mosquito oocytes by Roth and Porter (Roth & Porter, 

1964). In their 1984 paper, Adams and Pringle observed dense subdomains along the PM of budding 

yeast. These subdomains stained heavily with rhodamine-phalloidin, indicating they were rich in F-

actin (Adams & Pringle, 1984). We now refer to these subdomains as “actin patches”. These patches 

were first implicated in endocytosis by Howard Riezman’s 1993 paper, which described a requirement 

for actin in the receptor-mediated internalization of alpha-factor. Interestingly, post-endocytic steps 

along the endomembrane system en route to the vacuole did not share this actin dependency (Kubler 

& Riezman, 1993). Shortly thereafter, EM studies of actin patches found invaginations along the 

membrane at these sites, strengthening the argument that RME was tied to actin polymerization 

(Durrbach, Louvard, & Coudrier, 1996; Mulholland et al., 1994). In addition to following radio-labeled 

alpha-factor, dyes like Lucifer Yellow and FM4-64 were used to monitor endocytosis. These last two 

reagents were put to exquisite use in Riezman’s studies (and others (Vida & Emr, 1995; Wendland, et 
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al., 1996)) which identified endocytosis (end) mutants (Riezman, 1993).                                                                                                                               

The advent of microscopy techniques like Total Internal Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRF) and 

live-cell two color imaging proved especially beneficial to researchers studying endocytosis. TIRF 

microscopy was especially useful in these studies, due to the physical properties of the evanescent 

wave released by the total internal reflection of the excitatory light source. This wave decays 

exponentially from this point; this technique allows for the illumination of molecules to about a depth 

of 100nm without generating background fluorescence from other molecules within the cytoplasm. 

The refinement of two-color imaging in live cells proved critical as researchers used multiple 

fluorophores to work out the timing of events in the formation of a CCV (Betz, Mao, & Smith, 1996; 

Cocucci, Aguet, Boulant, & Kirchhausen, 2012). 

 

Lysosomal enzyme sorting 
 

The yeast vacuole is a membrane-bound acidic compartment that is analogous to the 

mammalian lysosome. This organelle contains a variety of hydrolytic enzymes that function in digesting 

proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates delivered to the vacuole so that these components can be reused 

by the cell, as well as the down-regulation of activated cell-surface receptors. Both soluble and 

membrane-bound lysosomal resident proteins are translated into the ER, where they are then 

trafficked to the Golgi via COPII coated vesicles. Unless otherwise acted on, soluble proteins within the 

lumen of the Golgi will be secreted to the cell-surface (Lemmon & Traub, 2000). How, then, are 

vacuolar proteins like carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) sorted to the vacuole from the Golgi? 

This question sparked the development of a series of genetic screens in S. cerevisiae from 

several labs during the late 1980s and early 1990s to determine the machinery involved in vacuolar 

protein sorting. A collection of vacuolar protein targeting defective (vpt) (Bankaitis, Johnson, & Emr, 

1986) mutants was isolated by monitoring the enzymatic activity of a fusion protein that consisted of 

an N-terminal segment of CPY (which had previously been shown to be sufficient to confer vacuolar 

localization) fused to invertase. In wild-type cells, this fusion protein was efficiently localized to the 

vacuole. Mutants were screened for an increase in secreted CPY-invertase activity as a proxy for mis-

targeting of vacuolar proteins. A similar approach was taken to identify a set of vacuolar protein 

localization defective (vpl) mutants (J. H. Rothman & Stevens, 1986). While CPY is localized to the 
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vacuole in wild-type conditions, the vpl class of mutants missorted the enzyme to the cell-surface, 

where it’s activity could be detected. Further, a screen to detect reduced protease activity within the 

cell gave rise to the class of carboxyPEPtidase Y-deficient (pep) mutants (Jones, 1977; Zubenko & Jones, 

1981). CPY is translated in an inactive form into the ER before being proteolytically activated by Pep4 in 

the vacuole. Therefore, mutants that fail to sort inactive-CPY to the vacuole (or just lack Pep4) will have 

a reduced CPY activity compared to wild-type cells. Further analysis and complementation testing led 

researchers to combine these collections of mutants into a single set of vacuolar protein sorting (vps) 

mutants (J. S. Robinson, et al., 1988; J.H. Rothman, Howald, & Stevens, 1989), which included at least 

47 complementation groups. The vps mutants were classified into six classes (Class A-F) according to 

their morphological phenotypes as studied by light and electron microscopy (Banta, et al., 1988). These 

screens revealed a previously unappreciated level of complexity to the process of vacuolar/lysosomal 

protein sorting. 

In mammals, a majority of the roughly 60 soluble lysosomal enzymes are sorted from the TGN 

via recognition of a post-translational oligosaccharide modification (Lang, et al., 1984). Mannose-6-

phosphate (M6P), which is conjugated to asparagine residues of lysosomal proteins by a series of 

enzymes within the Golgi, is recognized by a mannose-6-phosphate receptor (M6PR) in order to 

incorporate the enzyme into clathrin-coated vesicles targeted to an early endosome (Griffiths, et al., 

1988). After arriving at an endosome, the increasingly acidic environment (<pH 6) will cause the cargo 

to dissociate from the M6PR. The cargo will remain within the lumen of the endosome as it matures 

and ultimately fuses with the lysosome. In order to allow for the continuous transport of hydrolytic 

enzymes to lysosome, the cargo receptor must be recycled to the Golgi so that it can, again, sort its 

cargo. An analogous mechanism can be found in budding yeast; where vacuolar enzymes like CPY are 

recognized by the Vps10 (also identified as Pep1) receptor, although through binding to a short peptide 

motif in CPY instead of M6P (Marcusson, et al., 1994). 

The mechanism behind the retrograde transport of these acid hydrolase receptors was first 

characterized in 1997, when both the Emr (Horazdovsky et al., 1997) and Nothwehr (Nothwehr & 

Hindes, 1997) labs found that a subset of Class A mutants caused mislocalization of Vps10, leading to 

the secretion of CPY. Seaman et al. used a biochemical approach to define these gene products and 

described them as a heteropentamer consisting of Vps5, Vps17, Vps26, Vps29, and Vps35 (Seaman, et 
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al., 1997) (Seaman, McCaffery, & Emr, 1998). Further, they were able to correctly predict that this 

complex consisted of two subcomplexes; one for cargo selection (Vps26, Vps29, and Vps35) and one 

for membrane binding (Vps5 and Vps17). They would name this highly conserved coat complex 

“retromer”. 

Retromer’s cargo selective trimer binds to sorting signals on the cytosolic domains of cargoes 

like Vps10 and M6PR. The membrane-binding complex consists of a dimer of SNX- BAR (Sorting Nexin-

Bin, Amphyphysin and Rvs) proteins. This family of proteins can interact with the PI(3)P and PI(3,5)P2 

via their PX domains in order to associate with endosomal membranes. BAR domains dimerize to form 

a crescent-shaped interface, which can bind highly curved membranes. Not only does this domain 

mediate binding to curved membranes, it is thought that polymerization of multiple BAR-domain 

containing proteins aids in stabilizing or even generating this curvature (Peter et al., 2004). The activity 

of both the PX and BAR domains can act together as a coincidence detector, to ensure a tight 

localization of these proteins to PI(3)P and PI(3,5)P2-enriched, highly curved endosomal membrane 

domains. Further studies have identified additional cargoes sorted by retromer, as well as an 

alternative form in which a Snx3 homodimer serves as the membrane-binding complex (Suzuki & Emr, 

2018). 

Retromer is highly conserved between budding yeast and mammals (Cullen, 2008); however, 

there are a few noteworthy differences. First, the membrane binding complex consists of various 

heterodimer pairs of Snx1 or Snx2 and Snx5 or Snx6. Further, mammalian Vps26 exists as two paralogs, 

Vps26A and Vps26B, which mediate the retrieval of different subsets of cargoes, and present different 

phenotypes when mutated (Bugarcic et al., 2011). This additional complexity allows mammalian 

retromer to mediate endosome to TGN retrograde transport for a variety of cargoes, in different cell 

types, and at different stages of development. In addition to M6PR, mammalian retromer recycles 

Wntless (Pan et al., 2008), a divalent metal transporter (DMT1) (Tabuchi, et al., 2010), β-adrenergic 

receptors (β2ARs) (Temkin et al., 2011), and an important protease implicated in neuronal 

development (BACE1) (Wang et al., 2012). In addition, the retromer machinery has been shown to play 

an important role in the progression of several toxins and pathogens in humans. For instance, both the 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (Groppelli, et al., 2014) and some human papillomaviruses (HPVs) 

(Sapp, 2013) rely on retromer to escape the endosome after being internalized so that they can then 
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replicate within the cell. Herpesvirus saimiri (HVS), on the other hand, directly inhibits retromer as part 

of its infective cycle. The inhibition of retromer leads to a decrease in CD4 from the cell-surface, which 

allows infected cells to avoid detection and elude the immune system (Kingston et al., 2011). Toxins 

from bacteria like Shigella dysenteriae 1 and certain serogroups of E. coli hijack retromer machinery to 

traffic to perinuclear regions in the cell after they are internalized. Without this activity, Shiga and 

Shiga- like toxins are harmlessly degraded in the lysosome (Bujny, et al., 2007). 

There are also strong links between retromer function and several human diseases. The sortilin 

(Sor) family of cargo receptors are related to the yeast Vps10 (Rezgaoui et al., 2001). Genome-wide 

association studies (GWAS) have linked one of these sortilins, SorCS1 to both Type 1 and Type 2 

diabetes (Lane et al., 2010). Further, genetic data suggests that Vps26A function is associated with 

Type 2 diabetes, though direct evidence and mechanistic insight into these links remain to be found 

(Kooner et al., 2011). The two most common neurodegenerative diseases in the United States, 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) are also tied to retromer dysfunction. A hallmark 

of AD is the formation and accumulation of beta- amyloid plaques between neurons; these plaques will 

disrupt neuronal function and communication, leading to the pathologies associated with AD. Amyloid 

precursor protein (APP) is first secreted to the cell-surface where it is either processed by an α-

secretase (producing soluble neuroprotective peptides) or endocytosed. Once internalized, APP can be 

processed by a β-secretase, BACE1, which generates transmembrane β carboxyterminal fragments 

(CTFs). βCTF can then be further processed by a γ-secretase, which generates the neurotoxic amyloid β 

peptides that ultimately form plaques (Small & Petsko, 2015). Both APP (Sullivan et al., 2011), via 

SorLA, and BACE1 (Wang et al., 2012) are recycled from the endosomes via retromer. Defects in this 

activity allow these two peptides to accumulate within endosomes at greater concentrations and for 

longer periods of time. This increased exposure directly leads to higher levels of Aβ within the cell. 

Additionally, mutations in the Vps35 subunit of retromer have been linked to both hereditary 

and idiopathic cases of PD (Zimprich et al., 2011). Retromer defects are associated with accumulation 

of Lewy Bodies, aggregated protein structures that are a hallmark of PD. α- Synuclein is normally 

degraded in the lysosome by Cathepsin D, a cargo of M6PR. Without retrieval of M6PR from the 

endosomes, Cathepsin D is not transported to the lysosome and α- synuclein will accumulate, 

ultimately forming the aggresomes we know as Lewy Bodies (Follett et al., 2016). Further, missorting of 
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DMT1 (Salazar et al., 2008) and Wntless (Williams, Chen, & Moore, 2017) to the lysosomes are thought 

to contribute to the neurodegenerative effects seen in PD patients. Clearly, retrograde sorting of 

material from the endosome to the TGN plays an important role in cellular function. 

Since the identification of SNX1 in 1996 (Kurten, Cadena, & Gill, 1996), the sorting nexin family 

of proteins, as identified by their Snx-PX domains, has been expanded to include at least 33 proteins in 

mammals and 10 yeast sorting nexins (Cullen, 2008). Found throughout the plant, animal, and fungal 

kingdoms, sorting nexins have now been implicated in a wide variety of retromer-independent 

functions. The same paper from the Pelham lab that demonstrated the specific retrieval of Snc1 from 

endosomal compartments also indicated that neither clathrin adaptors nor retromer was required for 

this process (Lewis, et al., 2000). However, they assumed that any specific transport activity of this 

nature was likely to be mediated by some sort of cytoplasmic coat. To test this, Hettema et al. assayed 

GFP-Snc1 localization in a handful of putative coat-associated mutants. This work found that, while 

retromer and Grd19 (Snx3) were required for transport of the t-SNARE Pep12, Snc1 trafficking was not 

noticeably perturbed in these mutants. However, when a related sorting nexin, Snx4, was mutated, 

Snc1 localization was shifted to the vacuole from the PM (though a fraction of GFP-Snc1 remained at 

the cell surface). They found that mutations in two other proteins from a list of putative sorting nexins, 

Ydr425 and Ydl113, caused similar defects in Snc1 recycling. These two proteins also co-precipitated 

with Snx4 (but not each other) and were dubbed Snx41 and Snx42 (now Atg20), respectively. Snx4 was 

shown to cross-link to Snc1, and further, that the W86R Snc1 mutant that showed missorting to the 

vacuole weakened this interaction. Known retromer and Snx3-dependent cargoes, like Vps10, Pep12, 

and Kex2, were not missorted in Snx4 mutants, and a synthetic growth defect between vps17Δ and 

snx4Δ was reported. These results suggested that Snx4/41/42 are part of a retromer-independent 

transport module involved in recycling from endosomal membranes (Hettema, et al., 2003). 

Almost concurrent with this work, the Klionsky lab reported that both Snx4 and Snx42 were 

required for the transport of aminopeptidase I (Ape1) to the vacuole via the cytoplasm-to- vacuole 

(CVT) pathway (Shintani & Klionsky, 2004). This work led to the renaming of Snx42 to Atg20 and 

contributed to our understanding that Snx4 exists in two distinct subcomplexes, Snx4-Snx41 and Snx4-

Atg20, that act in separate capacities. Subsequent work from the Conibear lab (Bean, Davey, & 

Conibear, 2017), in agreement with my own work (Best, Xu, McGuire, Leahy, & Graham, 2020), 
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suggests that the Snx4-Atg20 complex plays a greater role in Snc1 trafficking, though any links between 

its role in the CVT pathway and Snc1 recycling are unknown. To more fully characterize the yeast 

sorting nexins, Conibear and colleagues designed a high-throughput screen to identify potential 

cargoes. This screen monitored the localization of 167 GFP-tagged resident Golgi, endosomal, or PM 

proteins and scored changes in localization patterns. From this, the authors identified 27 

transmembrane proteins that were missorted in mutants of at least one of the nine sorting nexins 

tested. In addition to known Snx4 cargoes like Snc1 and the arginine transporter Can1, this screen 

implicated Snx4 in the trafficking of Atg27, Pmp2, and Sft2. Several of these cargoes were also 

mislocalized in mvp1Δ mutants. Mvp1, another sorting nexin, has also been shown to colocalize with 

non-overlapping populations of both Snx4 and retromer components; these results have been used to 

suggest that Mvp1 may play a role in the scission of endosome-derived transport tubules. Work from 

the Tomko lab has also implicated an important role for Snx4 in the autophagic clearance of 

proteasomes in yeast (Bean et al., 2017). In mammals, SNX4 has been shown to be important in the 

endosomal sorting of the transferrin receptor (TfnR) and trafficking between peripheral EEs and the 

endocytic recycling complex (ERC) (Sakane et al., 2014). Peter Cullen has hypothesized that mammalian 

SNX4 exerts this influence on trafficking by coordinating iterative, geometric-based sorting of 

transmembrane proteins like TfnR into narrow, tubulated domains of the EE that give rise to transport 

carriers (Cullen, 2008). There are no known sorting signals recognized by yeast Snx4, but the 

transmembrane domain (and a few specific juxtamembrane residues) of cargoes like Snc1 appear to be 

important for inclusion in Snx4-mediated carriers (Ma & Burd, 2019). 

 

Recycling Pathway 
 

Endocytosed material delivered to the endosomal system will ultimately be transported to the 

vacuole or lysosome and degraded unless otherwise acted upon. As is the case with certain receptors 

that are endocytosed upon ligand-binding as well as proteins that are part of the trafficking machinery 

that promotes transport to the PM, some classes of protein are rescued from this fate by being 

recognized by, and sort into, coated vesicles. These cargoes are either directly routed back to the PM 

(Rab11 recycling endosome), retrieved to an earlier endosomal compartment, or recycled back to the 

Golgi or TGN (Grant & Donaldson, 2009). This activity was first detected by Reizman and colleagues 
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through identification of a budding yeast mutant deficient in a post-endocytic step of FM4-64 transport 

(Wiederkehr, et al., 2000). FM4-64 is a fluorescent, lipophilic dye that is readily taken up by the cell via 

bulk-phase endocytosis. Once internalized, the dye quickly decorates the membrane of early 

endosomal structures. Over time, a significant proportion of the dye is recycled out of the cell and is 

released into the extracellular space, where its fluorescence is quenched (Vida & Emr, 1995). The 

remaining dye will progress through the endomembrane system, ultimately staining the vacuolar 

limiting membrane. Using this tool, Reizman isolated a mutant that internalized the dye at wild-type 

rates, but showed a diminished ability to recycle the dye back out of the cell. He named this putative 

recycling protein Rcy1 (Wiederkehr et al., 2000). 

By monitoring the trafficking of a GFP-fused exocytic v-SNARE, Snc1, Hugh Pelham and his 

group described the specific retrieval of this cargo from early endosomes. This activity required the 

syntaxins, Tlg1 and Tlg2 (Holthuis, et al., 1998), but not a syntaxin that localized to later stages of 

endosomal maturation, Pep12 (Lewis et al., 2000). The compartments in which they detected Snc1 

lacked Pep12 and Sec7 (TGN), so Pelham described these as early endosomes. More recent work, 

including my own, contradicts the Sec7 result and suggests that a portion of Sec7 does colocalize with 

Snc1(Best et al., 2020; M. Robinson et al., 2006). However, the interpretation of this is complex and 

those murky details will be hashed out later on in Chapter II. A paper from Galan et al. in 2001 drew 

the link between Rcy1, now identified as an F-box protein, and the recycling of Snc1, connecting Snc1 

with the pathway first described by Reizman (Galan et al., 2001). Shortly thereafter, work from Nava 

Segev and colleagues demonstrated a role for Rcy1 in the recycling of the furin homolog, Kex2, to the 

Golgi, as well a physical interaction between Rcy1 and Snc1 (S. H. Chen et al., 2005). In addition, our lab 

showed a requirement for Drs2, a phospholipid flippase, in retrograde transport of Snc1. (K. Liu, et al., 

2008). Further, Tanaka and colleagues demonstrated that Drs2 activity is, in part, regulated by a direct 

interaction between its C- terminal tail and Rcy1 (Furuta, et al., 2007). The sum of these studies 

provided a foundation for our understanding of the recycling pathway and an appreciation for the 

interconnected roles that these factors play.  

Despite these discoveries, our field’s understanding of the recycling pathway remained 

markedly shallow, in comparison to more heavily studied trafficking pathways like COPI, COPII, or even 

retromer. It was proposed that Rcy1 and Snx4 acted in within a single pathway to mediate the retrieval 
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of Snc1 from endosomal compartments. This view was widely accepted for a number of years, but 

preliminary observations from our own lab gave us reason to question this model. Further, I reasoned 

that additional protein factors would be involved in this activity, as the proposed models were quite 

minimalistic in nature. Knowledge of the mechanisms of post-endocytic recycling in yeast would also 

have the potential to provide insight into analogous activities within human cells; for instance, the 

regulation of synaptobrevin in neurons or mechanisms used in controlling the spatial distribution of 

internalized cell-surface receptors in other cell types. For these reasons, I chose to direct my graduate 

studies into characterizing these activities.  

 

Vesicle Biogenesis 
 

There are certain steps common in the formation of any type of vesicle involved in protein 

transport. First, cargo must be recognized and sorted, trafficking machinery is recruited, the 

membrane must be deformed to generate the vesicle, and finally there must be a scission event to 

pinch the vesicle from the donor membrane. An overview of these processes is shown in Figure 1-7 

(Bethune & Wieland, 2018). 

 

Cargo recognition & coat recruitment 
 

Cargo adaptors sort proteins by interacting with either the cytosolic domain of a 

transmembrane target or via a transmembrane receptor bound to a lumenal cargo protein. This 

activity serves to concentrate these cargoes and sequester them within microdomains in their 

respective organelles. These adaptors also interact with specific membrane phospholipids and/or a 

small GTPase, like Arf1. These types of multivalent interactions provide an additional layer of 

regulation to vesicular transport; not only do adaptors recognize specific cargoes, they can only 

interact with those cargoes in specific locations. Cargo adaptors can also directly bind the coat itself, 

leading to the recruitment and stabilization of the polymerizing coat proteins at sites of enriched cargo 

interactions (Paczkowski, Richardson, & Fromme, 2015). 

The clathrin adaptors, AP-1 and AP-2, are perhaps the most well-known cargo adaptors. 

Interaction with Arf1-GTP causes a conformational change in AP-1 that allows it to interact with PI(4)P. 
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AP-1 is “locked” into its open-conformation by the combined interaction with Arf1-GTP and this 

specific phosphoinositide. In this state, AP-1 is able to bind its target cargoes. This activation by Arf and 

PI(4)P-binding ensures that AP-1 binding to cargo is both spatially and temporally regulated 

(Paczkowski et al., 2015; X. Ren, et al., 2013). Similarly, AP-2 is held in an autoinhibitory conformation 

until it binds PI(4,5)P2 molecules at the plasma membrane. In its open, PI(4,5)P2–bound state, the 

appendage domains of AP-2 are capable of binding cargoes and other accessory factors. This 

conformational change also provides a scaffold for clathrin binding and assembly. Clathrin assembly is 

further stimulated when AP-2 is bound to cargo (M. R. Jackson et al., 1990). While they are now named 

adaptor proteins, “AP” originally signified that they were “assembly peptides” that enhanced clathrin 

assembly (Keen et al., 1979). In these ways, formation of CCVs is directly tied to cargo-recognition by 

adaptors.  

In the case of COPI, the β, γ, δ, and ζ subunits of the F-subcomplex function as cargo adaptors, 

while the clathrin-like α and β’ subunits of the B-subcomplex (Schledzewski, Brinkmann, & Mendel, 

Figure 1-7: General principles of coat assembly. The formation of vesicles is usually initiated by the localized activation 
of a small GTPase at a donor membrane through the exchange of GDP for GTP (activation, step 1), catalyzed by gua-
nine-nucleotide exchange factors. Activation induces a conformational change of the GTPases, exposing hyrophobic 
elements that insert into the membrane, and binding sites for the recruitment of coat proteins (step 2). The latter can 
be either a two-step process (step 2a) in which an adaptor complex (or inner coat) first binds to the activated GTPase 
and then recruits a cage complex (or outer coat) or a one-step process (step 2b) in which a complete coat complex is 
recruited en bloc. Upon recruitment, coat proteins can undergo conformational changes, thereby opening binding 
sites to either polymerize the inner coat layer or recruit the outer coat. As a result of coating, the membrane acquires 
positive curvature, yielding a growing coated bud (step 3) that eventually forms a narrow neck with negative curva-
ture (step 4). The bud is eventually separated from the donor membrane by scission of the neck (step 5). Released 
vesicles then travel and dock to their target membrane, where their coat is dissociated (step 6) before vesicular and 
target membranes can fuse (step 7). Coat release depends on GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), which stimulate GTP 
hydrolysis in the small GTPases, and on tether proteins that may destabilize coat lattices. Figure and legend adapted 
from Béthune and Wieland 2018. 
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1999) can bind dilysine signals in cargo directly (L. P. Jackson et al., 2012). COPI is recruited to 

membranes en bloc, rather than step-wise, thus, cargo adaptors necessarily “recruit” the structural 

coat components as well (Hara-Kuge et al., 1994). Unlike COPI, COPII is recruited in several steps. First, 

ER-bound Sec12 activates Sar1, leading to Sar1 interacting with the membrane. Sar1-GTP then recruits 

the inner coat, consisting of Sec23 and Sec24 (Barlowe et al., 1994; Bi, Corpina, & Goldberg, 2002; M. 

C. Lee, et al., 2004). Sec24 acts as a cargo adaptor by binding di-hydrophobic, di-acidic, C-terminal 

hydrophobic and aromatic motifs marking proteins for ER export (Pagano et al., 1999). This 

heterodimer then recruits the outer coat complex of COPII. Sec23 plays a different role in COPII vesicle 

biogenesis; it regulates uncoating by stimulating hydrolysis of Sar1- GTP (Fromme, Orci, & Schekman, 

2008). Shown through this variety of mechanisms, it is clear that cargo adaptors play important roles in 

the biogenesis of transport vesicles. 

 

Membrane bending and tubulating 
 

To generate a vesicle, the bilayer of the donor compartment has to become deformed as the 

budding vesicle grows. This molding of the membrane requires an input of force to drive this process. 

Membrane remodeling in protein trafficking occurs through a variety of means. Small GTPases like Arf 

insert an amphipathic helix into the membrane when bound to GTP (Krauss et al., 2008). Not only does 

this allow the GTPase to interact with the membrane and recruit other factors, but the insertion of this 

helix crowds the proximal leaflet of the membrane, leading to a natural “bulge” outward to 

accommodate this crowding. Other proteins, like SNX-BAR dimers, provide an intrinsically curved 

scaffold, whose interaction with the membrane either induces curvature or can stabilize highly curved 

membranes (Cullen, 2008). Additionally, multi-subunit scaffolding of nascent vesicles can occur via 

polymerization of coat proteins, like clathrin, that contribute to formation and stability (Ford et al., 

2002). 

 

Role of Flippases 
 

Flippases in the P4-Type ATPase family are also thought to contribute to the generation of 
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membrane curvature. These enzymes transport specific phospholipids from the exofacial to the 

cytosolic leaflet of membrane bilayers. This unidirectional transport of lipids to the cytosolic leaflet, 

along with the commensurate depletion of lipid from the lumenal leaflet, creates a “crowding” effect 

within the membrane. “Crowding” is relieved by generating positive curvature towards the cytosol. By 

reducing the surface area of the exofacial leaflet, the induction of positive curvature also relieves the 

hydrophobic forces on exposed acyl chains in the “under- crowded” leaflet (Best, Xu, & Graham, 2019). 

Adding evidence for their role in membrane remodeling, it has been shown that expression of ATP10A 

in cells that usually lack this phosphatidylcholine flippase leads to tubulation of the PM (Takada et al., 

2018). Loss of the PM-localized TAT-5 flippase in C. elegans leads to an increase in extracellular vesicle 

shedding from the PM; without the contribution of this flippase in generating positive curvature in 

towards the cell, forces on the PM that promote negative curvature are otherwise unchecked (Beer et 

al., 2018). This force, along with contributions from the components listed above, is used to bud a 

vesicle outward from the donor membrane. 

In addition to the physical force exerted by flippases, these enzymes can influence protein 

trafficking by altering the composition of the cytosolic leaflet of the membrane. For instance, the yeast 

phosphotidylserine (PS) and phosphotidylethanolamine (PE) flippase, Drs2, flips PS to the cytosolic face 

of early endosomes (EE). The concentration of this anionic lipid allows proteins with appropriate 

charge-sensitive domains to interact. The ArfGAP, Gcs1, requires Drs2 activity to localize to the EE via 

its curvature and charge-sensitive ALPS (ArfGAP Lipid Packing Sensor) motif (Xu, et al., 2013). There is a 

similar relationship between the mammalian orthologs of Drs2, ATP8a and ATP8b, and the recruitment 

of EHD1 (Eps15 Homology Domain-containing protein 1) to recycling endosomes (S. Lee et al., 2015). 

Yeast drs2Δ mutants are unable to generate AP-1/clathrin coated vesicles (C. Y. Chen, et al., 1999). 

Work from the Graham lab showed that AP-1 vesicle biogenesis specifically required the PS-

translocation activity of Drs2. Mutant forms of Drs2 that were deficient in flipping PS but retained their 

ability to translocate PE are able to recruit AP-1 to endosomal membranes, but these fail to form 

mature vesicles (K. Liu et al., 2008). 

Further, a functional link has been shown between flippase activity and all tetrameric clathrin 

adaptors in budding yeast (Martzoukou, et al., 2017). The “crowding” effect and regulation of lipid 

composition exerted by flippases has proven to be a key factor in vesicle biogenesis. In addition, EHD1 
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has been shown to play a role in vesicle scission in C.elegans (Deo et al., 2018); with that in mind, it is 

possible that trafficking defects seen in Drs2 and ATP8a1 mutants stem from an inability to recruit 

other co-factors. 

 

Scission 
 

As vesicles and tubular transporters form, they must ultimately undergo scission from the 

donor compartment. While the exact mechanisms involved in this process remain a subject of debate, 

there are several contributing factors that have been implicated in scission events. The most famous of 

these factors is the large GTPase, dynamin. First identified in the shibire temperature sensitive mutant 

isolated in Drosophila, the neurons of these dynamin mutants accumulated invaginated pits along the 

PM that were visible by electron microscopy. These pits were decorated by electron-dense structures 

that appeared to “collar” the neck of the budding vesicles. Characterization of shibire mutants 

indicated that these dominant-negative mutations were defective for GTP binding (Koenig & Ikeda, 

1989). Later work from Sandy Schmid’s and Pietro De Camilli’s labs showed that purified dynamin was 

able to spontaneously assemble into helical structures on curved membranes in vitro, suggesting that 

scission was driven by tightening a “collar” around the neck of a forming vesicle (Hinshaw & Schmid, 

1995; Takei, McPherson, Schmid, & De Camilli, 1995). An analogous mechanism has been proposed for 

the formation of intra-lumenal vesicles in the MVB pathway, in which ESCRTIII machinery forms a 

spiral-like structure around the necks of inward-budding vesicles in order to drive scission (Wollertet, 

et al., 2009). 

This model for dynamin-based scission has been called into question based on a series of 

results generated by the field. First, the shibire phenotype has not been observed in non- neuronal cell 

types, suggesting that this is not necessarily a ubiquitous mechanism (Koenig & Ikeda, 1990). 

Mammalian dynamin is encoded by three separate genes; work from De Camilli and colleagues showed 

that a triple knockout of each of these genes was not lethal (R. J. Park et al., 2013). While clathrin 

mediated endocytosis was inhibited in these mutants, fluid phase endocytosis was not perturbed. 

Interestingly, addition of two well-known dynamin inhibitors, Dynasore and Dyago-4A inhibited this 

activity, presumably due to off-target effects. These observations, plus the fact that clathrin-

independent trafficking events are functional in dynamin mutants suggests that there are additional 
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mechanisms that contribute to scission within membrane trafficking. Oster and Drubin propose an 

additional mechanism that contributes to these scission events; by sequestering specific phospholipid 

species, coat machinery is able to induce a phase separation of lipids between the donor membrane 

and nascent vesicle (J. Liu, et al., 2006). This lipid phase boundary force weakens the interactions 

between lipids of the larger membrane and the budding vesicle, lowering the energetic requirements 

for scission. 

Scission from the donor membrane requires an input of force to pinch the bud- neck and fuse 

the bilayer on either side. For many years, researchers have observed enriched “actin patches” 

corresponding to sites of endocytosis (Adams & Pringle, 1984). It has been well established by groups 

like the Kelly (Qualmann, Kessels, & Kelly, 2000) and Drubin (Kaksonen, Sun, & Drubin, 2003) 

laboratories that actin plays an important role in clathrin mediated endocytosis. Actin monomers at 

CME sites are nucleated by the Arp2/3 complex and begin elongating into actin filaments (Toshima, et 

al., 2005). A drug that sequesters actin monomers and prevents polymerization, Latrunculin A, has 

been shown to prevent CME in S. cerevisiae, leading to the accumulation of coated pits along the 

membrane (Ayscough, 2000). It has been proposed that actin facilitates scission by coupling the force 

generated by polymerization of filaments to the budding vesicle via interactions between actin and 

coat proteins or accessory proteins (Kaksonen, Toret, & Drubin, 2006). In addition, interactions 

between coat machinery and cytoskeletal motors may contribute to the force needed for scission as 

the motor proteins progressively walk down their filaments. Work from the Riezman lab showed 

defects in CME in budding yeast with mutations in the actin- associated motors, Myosin 3 and Myosin 

5 (Geli & Riezman, 1996). 

Using a series of actin mutants, Reizman and colleagues showed that, while endocytosis was 

inhibited in these mutants, there were no observable defects in the post-endocytic trafficking of the α-

factor mating pheromone (Riezman, et al., 1996). This suggests that other means of scission must be 

employed for sites of vesicle biogenesis elsewhere in the cell. While the exact mechanisms that drive 

COPI and COPII budding remain a subject of debate, it is clear that scission of these coated vesicles 

requires their corresponding GTPases, Arf1 and Sar1, respectively. Curiously the scission step in COPI 

and COPII biogenesis appears to be independent of GTP hydrolysis (Adolf et al., 2013). Instead, scission 

is thought to be dependent on the ability of these GTPases to oligomerize into higher order structures. 
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Arf1 mutants that were capable of GTP hydrolysis but contained mutations that disrupted 

oligomerization were able to recruit coat machinery, but these structures fail to bud (Hariri, et al., 

2015). It is thought that the coordinated insertion of the amphipathic helices of these proteins 

provides enough of a disruptive force in the membrane to ultimately promote scission. 

 

Uncoating 
 

As far back as Rothman’s early COPI studies, researchers showed that coated vesicles failed to 

uncoat in the presence of non-hydrolyzable GTP analogs (J. E. Rothman & Fries, 1981). While this 

condition enabled these coated vesicles to be more easily purified, they were also shown to be 

incompetent for fusion with target membranes in this state. Thus, it came to be understood that the 

uncoating of vesicles was an important step in vesicular trafficking. In addition to any downstream 

roles involving fusion, uncoating provides an important layer of regulation in vesicle formation. To use 

COPII as an example: the inner coat complex consisting of Sec23 and Sec24 are recruited to ER 

membranes by Sar1-GTP (Yoshihisa, Barlowe, & Schekman, 1993). As mentioned earlier, Sec23 acts as 

a GAP for Sar1, while Sec24 can directly bind transmembrane cargoes. When Sec23/24 is unbound to 

cargo, Sec23 stimulates GTP hydrolysis of Sar1, causing both Sar1 and the inner coat complex to 

disengage the membrane (Tanigawa et al., 1993). However, when Sec24 is bound to cargo at the ER, 

the inner complex will retain its membrane association through several rounds of GTP hydrolysis 

(Forster et al., 2006). Thus, “non-productive” COPII vesicle formations are aborted before they are able 

to mature. This idea is supported by observation that the COPII inner coat complex is less stable at ER 

exit sites when cargo proteins are depleted (Forster et al., 2006). This iterative process leads to the 

concentration of COPII cargoes at pre-budding sites and promotes the exclusion of non-cargoes. 

 

Vesicle targeting and fusion 
 

The complex intracellular organization of the eukaryotic cell has necessitated the evolution of a 

robust system for the specific targeting and eventual fusion of carriers between various compartments. 

Rabs are small, monomeric GTPases that are part of the Ras superfamily; these proteins act as 

molecular switches and are widely considered to be the “master regulators” of vesicular trafficking 
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events (Stenmark & Olkkonen, 2001). C-terminal cysteine residues of Rab proteins are prenylated; this 

post-translational modification is required for the association of Rab-GTP to its target membranes 

(Alexandrov, et al., 1994). There are at least 70 Rabs that have been identified in mammals and 11 in 

yeast (Bock, et al., 2001). This family of proteins was first discovered in yeast as Sec4 or Yeast protein 

transcript 1 (Ypt1) (Bacon, et al., 1989) and later identified in mammals as being Ras-related in the rat 

brain (Rab) (Mizoguchi et al., 1990). The diversity of Rab-family proteins allows them to regulate 

distinct steps of transport throughout the cell where they decorate intracellular vesicles as well as 

acceptor membranes. These small GTPases localize to their target membranes at a steady-state, and 

have thus proven to be valuable markers for determining organelle identity (Rink, et al., 2005). Rab 

proteins have been implicated in the regulation of budding, movement of carriers, tethering and fusion 

(Stenmark & Olkkonen, 2001). 

When a vesicle buds from its donor compartment, there are two modes available for transport 

to the appropriate acceptor compartment; diffusion or active transport along cytoskeletal elements 

(Caspi, Granek, & Elbaum, 2002). In smaller cells, like budding yeast, and for certain types of trafficking, 

diffusion can be sufficient for delivery to target membranes. However, this mechanism would be quite 

inefficient when a carrier is required to transit relatively long distances, like one would expect within a 

neuron (Silverman et al., 2005). In these instances, vesicle-associated Rabs interact with the motor 

proteins that processively “walk” down actin and microtubule tracks in a polarized fashion (Hammer & 

Wu, 2002). This was first demonstrated in biochemical experiments that showed a physical interaction 

between Sec4/Ypt1 and the actin motor, Myosin 2 (Santiago-Tirado, Legesse-Miller, Schott, & 

Bretscher, 2011). This interaction allows the vesicle to hitch itself to the motor protein to be actively 

transported to the appropriate region of the cell. 

Another important class of Rab effectors is the group of proteins known as tethering factors. 

These tethers can either take the form of long coil-coil proteins like EEA1 (Simonsen et al., 1998), p115 

(Gmachl & Wimmer, 2001), and the golgins (Goud & Gleeson, 2010), or as a large multi-subunit 

tethering complex like COG (Suvorova, Duden, & Lupashin, 2002), TRAPP-I, TRAPP-II (Barrowman, et 

al., 2010), and exocyst (P. Novick & Guo, 2002). These tethers, many of which are recruited to 

membranes by specific Rabs, are proposed to serve multiple roles in the steps of vesicular transport 

leading up to fusion. Tethers were first proposed to play a role in vesicle capture by Pfeffer in 1996 
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when she described them as “velcro-factors” that were involved in regulating the initial interaction 

between a vesicle and its target membrane (Pfeffer, 1996). This hypothesized function would work the 

same way that we think of a tether in the macro-world, and the term “tethering-factor” was adopted. 

A captured vesicle would be tethered in close proximity to the acceptor membrane, allowing for the 

vesicle to come within the ~20nm distance required for trans-SNARE formation (Ren et al., 2009). 

Further, it has been shown that SNARE function can be directly regulated by tethering factors. 

Interaction between the t-SNARE syntaxin-13 and EEA1, a Rab5 effector, is necessary for the 

homotypic fusion of early endosome compartments (McBride et al., 1999; Mills, Urbe, & Clague, 2001). 

The presence of distinct tethering factors could also provide another layer of specificity in vesicle 

fusion in cases where SNAREs have multiple potential fusion partners, ensuring delivery of cargoes to 

the appropriate acceptor membrane. A 2009 paper from Hans Dieter Schmitt and colleagues 

implicated a role for the Dsl1 ER-tethering complex in the uncoating of COPI vesicles as they arrive at 

the ER (Zink, et al., 2009). Tethering represents an important step in membrane trafficking, the scope 

of which we are still working to understand. 

While there are many factors involved in intracellular vesicular trafficking, ultimately, the “buck 

stops” with SNARE proteins. After a vesicle docks with its target membrane, fusion is driven by the 

force generated through the formation of multiple trans-SNARE complexes bridging the gap between 

Figure 1-8: The zippering model for SNARE-catalyzed membrane fusion. (A)Three helices anchored in one membrane 
(the t-SNARE) assemble with the fourth helix anchored in the other membrane (v-SNARE) to form trans-SNARE com-
plexes, or SNAREpins. Assembly proceeds progressively from the membrane-distal N termini toward the mem-
brane-proximal C termini of the SNAREs. This generates an inward force vector (F) that pulls the bilayers together, 
forcing them to fuse. Complete zippering is sterically prevented until fusion occurs, so that fusion and the comple-
tion of zippering are thermodynamically coupled. (B) Therefore, when fusion has occurred, the force vanishes and the 
SNAREs are in the low-energy cis-SNARE complex.
Figure and legend adapted from Sudof Rothman 2009.
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the two membrane bilayers. During the fusion process, four complementary SNAREs contribute an α-

helical SNARE domain which forms a tightly bundled core complex. Coordinated hydrophobic 

interactions between these SNAREs provide a zippering effect, which drives the formation of trans-

SNARE bundles (Hanson, et al., 1997). As this zippering occurs, the two membranes are driven into 

closer and closer proximity, water is extruded from the interface and the energy required for fusion is 

greatly reduced (Weber et al., 1998). These forces will drive the membranes into a hemi-fused state, 

where a fusion pore ultimately forms, which will expand until the two membranes are fully fused 

(Figure 1-8) (Sudhof & Rothman, 2009). Specificity in the process is largely conferred by matching the 

register of three polar glutamine (Q) residues and a positively charged arginine (R) in the “zero layer” 

of the bundle. Sets of SNARE proteins with unaligned zero layers, or ones that deviate from the 3Q:1R 

ratio, will fail to form productive trans-SNARE complexes and fusion will proceed inefficiently or not at 

all (Fasshauer, et al., 1998; Kloepper, Kienle, & Fasshauer, 2007). Multiple studies since the discovery 

of v- SNAREs and t-SNAREs have suggested that these proteins may have greater functional flexibility 

than was first described. A v-SNARE may, in some cases, reside on target membranes, while some t-

SNAREs have been shown to reside within the membrane of a vesicle rather than the target 

compartment (Pelham, 1999). For these reasons, many in the field have found the nomenclature of R-

SNARE and Q-SNARE to be more useful. It is worth noting that proteins classified as v-SNAREs tend to 

have an R residue at their zero layer, while t- SNAREs tend to have a Q at this site. 

Sec1 was the first protein to be isolated from Schekman’s temperature-sensitive secretory 

screens. Since then, Sec1/Munc18 (SM) proteins have been shown to be required for the efficient 

formation of trans-SNARE complexes in vivo (Carr, et al., 1999). While they were initially thought to 

play an inhibitory role in fusion, work from Fred Hughson’s laboratory have provided strong evidence 

that they are a key promoter of SNARE- mediated membrane fusion (Baker et al., 2015). The Hughson 

lab generated X-ray structures of Vps33, the SM subunit of the yeast homotypic fusion and protein 

sorting (HOPS) complex required for vacuolar fusion, and two associated SNAREs. This structure 

suggested that interactions between the SM protein and a R-SNARE, Nyv1, and a Q-SNARE, Vam3, 

stabilized SNARE complex formation by ensuring proper orientation and register of the residues 

comprising the “zero layer”. SM proteins have been shown to bind individual SNARE domains, partial, 

and complete trans-SNARE complexes, leading to the hypothesis that they act to provide a template to 
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promote SNARE complex formation and zippering. Later work from this group has provided evidence 

that this is a conserved function of SM proteins; the mammalian homolog of Sec1, Munc18, was shown 

to catalyze the fusion of synaptic vesicle with presynaptic membranes in neurons (Jiao et al., 2018). 

If specificity of vesicular transport is conferred by SNARE-pairing, then it stands to reason that 

the subcellular localization of these proteins is of critical importance as well. How are t-SNAREs 

trafficking to their resident “target” membranes and how are v-SNAREs maintained at pre-budding 

sites where they can be packaged into vesicular carriers? My work aims to add to our understanding of 

the mechanisms underlying this latter activity. 

 

Ubiquitin 
 

In 1953, Simpson demonstrated that intracellular proteolysis in mammalian cells required an 

energy input (M. V. Simpson, 1953). This feature of proteolysis drew interest, as the specific act of 

proteolysis itself was shown to be an exergonic process. This led to researchers like Hershko, 

Ciechanover, and Rose, the recipients of the 2004 Nobel Prize, to query the exact nature of this ATP-

dependent activity. Hershko and Ciechanover employed a cell-fractionation approach using a cell-free 

system derived from reticulocytes to probe energy-dependent protein proteolysis. Their initial efforts 

led to the identification of two fractions that were required for this process. From the first of these 

fractions, they were able to isolate a small polypeptide that they named the ATP proteolysis factor 1 

(APF1) (Hershko, Ciechanover, et al., 1980). Further experiments showed that multiple APF1 molecules 

were linked to proteolysis substrates in the presence of these two fractions, as shown by shifts in 

molecular weights. Surprisingly, these linkages proved to be resistant to alkaline, acidic, high 

temperature, or high detergent conditions, leading the researchers to conclude that APF1 was 

somehow being covalently linked to substrates and that this linkage was required for proteolysis 

(Ciechanover, et al., 1980). Conversations between one of Rose’s post-docs, Keith Wilkinson, and a 

fellow post-doc in his department drew the first connections between APF1 and a peculiar covalent 

histone modification that was first identified in thymus cells by Goldstein and colleagues (Goldstein et 

al., 1975; Neefjes, Groothuis, & Dantuma, 2004). At first, this protein was classified as a thymic 

hormone, however later work found that this protein was ubiquitously expressed throughout all tissue 
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types, and indeed throughout all of eukaryote (Jentsch, et al., 1990). The ATP proteolysis factor 

identified by Hershko and Ciechanover has henceforth been known as ubiquitin (Ub). 

Not to overuse the word, but the ubiquitous nature of ubiquitin expression, and its high degree 

of conservation across the eukaryotic kingdom, serves to underline its importance to cellular 

homeostasis. Additional biochemical experiments led to the identification of additional components of 

the ATP-dependent proteolytic system. First, the C-terminal glycine residue of Ub is “activated” by an 

E1 activating enzyme in an ATP-dependent manner (Ciechanover, et al., 1982). This activated Ub is 

then transferred to an E2 Ub-carrier protein via a cysteine residue in the active site of the E2 (Z. Chen & 

Pickart, 1990). This E2-Ub complex interacts with an E3 Ub-ligase to catalyze the covalent linkage of Ub 

to a lysine residue on the substrate (Reiss, Kaim, & Hershko, 1988). Substrate specificity seems to be 

primarily conferred by recognition by E3 ligases or interactions between ligases and substrate adaptors 

(Smalle & Vierstra, 2004). Additional Ub molecules can be added to the substrate at additional 

substrate lysine residues (multi-ubiquitination) or via lysine residues within Ub itself (poly-

ubiquitination) (Pickart & Fushman, 2004). 

How, then, does covalent Ub-modification target substrates for degradation? This process is 

well illustrated in the conserved Endoplasmic Reticulum-Associated Protein Degradation (ERAD) 

pathway. Terminally misfolded proteins within the ER are recognized by quality control machinery due 

to the exposure of hydrophobic patches or increased interactions with chaperone proteins. These 

misfolded proteins are 

retrotranslocated 

from the ER into the 

cytosol where there 

are recognized and 

ubiquitinated by E3 

ligases. The 26S 

proteasome then 

recognizes these 

ubiquitinated 

substrates and 

Figure 1-9: Various types of ubiquitination and the specific role of Ub chain linkages. Ub is composed of 76 
amino acids and forms isopeptide linkages between the carboxyl group of Gly76 residue and ε -amino group 
of Lys residue in substrate or in another Ub molecule. The sub- strate can be monoubiquitinated, 
multi-monoubiquitinated, or polyubiquitinated with different types of chain linkages. The 1 st Met and seven 
Lys residues in Ub (Lys6, Lys11, Lys27, Lys29, Lys33, Lys48, and Lys63) can all form specific chain linkages with 
distinct conformations and can exert specific (or unknown) functions. Although it is rare, heterogeneous and 
branched/forked chain linkages are also possible. Figure and legend adapted from Park and Ryu 2014.
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degrades them (Meusser, et al., 2005). In addition to misfolded ERAD-substrates, Ub regulates the 

degradation of important classes of proteins like cell-cycle regulatory proteins, cyclins, cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitors, anaphase inhibitors, tumor suppressors (including p53), transcriptional 

regulators, proto-oncogenes, and components of signal transduction pathways (Smalle & Vierstra, 

2004). 

While the proteasome-related functions of Ub were among the first to be unraveled, 

subsequent research began to identify additional roles for Ub within cellular function. It became clear 

that the ubiquination system was more complex than initially imagined; though the depth of this 

complexity is something that is still being grappled with today. As I mentioned previously, Ub-chains 

can be extended via linkages through lysine residues of additional Ub-monomers. Ubiquitin has 

multiple sites that are competent for this type of covalent linkage: Lys6, Lys11, Lys27, Lys29, Lys33, 

Lys48, Lys63, or even its N-terminal Met1 (also referred to as a linear linkage) (Figure 1-9) (C.W. Park & 

Ryu, 2014). Chains of these various linkage types present different topologies that can be recognized 

by distinct sets of Ub-binding proteins. Further, as is the case in NFκB signaling, these poly-Ub chains 

may consist of mixed linkages. These chains are also subject to constant modification by the 

oppositional activities of E3 ligases and deubiquitinase (DUb) enzymes. We have come to appreciate 

that the myriad forms of Ub modification present in the cell represent a complex ubiquitin code. 

The most abundant form of Ub-linkage within the cell is Lys48; in fact, this is the only essential 

Ub-linkage in budding yeast. These poly-Ub chains are mediated by E3 ligases like SCF, gp78, and E6AP. 

Canonically, Lys48 chains are recognized by the proteasome and mark a substrate for proteolytic 

destruction. Transmembrane proteins are targeted for degradation in the lysosome via Lys63 linkages. 

Lys63 poly-Ub chains are recognized by ESCRT machinery in the late or pre-vacuolar (PVE) endosomes, 

where they are packaged into intraluminal vesicles that will ultimately be degraded as the endosome 

fuses with a lysosome. Additionally, protein aggregates within the cell can be ubiquitinated and are 

delivered to lysosomes via autophagosomes (Thrower, et al., 2000). Ubiquitin has also been shown to 

function in non-proteolytic capacities as well. Ub-conjugation by the E3 ligase Rsp5 has been shown to 

drive endocytosis of substrates from the PM in budding yeast. Additionally, the internalization of 

activated receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) is induced by the Cbl E3 ligase in mammalian cells, which is 

important for dampening RTK signaling (Z. J. Chen & Sun, 2009). More recent work from my colleague, 
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Peng Xu, demonstrated that the β'-COP subunit propeller domain of COPI binds Lys63-linked poly-

ubiquitin, and that loss of this domain disrupts Snc1 recycling (Xu et al., 2017). This finding suggests yet 

another role of Ub-modification; one in which it marks cargoes for recycling from endocytic 

compartments and mediates cargo recognition by coat machinery. 

 

Overview of dissertation 
 

In this document, I aim to provide additional insight into the mechanisms that regulate the 

sorting and retrieval of SNARE proteins within the endomembrane system. While some of the 

molecular machinery involved in these processes have previously been identified in the recycling of the 

v-SNARE Snc1, in Chapter II, I present evidence that these known factors operate within distinct, 

independent pathways. Additionally, I have identified a previously unidentified role of retromer in Snc1 

retrieval that appears to mediate a third SNARE recycling pathway. 

Multiple studies show that Snc1 is ubiquitinated and that this post-translational modification is 

important in Snc1 recycling (S. H. Chen et al., 2005). While ubiquitination of Snc1 appears to be 

important for its interaction to with COPI (Xu et al., 2017), it is unclear if this is a general mechanism 

that promotes recycling of other SNARE proteins or if this is a Snc1-specific phenomenon. The specific 

linkage types, ubiquitin ligases, and regulatory deubiquitinases (DUbs) that govern this activity remain 

unknown. In Chapter III, I will demonstrate that ubiquitination influences the sorting of additional 

SNARE proteins within the secretory pathway, assay the involvement of putative E3 ligases, and 

describe a potential role for a specific class of DUbs on SNARE trafficking. 

The sum of this work provides valuable insight into the mechanisms that govern the temporal 

and spatial distribution of SNARE proteins throughout the endomembrane system.
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CHAPTER II: YEAST SYNAPTOBREVIN, SNC1, ENGAGES DISTINCT ROUTES OF POST- 
ENDOCYTIC RECYCLING MEDIATED BY A SORTING NEXIN, RCY1-COPI, AND RETROMER 

 

Abstract 
 
The budding yeast v-SNARE, Snc1, mediates fusion of exocytic vesicles to the plasma membrane and is 

subsequently recycled back to the Golgi. Post-endocytic recycling of Snc1 requires a phospholipid 

flippase (Drs2-Cdc50), an F-box protein (Rcy1), a sorting nexin (Snx4- Atg20), and the COPI coat 

complex. A portion of the endocytic tracer FM4-64 is also recycled back to the plasma membrane after 

internalization. However, the relationship between Snx4, Drs2, Rcy1 and COPI in recycling Snc1 or FM4-

64 is unclear. Here we show that rcy1∆ and drs2∆ single mutants, or a COPI mutant deficient in 

ubiquitin binding, display a defect in recycling FM4-64 while snx4∆ cells recycle FM4-64 normally. 

Addition of latrunculin A to acutely inhibit endocytosis shows that rcy1∆ and snx4∆ single mutants 

retain the ability to recycle Snc1, but a snx4∆rcy1∆ mutant substantially blocks export. Additional 

deletion of a retromer subunit completely eliminates recycling of Snc1 in the triple mutant 

(snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆). A minor role for retromer in Snc1 recycling can also be observed in single and 

double mutants harboring vps35∆. These data support the existence of three distinct and parallel 

recycling pathways mediated by Drs2/Rcy1/COPI, Snx4-Atg20, and retromer that retrieve an exocytic v-

SNARE from the endocytic pathway to the Golgi. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*  This chapter has been published as Best J.T., Xu, P., McGuire, J.G., Leahy S.N, and Graham T.R. (2020) 

Yeast synaptobrevin, Snc1, engages distinct routes of postendocytic recycling mediated by a sorting 

nexin, Rcy1-COPI, and retromer.  All figures attributed to Best, J.T. 
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Introduction 
 

Newly synthesized soluble and membrane proteins traveling the secretory pathway traffic from 

their origin in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) to the trans-Golgi Network (TGN) where they are 

recognized, sorted, and packaged into secretory vesicles that fuse with the plasma membrane. In line 

with the SNARE hypothesis, principle components of these exocytic vesicles in S. cerevisiae are Snc1 

and Snc2, R-SNAREs homologous to mammalian synaptobrevin VAMP2, that confer specificity for 

fusion with the plasma membrane (PM) via interactions with complementary Q-SNAREs (Protopopov, 

et al., 1993; Sollner, et al., 1993). The “zippering” of the trans-SNARE complex will bring the two 

membranes into close proximity, ultimately driving the fusion of the vesicular membrane with the 

target membrane (Fiebig, et al., 1999). At this point, the SNARE complex is now found in cis on the 

target membrane and is subsequently dissociated by the activity of the NSF AAA-ATPase, yeast Sec18, 

allowing recycling of SNAREs (Grote, Carr, & Novick, 2000; Ishii, et al., 2016). 

After mediating fusion with the plasma membrane, Snc1 and Snc2 are endocytosed from the 

cell surface and trafficked back to the TGN, where they can then be repackaged into nascent secretory 

vesicles to facilitate additional rounds of transport (Lewis et al., 2000). Internalization from the plasma 

membrane is mediated by a conserved endocytosis signal within Snc1, which is recognized by the yeast 

homolog of the AP180/CALM clathrin adaptor protein (Lewis et al., 2000; Burston et al., 2009; Miller et 

al., 2011). Snc1 within endocytic vesicles mediates fusion with membranes containing the syntaxins (t-

SNAREs) Tlg1 and Tlg2 (Holthuis, et al., 1998; Gurunathan, et al., 2002). Tlg1 labels an organelle that 

first receives bulk-phase endocytic tracers, like the lipophilic dye FM4-64, after its uptake by the cell 

(Day, Casler, & Glick, 2018; Vida & Emr, 1995; Wiederkehr et al., 2000). As such, this Tlg1-positive 

organelle can be functionally described as an early endosome (EE). A recent study shows that Tlg1-

positive structures eventually become labeled by the canonical TGN marker, Sec7, either via a fusion 

event or maturation, suggesting Tlg1 marks a late Golgi compartment that also serves as the EE in 

yeast (Day et al., 2018). However, a portion of internalized FM4-64 recycles back to the plasma 

membrane from early endosomal membranes in a pathway that is independent of Sec7, but requires 

the F-box protein Rcy1 (MacDonald & Piper, 2017; Wiederkehr etal., 2000). In addition, rcy1∆ mutants 

possess enlarged compartments that contain Tlg1 and endocytosed cargo, including Snc1, Ste2, and 

FM4-64, and this mutant transports proteins through the secretory pathway with normal kinetics 
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(Lewis et al., 2000; Wiederkehr et al., 2000). These latter observations support the existence of an EE 

(or recycling endosome) in yeast that functions independently of the Golgi. 

The endosomal system is a dynamic, high-traffic system that is crucial in regulating the 

localization of cell-surface receptors, proteolytic degradation of unneeded proteins, and in recycling 

vesicular machinery back to TGN to facilitate exocytic trafficking. Transport through the endocytic 

pathway is thought to occur by maturation of EEs to late endosomes (LE) or prevacuolar endosomes 

(PVE), which fuse with vacuoles to deliver luminal content (Gautreau, Oguievetskaia, & Ungermann, 

2014; Huotari & Helenius, 2011). Budding of intraluminal vesicles occurs during these maturation 

events to form multivesicular bodies (MVB) and proteins sorted into these vesicles are typically 

degraded upon their arrival in lysosomes (Katzmann, Babst, & Emr, 2001) (Stahl & Barbieri, 2002). This 

fate is avoided, however, by certain resident Golgi proteins, cell surface receptors, SNAREs (Snc1 

included), and endosomal proteins which are specifically retrieved from the endocytic pathway (Lewis 

et al., 2000). The retromer complex is composed of two subcomplexes, a cargo selective subcomplex 

consisting of Vps26, Vps29, and Vps35, and membrane-deformation subcomplex consisting of sorting 

nexin dimers (Seaman, 2012). Retromer plays a major role in retrieving proteins from PVEs back to the 

Golgi, although Snc1 (Lewis et al., 2000) and FM4-64 recycling (MacDonald & Piper, 2017) have been 

reported to be unperturbed in retromer mutants. 

The recycling of Snc1 is facilitated by multiple factors, including sorting nexin 4 (Snx4), Rcy1, the 

phosphatidylserine flippase Drs2-Cdc50, and COPI (Galan et al., 2001) (Hua, Fatheddin, & Graham, 

2002) (Hettema et al., 2003) (S. H. Chen et al., 2005) (Furuta et al., 2007) (Xu et al., 2017). The sorting 

nexin family of proteins share a phosphoinositide-binding phox homology (PX) domain and are 

reported to play roles in various membrane trafficking and protein sorting functions within the 

endosomal system. Snx4 can form two distinct heterodimer complexes, either Snx4-Snx41 or Snx4-

Atg20 that mediate trafficking from endosomes to the Golgi and also play a role in the initiation of the 

autophagic cytoplasm-to- vacuole targeting pathway (CVT) (Bean et al., 2017) (Ma et al., 2018). F-box 

proteins have been shown to confer substrate-selectivity to Skp1-Cullin-F-box (SCF) E3 ubiquitin (Ub) 

ligases (Skowyra, et al., 1997) however, the Rcy1-Skp1 complex exerts an influence on Snc1 transport 

in a way that is both Cullin and E2 Ub conjugating enzyme (Cdc34) independent (Galan et al., 2001). 

Despite this, recent work reveals that K63 ubiquitylation of Snc1 is necessary for the efficient recycling 
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of this v-SNARE via COPI-coated vesicles (S. H. Chen, Shah, & Segev, 2011; Xu et al., 2017). In addition, 

Rcy1 binds to the regulatory domain of Drs2, and may activate Drs2-Cdc50’s flippase activity to support 

Snc1 recycling (Furuta et al., 2007) (Hanamatsu, et al., 2014) Inactivation of Drs2-Cdc50 causes 

accumulation of Snc1 in enlarged Tlg1-positive, Sec7-negative compartments (Furuta et al., 2007). 

However, it is not known if all of these factors work together in a single pathway or define several 

different pathways for recycling Snc1. Here, we present data to suggest that Snc1 is retrieved to the 

TGN via distinct, parallel pathways mediated by Snx4, Rcy1/Drs2/COPI, and retromer. 

 

Results 
 

Roles of Rcy1 and Snx4 in Snc1 recycling 
 

The GFP-Snc1 construct used to examine recycling of this protein in numerous studies is 

overexpressed from a strong promoter (Lewis et al., 2000). Under this condition, endocytosis from the 

plasma membrane appears to be a rate-limiting step in the recycling pathway and more than half of 

over-expressed GFP-Snc1 localized to the plasma membrane (PM) at steady state, typically enriched at 

the nascent bud-site due to polarized secretion (Figure 2-1A and (Lewis et al., 2000)). If the trafficking 

of GFP-Snc1 is perturbed in such a way as to shift the rate-limiting step to another stop along the 

cargo’s itinerary, one would expect to observe a corresponding shift of steady state localization 

towards that specific step. As previously observed, cells lacking the F-Box protein Rcy1 (rcy1Δ) 

displayed a substantial depletion of GFP-Snc1 from the cell surface and accumulation within internal 

punctae (Figure 2-11 A and B, (Galan et al., 2001)). A similar phenotype was observed in cells lacking 

the endosomal PE/PS flippase Drs2 (drs2Δ) (Furuta et al., 2007; Hua et al., 2002), as well as in mutants 

lacking the N-terminal propeller of β’-COP (sec27Δ2-304) important for ubiquitin binding (Xu et al., 

2017) (Figure 1 A and B), suggesting that they may be acting at a similar stage of GFP- Snc1 trafficking. 

This COPI mutant (sec27Δ2-304) retains the ability to recycle cargos from the Golgi back to the ER and 

exhibits a relatively specific defect in Snc1 recycling with accumulation in Tlg1-marked compartments 

(Xu et al., 2017).  
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In addition, GFP-Snc1 was depleted from the PM in strains lacking the yeast sorting nexin 4 

Figure 2-1: Roles of Rcy1 and Snx4 in Snc1 recycling. (A) WT and mutant cells expressing GFP-Snc1 were 
imaged at 1000×. Images shown are single planes chosen from a z-stack series. (B) Quantification of images 
captured in A (n = 50); images were analyzed by determining the ratio of GFP signal at the PM as a function of 
total fluorescent signal. (C) WT and mutant cells expressing a Cu-induced mNG-Snc1 construct at low levels 
were stained with fluorescently labeled ConA and imaged at 1000×. Images shown are single planes. (D) 
Channels were separated and thresholded, then correlation was measured by finding the MCC between the 
channels (n = 50) (E) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing an endocytosis deficient GFP-Snc1(PM) were 
imaged at 1000×. Images shown are single planes. (F) Measurement of FM4-64 postendocytic recycling in WT 
and mutant cells. Fluorescence intensity was normalized to the initial value for each strain. Data represent 
three independent experiments. Scale bars represent 2 µm.
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(snx4Δ). However, unlike the phenotypes observed in rcy1Δ, drs2Δ, or sec27Δ2-304, GFP-Snc1 

mislocalized to the limiting membrane of the vacuole in snx4∆ cells (Figure 2-1 A and B and (Hettema 

et al., 2003; Obara et al., 2005)). Snx4 is known to interact with additional sorting nexin proteins and 

associates with either Snx41 or Atg20 in order to perform distinct functions. The Snx4-Atg20 complex 

has previously been implicated in Snc1 recycling (Ma, Burd, & Chi, 2017) and we similarly observed a 

mislocalization of GFP-Snc1 to the vacuole in atg20∆ cells relative to wild-type or snx41∆ cells 

(Supplemental Figure 2-1). The phenotypic difference between the sorting nexin mutants and 

Rcy1/Drs2/COPI mutants suggested that these proteins function at different steps along the Snc1 

trafficking itinerary. 

To address this hypothesis, we generated a double mutant deficient for Rcy1 and Snx4 

(snx4Δrcy1Δ) in order to assay the effects on Snc1 trafficking. In this double mutant, GFP- Snc1 was 

almost completely absent from the PM, instead accumulating primarily on and within the vacuole, with 

the remainder of fluorescence in punctate structures (Figure 2-1A and B). This additive phenotype, one 

in which the defects observed in the double-mutant is significantly worse than in either of the 

corresponding single mutants, is consistent with a model in which two parallel or partially redundant 

systems are both operating independently in the retrieval of a shared cargo. In contrast, we found that 

there was no difference between the defects observed in drs2Δ and rcy1Δdrs2Δ or between sec27Δ2-

304 and rcy1Δsec27Δ2-304, suggesting that each of these factors acted within a singular pathway 

(Supplemental Figure 2- 2A and B). 

As described above, an over-expressed GFP-Snc1 construct has been used to study these 

endosomal trafficking pathways. However, with the availability of more sensitive CCD cameras and 

brighter fluorescent proteins, like mNeonGreen (mNG) (Shaner et al., 2013), it was possible to assess 

these endosomal recycling pathways at low levels of mNG-Snc1 expression. We generated a mNG-

SNARE construct under a copper-inducible promoter that allowed us to “tune” the expression levels to 

near-endogenous levels (Supplemental Figure 2- 3). WT cells and mutants carrying a Cu-mNG-Snc1 

plasmid were induced at 100uM CuCl2 for 1 hour and then treated with fluorescently labeled 

Concanavalin A (ConA), a cell wall- binding lectin. The lower expression levels made it difficult to 

quantify the ratio of plasma membrane to cytoplasmic fluorescence in mutant cells using the same 

methods as in Figure 2-1B. Therefore, cells were imaged and were analyzed for the degree of 
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colocalization between mNG-Snc1 and ConA to determine the relative proportion of Snc1 at the cell 

surface in each of these strains. At the lower expression level, roughly 1/3 of mNG-Snc1 signal above 

the threshold was present at the PM in WT cells at steady state, while a significant fraction was found 

within small punctae. In cells lacking either Rcy1 or Snx4, plasma membrane localization of mNG-Snc1 

was modestly, but significantly reduced. mNG-Snc1 was substantially depleted from the PM in 

snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants (Figure 2-1 C and D). Thus, GFP-Snc1 localized primarily to endosomes or 

Golgi cisternae when expressed at low levels, rather than the plasma membrane, but retained the 

same dependency on Rcy1 and Snx4 for recycling as previously shown with overexpressed GFP-Snc1.  

Endocytosis of Snc1 from the plasma membrane requires the yeast AP180 homologs (Yap1801 

and Yap1802) (Burston et al., 2009) and we suspected that overexpression of GFP- Snc1 saturated this 

interaction leading to a higher percentage at the plasma membrane of WT cells relative to mNG-Snc1. 

Consistent with this, we found that knocking out the more highly expressed YAP1802 gene increased 

mNG-Snc1 plasma membrane localization (Figure 1C and D). 

To address the possibility that the missorting of newly synthesized GFP-Snc1 trafficking from 

the Golgi caused its vacuolar localization in snx4Δrcy1Δ cells, we used a GFP-Snc1 variant that is unable 

to be internalized from the plasma membrane due to a mutation in the endocytic signal (Lewis et al., 

2000). As such, any GFP-Snc1 molecules that are successfully secreted to the cell surface will then 

accumulate at the PM. In this experiment, GFP-Snc1(PM) robustly accumulated at the cell surface in 

the WT and in all tested mutants (Figure 2-1E), confirming that the observed defects in Figures 1A and 

B were primarily the result of perturbations in the recycling of GFP-Snc1 rather than a defect in 

exocytosis or the sorting of newly synthesized GFP-Snc1 at the level of the Golgi. A portion of the GFP-

Snc1(PM) did accumulate internally in the mutants, which may reflect some degree of missorting into 

the endosomal system at the level of the Golgi. 

Rcy1 was first identified for its role in post-endocytic recycling of the lipophilic dye FM4- 64 

back to the plasma membrane (Wiederkehr et al., 2000) and so we examined this pathway in the 

snx4∆, snx4∆rcy1∆ and COPI mutants. After internalization of FM4-64 in WT cells, a fraction of the dye 

follows a recycling route and is secreted back into the media. Thus, WT cells displayed a gradual loss of 

fluorescence over 15 minutes while the rate of FM4-64 secretion was substantially slowed in rcy1∆ 

cells (Figure 2-1F and (Wiederkehr et al., 2000)). In this experiment, rcy1Δ and sec27Δ2-304 both 
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displayed a nearly identical, reduced rate of dye recycling, consistent with a shared role in the same 

recycling pathway. In contrast, snx4Δ mutants were capable of recycling FM4-64 at a similar rate as WT 

cells (Figure 2-1F and (MacDonald & Piper, 2017)). Moreover, the rate of FM4-64 recycling in the 

snx4∆rcy1∆ double mutant was identical to rcy1∆. While both Snx4 and Rcy1 function in recycling GFP-

Snc1 back to the plasma membrane (Figure 2-1A-D), Snx4 does not significantly contribute to FM4-64 

recycling (Figure 1E). These data support a model where Rcy1, Drs2 and COPI are acting in a recycling 

pathway traveled by both FM4-64 and Snc1, with Snx4 acting in a separate pathway traveled by Snc1, 

but not FM4-64. This set of experiments highlights the importance of these recycling activities under 

both overexpressed and more physiological levels of Snc1 expression and provides further evidence 

that Rcy1 and Snx4 operate at distinct steps along the Snc1 recycling itinerary. We use rcy1∆ to disrupt 

the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI pathway for the remainder of this study because Rcy1 appears to uniquely 

function in this pathway while drs2∆ also disrupts AP-1/clathrin function and COPI has roles earlier in 

the secretory pathway (Bethune & Wieland, 2018; K. Liu et al., 2008). 

 

Combined loss of Rcy1 and Snx4 enhances GFP-Snc1 missorting to the vacuole 
 

Here we sought to confirm and quantify the vacuolar mislocalization of Snc1 in snx4∆ and 

snx4∆rcy1∆ cells. To accomplish this, we first pulsed GFP-Snc1 overexpressing cells with FM4-64 for 10 

minutes before washing out the dye and resuspending in fresh media at 30°C for 90 minutes. This 

“pulse/chase” treatment allowed the endocytosed dye to robustly and specifically accumulate at the 

vacuolar limiting membrane (Vida & Emr, 1995). GFP-Snc1 accumulated on and within the vacuole 

membrane in both snx4Δ and snx4Δrcy1Δ, but no co-localization betweenGFP-Snc1 and FM4-64 was 

observed in WT or rcy1∆ cells (Figure 2-2A). GFP is stable within the vacuolar lumen, while Snc1 is 

rapidly degraded; these properties lead to an accumulation of a smaller “free GFP” band and a 

depletion of the GFP-Snc1 fusion protein when this cargo is missorted to the vacuole. The ratio of free 

GFP to GFP-Snc1 on a western blot probed with anti-GFP provides a method for quantifying 

mislocalization to the vacuole in a large population of cells. In line with the microscopy data, these 

western blots indicated GFP-Snc1 was missorted to the vacuole in snx4Δ and a significantly enhanced 

sorting defect was observed in snx4Δrcy1Δ (Figure 2-2B). Similarly, we observed that fluorescently 

labeled Snc1 localized to the vacuole in snx4Δ and snx4Δrcy1Δ backgrounds even at lower expression 
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levels, and this missorting phenotype was enhanced in the double mutant (Figure 2-2C and D).  
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Figure 2-2: Combined loss of Rcy1 and Snx4 enhances GFP-Snc1 missorting to the vacuole. 
(A) Cells expressing GFP-Snc1 were pulsed with FM4-64 and the dye was allowed to chase to 
the vacuole over 90 min. The cells were then imaged at 1000×; single planes are shown. (B) 
WT and mutant cells expressing GFP-Snc1 were cultured overnight, harvested, and lysed in 
buffer containing SDS. These lysates were used in a Western blot and blotted with mouse 
anti-GFP antibody and then a fluorescently labeled rabbit anti- mouse antibody and imaged. 
Lower molecular weight bands represent free GFP that has been proteolytically cleaved within 
the vacuole. The ratio of “free GFP” signal to total signal was used to quantify these blots. Data 
represent three independent experiments. (C) Cells expressing a Cu-induced mNG-Snc1 
construct at endogenous level were pulsed with FM4-64, and the dye was allowed to chase to 
the vacuole. Micrographs were taken at 1000×; single planes are shown. (D) Channels were 
separated and thresholded and correlation was measured by finding the MCC between the 
channels (n = 50). Scale bars represent 2 µm.
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Snc1 passes through Tlg1-compartments where it accumulates in rcy1∆ cells 
 

When overexpressed, Snc1 primarily localized to the plasma membrane of WT cells and internal 

punctae marked by Tlg1 (EE and/or TGN) in rcy1∆ cells (Figure 2-3A and B). Even though Snc1 primarily 

localized to the vacuole of snx4∆ cells, most of these cells also displayed a few punctae with, in this 

case, mCherry-Snc1 (Figure 2-3A). To ascertain the identity of these structures, we co-expressed 

fluorescent Snc1 along with a marker of the TGN and EE (GFP-Tlg1) (Siniossoglou & Pelham, 2001), or a 

LE marker (DsRed-FYVE) (Eugster et al., 2004) in WT and mutant strains, imaged them and quantified 

the overlap of each marker via the Manders’ Correlation Coefficient and by counting punctae, 

respectively. From these experiments, we observed a relatively low degree of overlap between Tlg1 

and Snc1 in WT and snx4Δ cells. In contrast, the degree of colocalization between Snc1 and Tlg1 was 

increased nearly two-fold in rcy1Δ (Figure 3A and B). When comparing the colocalization between GFP-

Snc1 and the LE marker, DsRed-FYVE, we observed little overlap in either the WT or rcy1Δ strains 

(Figure 2-3C and D). We did, however, see a significant increase in the proportion of Snc1 punctae that 

were also positive for DsRed-FYVE in snx4Δ, consistent with a transitory stop in the LE en route to the 

vacuole. Thus, rcy1∆ and snx4∆ are accumulating Snc1 at different steps along the endocytic pathway. 

This is consistent with published data showing Snx4 localizes to LEs while Rcy1 localizes to Tlg1-positive 

EE/TGN compartments (Arlt et al., 2015; S. H. Chen et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2017). 

Similarly, we sought to confirm that the missorting phenotypes observed under over- expressed 

conditions were still applicable at low Snc1 expression levels, as it was possible that overexpression 

contributed to these phenotypes in the mutant cells. As noted, mNG-Snc1 expressed at low levels is 

observed both at the PM and within punctate structures in the cytoplasm. Colocalization analysis 

between mNG-Snc1 and mCH-Tlg1 reveals that these Snc1-punctae are also positive for mCh-Tlg1. This 

colocalization was significantly enhanced in rcy1Δ, suggesting that the efficiency of Snc1 retrieval from 

the Tlg1-positive compartment is impaired in this condition. The difference between WT and rcy1∆ was 

not as pronounced as with GFP-Snc1 because a larger percentage of mNG-Snc1 localized to Tlg1-

positive compartments in WT cells at the lower expression level. The degree of colocalization between 

these two markers was slightly increased in snx4Δ, but not to the extent as observed in rcy1∆ cells 

(Figure 2-3E and F). 
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Distinct sorting signals mediate Rcy1 and Snx4-dependent pathways 
 

Earlier work from our group identified a requirement for the ubiquitination of Snc1 for 

interaction with the Rcy1/COPI recycling machinery. The UL36 deubiquitinase (DUb) from Herpes 

simplex virus, as well as a catalytically dead variant (DUb*) was fused to GFP-Snc1 and it was reported 
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Figure 2-3: Snc1 passes through Tlg1 compartments where it accumulates in rcy1∆. (A) WT and 
mutant cells expressing GFP-Tlg1 and mCh-Snc1 were imaged at 1000×; single planes are shown. 
(B) Channels were separated and thresholded and correlation was measured by finding the MCC 
between the channels (n = 50). (C) Cells expressing GFP-Snc1 and DsRed-FYVE were imaged at 
1000×; single planes are shown. (D) Channels were split, and the total nonvacuolar GFP-positive 
structures were counted for each cell. Next, the number of GFP-positive structures that were also 
positive for dsRed- FYVE were counted and a ratio of these two values was calculated for each cell. 
(n = 40). (E) Cells expressing mCh-Tlg1 and mNG-Snc1 were imaged at 1000×; single plane is 
shown. (F) Channels were separated and thresholded and correlation was measured by finding the 
MCC between the two channels (n = 40). Scale bars represent 2 µm.
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that DUb-GFP-Snc1 accumulated in Tlg1-positive membranes (Xu et al., 2017). Thus, we would predict 

an additive defect in Snc1 recycling when DUb-GFP-Snc1 is expressed in snx4∆ mutants (Figure 2-4A), 

comparable to what we observed for GFP-Snc1 in snx4∆rcy1∆. In wild-type cells, we observed a 

depletion of DUb-GFP-Snc1 from the plasma membrane, relative to DUb*-GFP-Snc1, and accumulation 
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Figure 2-4: Distinct sorting signals mediate Rcy1- and Snx4-dependent pathways. (A) 
WT and mutant cells expressing DUb-GFP-Snc1 and DUb*-GFP-Snc1 were imaged at 
1000×; single planes are shown. (B) Quantification of images captured in A (n = 50); 
images were analyzed by determining the ratio of GFP signal at the PM as a function of 
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Quantification of images captured in C (n = 50); images were analyzed by determining 
the ratio of GFP signal at the PM as a function of total fluorescent signal.
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within cytoplasmic punctae and tubules. There was no significant difference in Snc1 recycling in rcy1Δ 

cells expressing either DUb-GFP-Snc1 or DUb*-GFP-Snc1. In contrast, we see a significantly enhanced 

missorting phenotype in snx4Δ cells expressing DUb-GFP-Snc1 when compared to the catalytically dead 

variant (Figure 2-4A and B). Of note, rather than the primarily vacuolar localization of GFP- Snc1 

observed in in snx4Δ mutants, DUb-GFP-Snc1 is completely excluded from the lumen of the vacuole in 

snx4Δ and snx4∆rcy1∆ mutants. Instead, the cargo accumulates within punctate structures, as well as 

on the vacuolar membrane and enriched in foci likely to represent PVEs (Figure 2-4A). As ubiquitination 

of membrane proteins is required for their entry into multivesicular bodies via the ESCRT machinery, 

this exclusion from the vacuolar lumen is expected, and indeed serves as a useful control to confirm 

that our deubiquitinase fusions are catalytically active. These results are consistent with a model in 

which there are two separate pathways capable of retrieval of Snc1 to the TGN, one dependent on 

ubiquitination of the cargo (Rcy1/COPI) and one independent of this modification (Snx4). 

Previous studies identified a series of charged residues (K88, K91, K93) within the 

transmembrane domain of Snc1 that are essential for recognition of the SNARE by the Snx4 mediated 

recycling machinery. While individual mutation of these residues did not affect Snc1 trafficking (Lewis 

et al., 2000) a charge reversal of all three residues (KKK to DDD) disrupted the ability of Snc1-DDD to be 

retrieved from the endosomal system by Snx4, resulting in an accumulation of the cargo within the 

vacuole in wild-type cells, recapitulating the defects seen in snx4Δ mutants (Ma & Burd, 2019). We 

predict that GFP-Snc1-DDD is still capable of engaging the distinct Rcy1/Drs2/COPI dependent recycling 

module. Therefore, we would expect rcy1Δ cells to show a further diminished ability to recycle GFP-

Snc1-DDD compared to GFP-Snc1, essentially phenocopying snx4Δrcy1Δ mutants described in Figure 1. 

Wild-type cells expressing GFP-Snc1-DDD missorted the cargo to the vacuolar lumen and the fraction 

at the cell-surface was diminished relative to GFP-Snc1. Consistent with our predictions, we observed a 

significantly enhanced defect in retrieval of GFP-Snc1-DDD in rcy1∆ cells relative to GFP-Snc1. Notably, 

there was no significant difference in PM-localization between snx4Δ cells expressing either GFP-Snc1 

or GFP-Snc1-DDD; indicating that, as the charge-reversal mutants are already unable to engage the 

Snx4 machinery, there is no further consequence to losing Snx4 itself. Lastly, we found that there is no 

measurable difference in PM localization of GFP-Snc1 or GFP-Snc1-DDD in snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants 

(Figure 2-4 C and D). Taken together, these sets of experiments support a model of parallel retrieval 
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mechanisms for Snc1, each reliant on distinct sorting signals to mediate interaction with the trafficking 

machineries.  

 

Internal pools of Snc1 can be recycled to the plasma membrane in snx4Δ and rcy1Δ mutants 
 

Snc1 is mislocalized in snx4Δ and rcy1Δ mutants; however, these steady-state measurements 

fail to provide insight into the kinetics of post-endocytic Snc1 recycling, or the fate of Snc1 molecules 

that appear to be “trapped” in these internal structures. If Rcy1 and Snx4 mediate two parallel 

pathways for recycling, each should be capable of recycling Snc1 in the absence of the other. To test 
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Figure 2-5: Internal pools of Snc1 can be recycled to the PM in snx4Δ and rcy1Δ mutants. 
(A) Cells expressing a Cu-inducible mNG-Snc1 vector were induced for 1 h and then 
treated with LatA and cycloheximide and imaged at various time points over the course of 
an hour; images shown are of single planes. (B) For each time point, the fluorescence 
intensity at the PM was taken as a ratio as total cellular fluorescence and graphed (n = 
30). Scale bar represents 2 µm.
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this possibility, we acutely inhibited endocytosis with Latrunculin A, a drug that inhibits the formation 

of F-actin (Ayscough, 2000), and measured the rate of Snc1 recycling as a function of its delivery to the 

PM over time from internal compartments. Wild-type and mutant cells expressing mNG- Snc1 were 

induced for an hour, then washed and treated with both cycloheximide, a potent inhibitor of protein 

translation, as well as Latrunculin A. Cycloheximide was administered to eliminate any contribution 

from newly synthesized mNG-Snc1 in the secretory pathway so we would only measure recycling of 

pre-existing mNG-Snc1. These cells were then imaged over the course of an hour and the proportion of 

Snc1 at the PM was quantified for each of these time-points. 

In WT cells at t=0, most of the mNG-Snc1 was visible within intracellular punctae, with a smaller 

portion visible at the cell-surface. Between the 5 minute and 15 minute time-points, we saw a rapid 

increase in the accumulation of Snc1 at the PM, while internal pools began to dim or disappear. This 

trend continued, at a slower pace, throughout the entire hour, until Snc1 was almost exclusively 

localized to the PM and internal pools largely disappeared (Figure 2-5A and B). At low expression 

levels, background fluorescence in the cytosol makes a significant contribution to the intracellular 

signal and so the absolute values likely underrepresent the percentage of Snc1 at the plasma 

membrane. Nonetheless, this result indicates that, in WT cells, the cytoplasmic Snc1-positive structures 

are readily accessible to the recycling machinery. 

In rcy1Δ cells at t=0, there was very little mNG-Snc1 visible at the cell surface, instead, the bulk 

of the cargo occupied both punctate and tubular structures within the cell. Compared to the WT, these 

structures were slower to deplete and delivery of Snc1 to the PM was incomplete. However, over the 

course of an hour, these internal structures showed a loss of signal intensity and mNG-Snc1 became 

localized to the PM to a greater extent, indicating that a portion of mNG-Snc1 was still accessible to 

recycling machinery in rcy1Δ cells. Even after an hour, a proportion of mNG-Snc1 was not recycled back 

to the plasma membrane and the measurable difference between WT and rcy1∆ cells at this stage is 

accounted for by a few tubular structures and punctae in the rcy1∆ cells where mNG-Snc1 appeared to 

be trapped (Figure 2-5A and B).  

Likewise, in the snx4Δ mutants there was very little detectable Snc1 at the PM at t=0. Instead, 

the majority of the protein was found on and within the vacuole, as well as within bright cytoplasmic 

punctate structures. These structures were persistent, and mNG-Snc1 was slow to appear at the PM, 
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but most of the punctae disappeared by the 30 minute time-point, at which time mNG-Snc1 became 

more robustly localized to the PM. The vacuole, it seems is a terminal destination for mNG-Snc1 in 

these cells, as the signal in this organelle did not deplete over time. These results suggest that non-

vacuolar pools of Snc1 are still able to be recycled in snx4Δ mutants, albeit at a slower rate compared 

to WT cells (Figure 2-5A and B). 

We next asked if recycling would be completely blocked in snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants under 

these conditions. At t=0, there is almost no mNG-Snc1 at the cell surface, instead, it was observed 

within the vacuole as well as in small internal structures. These structures largely persisted throughout 

the course of this experiment and mNG-Snc1 was very slow to appear at the cell-surface. This apparent 

rate of recycling was slower than the measured rates for either the snx4Δ or rcy1Δ single mutants, but 

showed that even in this double mutant condition, a small fraction of the internal pool of Snc1 was still 

competent for recycling. We hypothesize that, in this condition, a small amount of the cargo is capable 

of being recycled in a non- specific manner by alternative means, perhaps the AP-1 or retromer 

pathways (Figure 2-5A and B). 

 

Loss of retromer in snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants blocks Snc1 recycling 
 

Despite previous reports finding that Snc1 trafficking was unaffected in retromer mutants 

(Hettema et al., 2003), we reasoned that a small contribution of retromer to recycling might be missed 

in cells with the Rcy1 and Snx4-dependent routes intact. To test this hypothesis, we generated a 

snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutant to ablate retromer function. We then tested these strains in a 

Latrunculin A experiment and visualized the localization of mNG-Snc1 over the course of an hour. As 

displayed in Figure 2-6 A and B, there was a very strong defect observed in mNG-Snc1 recycling and we 

saw very little accumulation of mNG-Snc1 at the cell- surface in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutants. 

mNG-Snc1 appeared to be completely retained within internal punctae that did not appreciably 

deplete even at later time points. In addition, the retromer mutation prevented mNG-Snc1 transport to 

the vacuole normally caused by snx4∆ (compare snx4∆rcy1∆ cells to snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆ cells). This 

striking result suggested that, in conditions in which neither the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI nor the Snx4-

dependent pathways were available, small amounts of Snc1 are capable of recycling to the TGN from 

post- endocytic structures via the retromer pathway.  
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The role of the clathrin adaptor protein AP-1 in trafficking between the Golgi and endosomes 

has been unclear. Some studies proposed an anterograde function of AP-1 in delivering cargo from the 

TGN to endosomes (Le Borgne & Hoflack, 1997; K. Liu et al., 2008), other studies suggest a role in EE to 
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Figure 2-6: Loss of retromer in snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants blocks Snc1 recycling. (A) WT and mutant 
cells expressing a Cu-inducible mNG-Snc1 vector were induced for 1 h and then treated with LatA and 
cycloheximide and imaged at various time points over the course of an hour; images shown are of single 
planes. (B) For each time point, the fluorescence intensity at the PM was taken as a ratio as total cellular 
fluorescence and graphed (n = 30). (C) Cells expressing an endocytosis deficient GFP-Snc1(PM) were 
imaged at 1000×. Images shown are single planes. (D) WT and mutant cells were cultured overnight in 
liquid culture and were transferred to a 96-well plate. These cultures then underwent serial 10-fold 
dilutions five times, were plated on YPD plates, and incubated at 30°C for 2 d before imaging. Scale bars 
represent 2 µm.
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TGN trafficking (Copic, Starr, & Schekman, 2007; Valdivia, et al., 2002) (although Snc1 is unaffected in 

AP-1 single mutants (Xu et al., 2017)), and a third possibility is that AP-1 mediates retrograde transport 

from the TGN to earlier (or younger) Golgi cisternae (Casler, et al., 2019; K. Liu et al., 2008). In some 

cases, cargos that are primarily retained in the Golgi/endosomal system are secreted to the plasma 

membrane in AP-1 mutants (K. Liu et al., 2008; Valdivia et al., 2002). The observation that a significant 

fraction of mNG-Snc1 appeared to be trapped internally in snx4∆rcy1∆ and was rather slowly exported 

in latrunculin A treated cells suggested it was trapped in a loop of retrograde and anterograde 

transport within the Golgi. Therefore, we disrupted the AP-1 subunit Apl4 to generate a 

snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆ triple mutant and to assess the impact on Snc1 trafficking. Compared to snx4∆rcy1∆, 

the snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆ triple mutant displayed a reduction in mNG-Snc1 trapped at the plasma 

membrane of LatA treated cells, but the difference at the 60-minute time point was not statistically 

significant (Figure 2-6 A and B). It was still possible to see a slight accumulation of Snc1 at the cell 

surface in snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆ cells at later time points in this triple mutant. Thus, AP-1 is not involved in 

retaining mNG-Snc1 in the Golgi of snx4∆rcy1∆ cells. Comparably to inactivating retromer, loss of AP-1 

in this background also appears to impair mNG-Snc1 transport to the vacuole. These results suggest 

there is no significant role for AP-1 and clathrin in delivering Snc1 to an export competent site, 

although a minor role cannot be excluded.  

The striking defects observed in these triple mutants led us to ask whether or not these 

phenotypes were indicative of a diminished ability to recycle internalized cargoes, or perhaps a more 

general disruption of secretory or exocytic function. To test this, we again used the GFP-Snc1 (PM) 

mutant that lacks an AP180 endocytic signal to assess whether or not these strains were capable of 

secretion (Figure 2-6C). We observed that, in the snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆ triple mutant, the vast majority of 

GFP-Snc1 (PM) localized to the plasma membrane, though a small number of internal structures 

persisted. Similarly, GFP-Snc1 (PM) was present at the PM in the snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutant, 

though there was a prominent cytoplasmic haze in these cells, as well as small number of punctate 

structures akin to those seen in snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆. These results suggest that both of these triple- 

mutants are secretion competent and that the lack of accumulation of GFP-Snc1 at the plasma 

membrane in these cells during the LatA experiment can be attributed to failure of recycling 

machinery, rather than a block in secretion. The internal pools of GFP-Snc1 (PM) observed in 
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snx4∆rcy1∆apl4∆ and snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ may arise from cargo internalized by AP180-independent 

bulk- phase endocytosis, a partial impairment of secretory function or missorting at the level of the 

Golgi. 

To measure the influence of perturbing endosome to Golgi trafficking on growth, we performed 

a serial dilution growth assay with wild-type, single mutant, and triple mutant strains deficient for 

recycling proteins (Figure 2-6D). After two days growth at 30°C, saw no appreciable growth defects in 

any combination of our single or double mutants, relative to wild-type. Indeed, even the 

snx4Δrcy1Δapl4Δ grew at a relatively normal rate. In contrast, snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ showed a severe 

growth defect compared to all other strains. This synthetic growth defect between snx4∆, rcy1∆ and 

vps35∆ is consistent with these factors acting in three parallel pathways for endosome to Golgi 

transport. 

A previous, nonquantitative analysis suggested GFP-Snc1 recycling is independent of retromer 

(Hettema et al., 2003). In addition, it was possible that GFP- Snc1 only engages retromer when the 

primary routes are disrupted. To address these issues, we assayed our suite of retromer mutants for 

their ability to recycle GFP-Snc1. Our quantitative analysis reveals a modest, but statistically significant, 

defect in GFP- Snc1 localization the vps35Δ single mutant (Figure 2-7A). We also report enhanced 

defects in rcy1Δvps35Δ and snx4Δvps35Δ double mutants, as compared to rcy1Δ or snx4Δ single 

mutants, respectively, though these defects are not as strong as those observed in snx4Δrcy1Δ. There 

was no measurable difference in GFP-Snc1 recycling between snx4Δrcy1Δ and snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ 

mutants in this steady-state assay. We next measured the ability of wild-type and vps35∆ cells to 

recycle endocytosed FM4-64 back to the cell-surface. The retromer single-mutant mutant did not 

display a defect in FM4-64 recycling (Figure 2-7C and (MacDonald & Piper, 2017)) and the defect in the 

snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆ triple mutant (∆∆∆) mirrored that of rcy1∆ single mutants. Taken together, these 

results provide evidence that Rcy1/Drs2/COPI and Snx4-dependent trafficking routes are the primary 

drivers of Snc1 recycling, and the retromer complex is able to retrieve modest amounts of this cargo 

back to the TGN but plays no role in FM4-64 recycling (Figure 2-7).  
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Localization of Snc1 in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ mutants 
 

Our initial observations with snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ revealed a pattern of GFP-Snc1 localization that 

was different than that presented in either vps35Δ, rcy1Δ, or snx4Δ single mutants. Very little vacuolar 

localization was observed in the triple mutant and in addition to punctae, a dispersed, lacy 

fluorescence pattern was observed. To further characterize these compartments, we co-expressed a 

mCH-tagged Tlg1 and GFP-Snc1 in the triple mutant. The morphology of the mCh-Tlg1 compartments 

was greatly perturbed in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutants and it co-localized with GFP-Snc1 primarily 

to the lacy network of membranes (Supplemental Figure 4A). Interestingly, the PI(3)P-binding marker of 

LEs, dsRED-FYVE, was less perturbed in this background and there was a small degree of overlap 

between dsRED-FYVE-decorated compartments and GFP-Snc1 punctae. These data suggested that 
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Figure 2-7: Influence of Retromer on endosomal recycling. (A) WT and mutant cells expressing 
GFP-Snc1 were imaged at 1000×. Images shown are single planes chosen from a z-stack series. 
(B) Quantification of images captured in A (n = 50). (C) Measurement of FM4-64 postendocytic 
recycling in WT and mutant cells. Fluorescence intensity was normalized to the initial value for 
each strain. Data represent three independent experiments.
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Snc1 primarily accumulates in structures distinct from the LE in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ mutants 

(Supplemental Figure 2- 4A). 

We also used a short pulse of FM4-64 to label endosomes at a very early stage of maturation to 

compare with GFP-Snc1 in WT, rcy1∆ and snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ cells (Figure 2-8A). To achieve this, cells 

were incubated on ice with FM4-64 for 30 minutes and were washed in ice-cold media. The samples 

were incubated at 30°C for 2 minutes and were placed back on ice and immediately imaged. While the 

majority of GFP-Snc1 was retained at the PM in wild-type cells, the internal Snc1-positive punctae 

colocalize tightly with FM4-64 labeled structures. Similar to the relationship between Tlg1 and Snc1  

(Figure 2-3 A and B), GFP-Snc1 and FM4-64 primarily label the same structures in rcy1Δ mutants, and 
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indeed overlap to a greater extent than is measured in wild-type cells (Figure 2-8A). The FM4-64 

decorated structures in snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆ are morphologically similar to those seen in wild-type cells 

at early timepoints of FM4-64 internalization. Quantitatively, FM4-64 and GFP-Snc1 colocalize with one 

another to an equal extent in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ mutants and wild-type cells; however, this measure 

over-estimates their relationship, as GFP-Snc1 is dispersed over the majority of the cytoplasm in the 

triple mutants but is primarily at the plasma membrane of WT cells.  

The majority of the prominent GFP-Snc1 positive structures within snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ mutants 

remain distinct from membranes labeled by FM4-64 after a two-minute internalization (Figure 2-8 A 

and B). A longer pulse of FM4-64 (18 minutes) showed that the dye could transit through the 

endosomal system to the vacuolar membrane in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ cells with similar kinetics as WT 

cells. Partial co-localization of these later endosomal structures with GFP-Snc1 was also observed 

(Supplemental Figure 2-4B). These results indicate that general traffic through the endosomes is not 

grossly disrupted in these triple mutants and GFP-Snc1 appears to be broadly distributed within this 

membrane system. 

We also tested if Snc1 accumulates within TGN compartments marked by Sec7. In wild-type 

cells, the cytoplasmic structures containing mCH-Snc1 were frequently co- labeled with Sec7-GFP. 

Interestingly, while overlap between EE markers (both Tlg1 and short-pulsed FM4-64) and Snc1 was 

increased in rcy1Δ mutants, there was a significant decrease in the colocalization of mCH-Snc1 and 

Sec7-GFP in this background. Structures labeled by these markers appeared in close proximity to one 

another, though they were spatially distinct in rcy1Δ mutants. Similarly, we see a significant decrease 

in overlap between these two markers in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutants compared to wild-type, and 

morphology of Sec7-labeled compartments appeared normal. The apparent increase in the Manders’ 

Colocalization Coefficient for the triple mutant relative to rcy1∆ is likely caused by the increased 

cytoplasmic haze exhibited by mCH-Snc1 in the triple mutant rather than an actual increase in co-

localization. We conclude that the ability of Snc1 to enter Sec7-marked compartments is substantially 

perturbed in these mutants (Figure 2-8 C and D). 
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Discussion 
 

In this study, we have characterized recycling mechanisms that function in retrieving 

endocytosed cargoes from the endosomal system back to the plasma membrane. While the proteins 

Rcy1 and Snx4 have been implicated in Snc1 recycling in the past (Galan et al., 2001; Hettema et al., 

2003), here we present data to suggest that these proteins act independently of one another, at 

different compartments within the endosomal system. Further, we provide evidence that a small 

amount of Snc1 (~10%) within post-endocytic structures is capable of using retromer as a means for 

retrieval to the TGN (Figure 2-6 A and B, Figure 2-7 A and B). Phenotypic analysis of snx4Δ and rcy1Δ 

indicates that both of these genes are important in the efficient recycling of Snc1, yet these defects 

manifest in contrasting ways. The snx4∆ mutant missorts Snc1 to the vacuole while rcy1∆ cells retain 

Snc1 in an intracellular compartment marked by Tlg1 (Figures 2-2 and 2-3). However, Snc1 can be 

recycled to the plasma membrane in both single mutants where it can be trapped behind an 

endocytosis block, albeit with a lower efficiency than what is observed in WT cells (Figure 2-5). Analysis 

of snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants reveals an additive phenotype, one in which Snc1 recycling is nearly 

ablated and most of Snc1 localizes to the vacuole (Figure 2-1 A and B). This phenotype suggests that we 

have disrupted the major avenues of Snc1 retrieval in these cells leading to its delivery to the vacuole 

by default. Additive defects are also observed in retromer double mutants (vps35∆rcy1∆ and 

vps35∆snx4∆) and the triple mutant is completely defective in Snc1 recycling (Figure 2- 6 and 2-7). 

Thus, we think it is likely that Snc1 is recycled by all three routes in wild- type cells. 

In contrast, FM4-64 recycling back to the cell surface from endosomes appears to be restricted 

to only the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI route. FM4-64 recycling is perturbed in rcy1∆ cells, but not snx4∆ or 

vps35∆, and snx4Δrcy1Δ or snx4Δrcy1Δvps35∆ strains are no more impaired than the rcy1Δ single 

mutant (Figure 2-7). Therefore, the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI pathway is required for recycling of FM4-64, while 

neither Snx4 nor retromer appear to participate in this activity. In addition, we find that rcy1∆ and a 

COPI mutant specifically defective in Snc1 recycling perturb FM4-64 recycling equivalently (Figure 2-

1F). How FM4-64 is specifically incorporated into the early recycling pathway and not the later 

pathways remains unclear, but may reflect differences in membrane lipid composition of carriers 

formed by each protein complex. The Rcy1/Drs2/COPI- dependent carriers may retain a lipid 
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composition similar to the plasma membrane in which this lipophilic dye partitions. Conversely, the 

membranes of Snx4 or retromer carriers may be sufficiently remodeled to prevent this partitioning of 

FM4-64. 

Snc1 recycling studies have typically been performed using a Snc1 construct driven from the 

strong promoter that substantially overexpresses Snc1 (Furuta et al., 2007; Galan et al., 2001; Hettema 

et al., 2003; Hua et al., 2002; Lewis et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2017). We’ve examined Snc1 trafficking at 

both high and low expression levels differing by approximately 100-fold and the results are generally 

congruent. Snc1 overexpression appears to saturate the AP180-dependent internalization step of 

endocytosis causing an aberrant accumulation at the plasma membrane of wild- type cells. By making 

endocytosis rate-limiting, trafficking defects caused by rcy1∆ are easier to score as the steady-state 

Snc1 distribution shifts from plasma membrane to internal punctae. At low expression levels, the Snc1 

mislocalization phenotype is more subtle in rcy1∆ cells, but we still observe a loss from the plasma 

membrane (Figure 2-1 C and D) and an increase in co-localization with Tlg1 (Figure 2-3 E and F). Partial 

mislocalization of Snc1 to the vacuole in snx4∆ cells is easily observed at low expression levels because 

the vacuole is morphologically distinct from Golgi and endosomes, which are not easily distinguishable 

from each other. Similarly, we see an additive effect of knocking out Rcy1 and Snx4 at both levels of 

expression, further suggesting these proteins mediate different routes for Snc1 recycling (Figure 2-2 C 

and D). 

The localization of Snx4/Atg20 and Rcy1/Drs2/COPI to distinct compartments supports their 

action in separate pathways. Snx4 localizes to PI3P-positive PVEs that are also decorated with 

retromer, although it appears that retromer and Snx4 are operating independently to retrieve different 

cargoes back to the Golgi (Burda, et al., 2002; Hettema et al., 2003; Ma et al., 2017). In addition, a 

significant amount of Snx4 localizes to the limiting membrane of the vacuole and may function at this 

site to retrieve Snc1 to either the PVE or the Golgi (Suzuki & Emr, 2018). While Snc1 is primarily routed 

to the vacuole in snx4Δ mutants, a smaller portion of Snc1 localizes to peri-vacuolar, DsRed-FYVE 

positive punctae corresponding to LE/PVEs, suggesting this could be the site where Snc1 is normally 

packaged into Snx4 transport carriers. Drs2 and Rcy1 localize to compartments marked by Sec7 and 

Tlg1, and do not significantly co-localize with PVE markers (K. Liu, et al., 2007; Ma & Burd, 2019). While 

most of COPI localizes to early Golgi compartments, about 18% colocalizes with Tlg1 and significantly 
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less COPI colocalizes with the TGN marker Sec7 (Xu et al., 2017). Combined, these observations imply 

that Snc1 is retrieved from PVEs or vacuoles by Snx4 and is recycled from the Tlg1 compartment by 

Rcy1/Drs2/COPI. 

What is the nature of the Tlg1 compartment, and are Snc1 and FM4-64 recycled by way of the 

Golgi or through a direct endosome-to-PM mechanism that bypasses the Golgi? In wild-type cells, Tlg1 

punctae acquire Sec7 over a period of a few minutes, suggesting the Tlg1 compartment is potentially a 

trans-Golgi cisternae that matures into the TGN (Day et al., 2018). However, it is also possible that Tlg1-

positive EEs recruit Sec7 as part of their maturation process, or merge with Sec7-decorated 

membranes. The observation that FM4-64 recycling is not perturbed when Sec7 is inactivated 

(MacDonald & Piper, 2017) suggests that fast recycling takes place from Tlg1 compartments prior to 

their acquisition of Sec7. This result also implies that the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI-dependent recycling of FM4-

64 occurs independently of the Golgi, perhaps in a direct EE to plasma membrane pathway (Figure 2-

9). Sec7 is an Arf-GEF and COPI requires Arf-GTP for vesicle formation, but Drs2 binds directly to 

another Arf-GEF, Gea2, therefore providing another means of activating Arf in the FM4-64 fast 

recycling pathway (Chantalat et al., 2004). Surprisingly, Snc1 recycling is perturbed by inactivation of 

Sec7 (MacDonald & Piper, 2017). This difference in Sec7-dependence for FM4-64 and Snc1 can be 

explained by our observation that the Snx4-dependent recycling pathway still operates in rcy1∆ cells, 

and that Snx4- dependent carriers deliver Snc1 to the Golgi where it can be trapped behind the Sec7 

block. The GARP Golgi tether is also involved in Snc1 recycling (Conibear, Cleck, & Stevens, 2003; 

Quenneville, et al., 2006), supporting the idea that at least one of the recycling routes pass through the 

Golgi.  

Snc1 accumulates in Tlg1-positive compartments in Rcy1/Drs2/COPI deficient cells, but are 

these Golgi or endosomal intermediates? An alternative model of endosomal organization in budding 

yeast has been proposed by Glick and colleagues (Day et al., 2018) one in which endocytosed material 

is directly trafficked to a Tlg1-positive Golgi cisterna, which later matures into a Sec7-positive TGN, as 

well as featuring a PVE distinct from these compartments. By this model, Rcy1/Drs2/COPI would either 

be required for maturation of the Tlg1 compartment (trans-Golgi) into a Sec7-positive TGN, or would 

promote the cargo-specific transport of Snc1 to the plasma membrane by inhibiting retrograde 

transport of the Snc1 within the Golgi. However, we do not favor these interpretations for the 
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following reasons. Proteins are transported very quickly and efficiently through the yeast secretory 

pathway, requiring only ~5 minutes to move from the ER, through the Golgi and to the extracellular 

space (Graham & Emr, 1991). The rcy1∆ and drs2∆ mutants display no discernable defect in the kinetics 

of protein secretion (C. Y. Chen et al., 1999; Furuta et al., 2007; Hua et al., 2002; Wiederkehr et al., 

2000). COPI mutants show cargo-specific defects in ER to Golgi anterograde transport, but many 

cargoes are efficiently secreted after inactivating COPI (Gaynor et al., 1998). In addition, transport 

through the Golgi is thought to be driven by cisternal maturation, which implies that all secretory cargo 

in the Golgi should be delivered to the cell surface at the same pace, unless they were specifically 
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packaged into retrograde vesicles (Losev et al., 2006) (Matsuura-Tokita, Takeuchi, Ichihara, Mikuriya, & 

Nakano, 2006). Golgi enzymes, for example, are thought to be retained by constant retrograde 

retrieval in COPI vesicles or potentially AP-1/clathrin coated vesicles (Tu, et al., 2008) (Ishii et al., 2016) 

(Casler et al., 2019). Here we show that Snc1 can be secreted from Tlg1- positive compartments in 

rcy1∆ cells, but requires Snx4 and retromer for recycling. This implies Snc1 must pass through a PVE in 

rcy1∆ cells in order to be secreted, which is inconsistent with a Golgi starting point for the Tlg1 

compartment in these cells. However, it was possible that the pools of Tlg1-localized Snc1 we observe  

in rcy1Δ mutants are stuck in a ‘treadmilling’ cycle of maturation and AP-1 or COPI mediated retrieval 

within the Golgi. However, rather than accelerating exocytosis, COPI mutants cause the same retention 

of Snc1 in Tlg1 compartments seen in rcy1∆ or drs2∆ cells (Xu et al., 2017). We also tested if an AP-1 

mutation would suppress Snc1 mislocalization caused by deletion of Rcy1 and Snx4, but found no 

enhancement of Snc1 exocytosis. In contrast, exomer mutants that display a cargo- specific exocytosis 

defect for chitin synthase are efficiently suppressed by deletion of AP-1 subunit genes allowing chitin 

synthase secretion (Valdivia et al., 2002). We believe it is unlikely Rcy1/Drs2/COPI deficiency induces 

Snc1 trafficking in an unknown intra-Golgi retrograde pathway to allow retention in the Golgi. 

Our observations are more consistent with the view that Rcy1/Drs2/COPI is needed to recycle 

Snc1 from an EE or recycling endosome (Figure 2-9). Deficiency of Rcy1 would perturb the ability of 

Snc1 and FM4-64 to recycle out of this compartment and be delivered to the plasma membrane, but 

would not completely perturb movement of cargo to PVEs where Snc1 can be recycled by Snx4/Atg20 

(primarily) or retromer. By shifting the rate-limiting step of GFP-Snc1 trafficking in rcy1Δ/drs2Δ/COPI 

mutants away from the saturated endocytic machinery and towards a recycling step at the EE, we force 

the cell to accumulate a greater- than-normal amount of GFP-Snc1 in these compartments, as the 

cargo will spend more time there. As these compartments mature towards a LE, they are now 

accessible to the Snx4 recycling machinery, which is then able to shuttle Snc1 back to the TGN. For this 

reason, we do not observe GFP-Snc1 accumulation within the vacuole in rcy1Δ mutants, as GFP-Snc1 is 

specifically retrieved at a more intermediate stage of endosomal maturation. However, we did note 

that a portion of Snc1 failed to be exported in LatA-treated rcy1∆ cells over 60 minutes (Figure 2-5A), 

suggesting some accumulation in a dead-end compartment that cannot deliver content to either the 

Golgi or vacuole. This effect was strongly pronounced in the triple mutant deficient for Rcy1, Snx4 and 
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retromer. The retromer mutation in this background prevents transport of Snc1 to the vacuole and the 

SNARE is primarily retained in intracellular punctae after LatA treatment, indicating Snc1 cannot be 

secreted from these compartments (Figure 2- 6A). In contrast, Snc1 bearing a mutation in its 

endocytosis signal accumulates at the plasma membrane in the snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆ triple mutant, 

implying that newly synthesized Snc1 can be secreted in these cells, but cannot return to the secretory 

pathway if it is endocytosed (Figure 2-6C). We observe partial co-localization of Snc1 with early and 

late endosome markers in the triple mutant, including FM4-64 en route to the vacuole. Moreover, the 

kinetics of FM4-64 transport to the vacuole is not noticeably perturbed in the triple mutant. We 

speculate that Snc1 is primarily trapped in a dead-end compartment of endocytic origin in the triple 

mutant, but with some ability to exchange with functional endosomes mediating transport of FM4-64 

through the endocytic pathway (giving the partial co-localizations we observe). 

We propose a model for Snc1 recycling that is consistent with both our observations and those 

in the literature; Tlg-1 positive endosomes receive endocytosed cargoes and are capable of direct, 

rapid recycling of some Snc1 and FM4-64 back to the PM. These Tlg1-containing early endosomal 

compartments are also capable of fusion or bidirectional exchange with late Golgi cisternae that 

acquire Sec7, leading to the observed of Tlg1 to Sec7 maturation. It is also possible that the majority of 

Tlg1 is in the Golgi of WT cells but Tlg1 cycles between the Golgi and EEs, thus accumulating within an 

enlarged and aberrant EE lacking Sec7 in rcy1∆ cells. This possibility is consistent with subcellular 

fractionation of Tlg1 to Golgi membranes marked by Kex2, and to a second pool of membranes 

significantly denser than the Golgi, which likely represent EEs (Holthuis, et al., 1998). Alternatively, it is 

possible that Sec7 is recruited to both maturing TGN and maturing recycling endosome compartments. 

These models are supported by our observation that the majority of Snc1 punctae in wild-type cells co-

label with Sec7-mCH, while loss of Rcy1 results in a notable spatial separation of these markers (Figure 

2-8 C and D). In contrast, Snc1 overlap with the Tlg1-compartments increases in rcy1Δ mutants, relative 

to wild-type (Figure 2-3 A and B). This series of results would be unexpected if Tlg1 compartments 

were simply maturing into Sec7- positive TGNs as part of Golgi maturation. The apparent uncoupling of 

Tlg1 and Sec7 compartments is especially difficult to reconcile with Tlg1-to-Sec7 models of maturation 

of the Golgi, given the fact that other cargoes progress through the secretory pathway in cells deficient 

for Rcy1 without kinetic delay (Wiederkehr et al., 2000). Instead, these data support a model in which 
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Tlg1-positive EEs either acquire Sec7 or Sec7-positive TGN derived vesicles fuse with Tlg1-EEs, each in a 

Rcy1-dependent fashion. In each of these models, the LE or PVE is a distinct and stable compartment 

that receives carrier-mediated transport of materials from the Tlg1-positive endosome as well as the 

Sec7-positive TGN. 

Taken together, our data support a model (Figure 2-9) in which endocytosed Snc1 is 

transported to the endosomal system before being recycled back to the TGN for additional rounds of 

secretion, or possibly via a direct route to the cell-surface. Once Snc1 arrives in the EE, it is packed into 

COPI vesicles (Xu et al., 2017) in a ubiquitin and Rcy1-dependent manner and trafficked either back to 

the TGN or directly to the PM. As the contents of the Tlg1-positive endosome are transported to or 

mature into the PVE, Snx4/Atg20 is recruited to the membrane where it is capable of retrieving any 

remaining Snc1 back to the TGN. Snc1 that remains in the endosomal system and is not retrieved by 

either of these trafficking pathways then appears capable of using retromer to transit back to the TGN, 

though less efficiently. Recent work from Ma and Burd described similar observations on Snc1 recycling 

in rcy1∆snx4∆ double mutants and support the conclusion that these factors act in parallel recycling 

pathways (Ma and Burd, 2019). We hypothesize that both the Rcy1/Drs2/COPI and Snx4 pathways are 

regularly employed to recycle secretory v-SNARES, and likely additional cargoes yet to be identified, in 

wild-type cells. Snc1 (~10,000 copies per cell) and Snc2 (~6000 copies per cell) are abundant proteins 

that constantly cycle through the secretory and endosomal systems in yeast. Thus, if only one means of 

retrieving these important cargoes existed, it could be easily saturated during particularly high-traffic 

periods (like polarized bud growth), leading to degradation of these proteins within the vacuole. In this 

type of system, it is logical that evolution would provide redundant means of recycling these important 

components. These studies serve to deepen our understanding of the dynamic endomembrane system 

and will pave the way for future studies into these distinct trafficking pathways. 
 

Materials and Methods 
 

Strains and Plasmids 
Standard media and techniques for growing and transforming yeast were used. Plasmid constructions 

were performed using standard molecular manipulation. A list of strains used in this study can be 

found in Table 1-1. A list of plasmids used in this study can be found in Table 1-2. 
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Imaging and image analysis 
To visualize GFP-, DsRed-, mScarlet, or mCherry-tagged proteins, cells were grown to early- to-mid-

logarithmic phase in BY4741 and BY4742 wild-type cells and mutants derived from this background, 

harvested, and resuspended in imaging buffer (10 mM Na2PHO4, 156 mM NaCl, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 

2% glucose). Copper-inducible mNG strains were induced at 100uM CuCl2 for 1 hour before imaging. 

Cells were then mounted on glass slides and observed immediately at room temperature. Images were 

acquired using a DeltaVision Elite Imaging System (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA) 

equipped with a 100 × objective lens followed by deconvolution using softWoRx software (GE 

Healthcare Life Science). Overlay images were created using the merge channels function of ImageJ 

software (National Institutes of Health). GFP-Snc1 at the plasma membrane is quantified as previously 

described (Hankins et al., 2015). Briefly, concentric circles were drawn just inside and outside the 

plasma membrane using Image J to quantify the internal fluorescence and total fluorescence, 

respectively. The internal fluorescence was subtracted from the total to give the GFP intensity at the 

plasma membrane. This value was taken as a ratio of the total fluorescence to give the proportion of 

GFP intensity at the PM. At least 50 randomly chosen cells from three biological replicates 

(independently isolated strains with the same genotype) were used to calculate the mean and 

standard deviation. To quantify GFP colocalization with mCherry markers, a Manders’ Correlation 

Coefficient (MCC) for the two markers in each cell (n = 2, 20 cells each) was calculated using the ImageJ 

plugin Coloc 2 with Auto Local Thresholds applied in ImageJ (Bolte & Cordelieres, 2006) (Manders et 

al., 1993). To assess the overlap of GFP-Snc1 with DsRed- FYVE, the two channels were split, the total 

amount of non-vacuolar GFP-positive structures inside the cell were counted, and then the number of 

GFP-Snc1 punctae that also contained DsRed-FYVE was counted to determine the proportion of GFP-

Snc1 structures that colocalized with DsRed-FYVE (n=40 cells). To visualize the cell-wall of cells, the 

cells were labeled with fluorescently labeled Concanavalin A (ConA) at 50 ug/ml for 30 minutes, then 

spun- down and washed in fresh media 3 times. Colocalization between ConA and mNG-Snc1 was 

conducted as described above. Statistical analysis consisted of one-way ANOVAs and Tukey post hoc 

tests for multiple comparisons. Probability values of less than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 were used to show 

statistically significant differences and are represented with *, **, or *** respectively.  
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Latrunculin A Endocytosis Block 
To assess the potential for intracellular pools of mNG-Snc1 to be recycled to the cell- surface, cells 

expressing a Cu-inducible mNG-Snc1 plasmid were induced in 100uM CuCl2 for 1 hour, were then 

washed with fresh Cu-free media, treated with 10 uM of the F-actin polymerization inhibitor 

latrunculin A (LatA) and 250 ug/ml of the peptide translation inhibitor cycloheximide. Samples were 

taken at various time-points after the addition of these inhibitors and were immediately placed on ice 

for the duration of the experiment. At this point, the cells were imaged and analyzed as described 

above. Previous experiments were conducted under these conditions, but translation was halted by 

the removal of CuCl2, rather than by the addition of cylcoheximide. The results of these experiments 

were consistent with the cycloheximide- treated cells, implying that the promoter shut-off was 

efficient under Cu-free conditions and that the cycloheximide translational block did not influence the 

trafficking phenotypes observed. 

 

Immunoblotting 
Cells were grown overnight until they reached mid-log phase. Their OD’s were recorded and used to 

calculate the volume needed to harvest 2OD units of cells. These cells were pelleted and the 

supernatant was aspirated off. Pellets were then resuspended in 100ul of lysis buffer with SDS non-

boiling sample buffer, were incubated at 95°C for 2 minutes before undergoing glass-bead lysis. 0.5 

equivalent OD600 of lysate was then loaded into a 4%-20% gradient SDS-PAGE gel (Bio-Rad Cat. 

#4561095) and current was applied. The contents of these gels were transferred to PVDF membranes 

which were blocked with 10% milk in TBST for 1 hour and then incubated with mouse anti-GFP 

antibody 1:1000 overnight at 4°C. IRDye 680LT Goat anti-Mouse secondary antibody was then applied 

at 1:10000 for 1 hr before the membranes were washed 3 times with TBST and one time with PBS. 

Blots were visualized using an Odyssey CLx Licor imaging system. For mNeonGreen blotting, the 

samples were run in 4– 20% gradient SDS-PAGE (Bio-Rad Cat. #4561095) and then transferred onto 

PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad Cat. #1620177). The PVDF membrane was blocked in blocking buffer (TBST 

+10% non-fat milk) for 1 hour at room temperature then incubated with anti- mNeonGreen antibodies 

(1:1,000) in blocking buffer overnight. After washing with TBST, the membrane is incubated with anti-
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mouse IgG-HRP (1: 50,000 in TBST +10% non-fat milk) for 1 hr at room temperature. The membrane 

was washed by TBST and then detected with chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Scientific 

SuperSignal West Pico PLUS Cat. #34580). 

The membrane was imaged with ChemiDoc MP (Bio-Rad). 

 

Antibodies 
Rabbit mNeonGreen tag antibody (Cell Signaling Cat. #53061, 1:1000) were purchased from the Cell 

Signaling TECHNOLOGY. Mouse anti-GFP (1C9A5, 1:1000) antibodies were purchased from the 

Vanderbilt Antibody and Protein Repository (Nashville, TN). IRDye 680LT Goat anti-Mouse (LI-COR 

Biosciences Cat# 827–11080, RRID:AB_10795014, 1:20,000) were purchased from LI-COR Biosciences 

(Lincoln, NE). 

 

Growth Assay 
Cells were grown overnight to saturation and then diluted 1:10 in sterile water into wells of the first 

column of a 96-well plate. These wells then underwent five 10-fold dilutions into adjacent columns. 

The 96-well plates were replica plated onto YPD plates and grown at 30°C for two days before being 

photographed. 

 

Molecular cloning 
Plasmid constructions were performed using standard molecular manipulation with Gibson Assembly 

(Xu et al., 2017). Mutations were introduced using a Q5 SiteDirected Mutagenesis Kit. All plasmids 

were confirmed by sequencing. Table 2 contains a list of plasmids used in this study. 

 

FM4-64 Recycling Assays 
Cells were grown overnight to mid-log phase in 10ml cultures of YPD. These cultures were then 

pelleted and resuspended in 1ml YPD and incubated with 40uM FM4-64 solubilized in DMSO for 8 

minutes at 30°C. Cells were then placed on ice for 10 minutes before being pelleted and washed 3 

times in fresh, ice-cold media. While still on ice, these cultures were resuspended in 4ml of SM media 

and then 12 250ul aliquots were loaded into a 96 plate. The plates were taken off of the ice for 4 

minutes to allow them to heat to room temperature and then read using a BD Accuri C6 flow 
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cytometer, taking 10,000 events per reading with roughly 90 seconds elapsing between each time 

point. The relative fluorescence of each well was recorded and set relative to the first recorded time-

point to measure the decrease in fluorescence over the course of the experiment. The data displayed is 

the mean of three replicated experiments. Additional recycling assays were performed in a similar 

manner, but using a BD FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) running FACSDiva 6.1.3. Forward and side scatter 

were used to isolate single-cell populations. Error bars are s.e.m. 
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Table 1-1: List of strains used in this study 

Name Genotype Source Notes 

JBY001 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 Invitrogen BY4741 

JBY002 
 

MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 lys2∆0 Invitrogen BY4742 

JBY003 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 drs2∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY120 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 rcy1∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY122 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0snx4∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY130 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0snx4∆::KanMX rcy1∆::HIS3 This study 
 

JBY150 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0yap1802∆::KanMX Invitrogen 
 

JBY155 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 snx4∆::KanMX rcy1∆::HIS3 apl4∆::Hyg This study 
via cross to 

JBY130 

JBY157 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0snx4∆::KAN rcy1∆::HIS3 vps35∆::Hyg This study 
via cross to 

JBY130 

PXY2175A 
 

MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 lys2∆0sec27Δ::Hyg p315- sec27Δ2-304 (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

JBY203 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 snx41∆::KanMX Invitrogen 
 

JBY204 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 Atg20∆::KanMX Invitrogen 
 

JBY207 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 drs2∆::KanMX rcy1∆::HIS3 This study 
 

JBY208 
 

MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 lys2∆0sec27Δ::Hyg p315- sec27Δ2-304 rcy1∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY210 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 vps35∆::KanMX Invitrogen 
 

JBY211 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 vps35∆::KanMX rcy1∆::HIS3 This study 
 

JBY212 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 vps35∆::KanMX snx4∆::HIS3 This study 
 

 

Table 1-2: List of plasmids used in this study 

Name Plasmid Source 

GFP-Snc1 (TPI) pRS416-TPI-GFP-Snc1 (Lewis et al. , 2000) 

mCH-Snc1 pRS416-ADH-mCH-Snc1 This study 

mCH-Tlg1 pRS315-mCH-Tlg1 (Xu et al., 2013) 

dsRed-FYVE pRS425-dsRED-FYVE (Katzmann et al. , 2003) 

GFP-Snc1(PM) pRS416-GFP-Snc1(PM) (Lewis et al. , 2000) 

mScarlet-Tlg1 pRS315-mScarlet-Tlg1 This study 

mNG-Snc1 pRS416-CUP1-mNG-Snc1 This study 

Kan KO pfa6a::Kanamycin (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

Hyg KO pfa6a::Hygromycin (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

His KO pfa6a::HIS3 (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

Sec7-mEGFPx6 pSEC7-mEGFPx6::URA3 (Papanikou et al., 2015) 

GFP-Snc1 (PRC1) pRS416-PRC1-GFP-Snc1 (Ma et al., 2019) 

GFP-Snc1-DDD pRS416-PRC1-GFP-Snc1(DDD) (Ma et al., 2019) 

DUb-GFP-Snc1 pRS416-DUb-GFP-Snc1 (Xu et al .,2017) 

DUb*-GFP-Snc1 pRS416-DUb*-GFP-Snc1 (Xu et al .,2017) 
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Supplemental Figure 2-1: The Snx4-Atg20 complex mediates Snc1 
recycling. (A) Localization of GFP-Snc1 in wild-type and sorting 
nexin mutants. Images captured at 1000x.
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Supplemental Figure 2-2: Rcy1/Drs2/COPI act within a single pathway of Snc1 retrieval. 
(A) Localization of GFP-Snc1 in wild-type and Rcy1/Drs2/COPI single and double mutants. 
Images captured at 1000x. (B) Quantification of images captured in (A) (n=50); images 
were analyzed by determining the ratio of GFP signal at the PM as a function of total 
fluorescent signal.
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Supplemental Figure 2-3: Expression of Cu-inducible mNG SNAREs. (A) Abundance of endogenous 
SNARE proteins in S. cerevisiae compared to Adh1. The copy numbers per cell are estimated based on 
unification of protein abundance datasets (Ho et al., 2018). Mean molecules per cell for Snc1 is 6395 and 
for Bet is 4928. (B) Western blots showing expression of Cu-inducible mNG-Bet1 and mNG-Snc1 at 
increasing levels of CuCl2 compared to the same constructs driven off of an ADH1 promoter. Cells with 
Bet1 or Snc1 expression driven by the CUP1 promoter were treated with 0 �M CuCl2, 10�M CuCl2, 100�
M CuCl2 for 1 hour, and lysates from 1 OD600 of cells were loaded. Lysates from cells expressing Bet1 
driven by ADH promoter were loaded at 0.01, 0.1, and 1 OD cell equivalents. The blots were probed with 
anti-mNG antibodies. The SNAREs from the CUP1 promoter are expressed at least 100-fold lower level 
than from the ADH1 promoter, within their physiological expression range.
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Supplemental Figure 2-4: Colocalization of Snc1 in snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ with endoso-
mal markers. (A) Dual-color imaging of snx4∆rcy1∆vps35∆ expressing GFP-Snc1 with 
either mCH-Tlg1 (EE) or dsRed-FYVE (LE). Images at 1000x. (B) Dual-color imaging 
of wild-type and mutant cells expressing GFP-Snc1 that have been allowed to endocy-
tose FM4-64 at intermediate time-points (18 min). 
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CHAPTER III: UBIQUITINATION OF SNARE PROTEINS AS A SIGNAL FOR COPI-MEDIATED 
RETRIEVAL 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 
 
Regulation of SNARE localization is critical to generating fusion-competent vesicles at donor 

membranes and transporting them to their targeted destinations within the cell. To achieve this, a 

mechanism must be in place to retrieve v-SNAREs after mediating the fusion of a vesicle with a target 

membrane in order to be packaged into another forming vesicle and repeat the process. COPI has been 

identified as one of the coat-complexes that is able to facilitate this recycling activity from the 

endosomal system to earlier compartments. Previous studies have shown that the exocytic v-SNARE, 

Snc1, is ubiquitinated and that this modification is important for its COPI-mediated retrieval. Here, we 

present evidence that two other v-SNAREs involved in the secretory pathway, Bet1 and Gos1, also 

depend on COPI-mediated trafficking to maintain their subcellular localization. This activity appears to 

require linear-linked ubiquitin and is regulated by putative linear E3 ligases and linear-specific 

deubiquitinases. 
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Introduction 
 

While COPI is best known for its role in mediating retrograde transport within the Golgi and 

from the Golgi to ER, work from 25 years ago suggested that a portion of COPI also localize to early 

endosomes in mammalian cells. This observation was repeated in budding yeast when my colleague, 

Dr. Peng Xu, showed that roughly 20% of COPI puncta colocalize with markers of the early endosome 

(Xu et al., 2017). Interestingly, only a small portion of these puncta overlap with Sec7, canonically used 

as a TGN marker. He paired these observations with data indicating that Snc1 is mislocalized in COPI 

mutants (Xu et al., 2017). These observations suggest that COPI is capable of recycling cargoes from 

the endosomes to the Golgi. 

Several studies have shown that Snc1 is ubiquitinated post-translationally (Peng, Elias, Thoreen, 

Licklider, & Gygi, 2003; Swaney et al., 2013) at the conserved lysine at residue 63. This activity appears 

to require Rcy1, though direct ubiquitination via Rcy1 has never been reported (Chen et al., 2005). Dr. 

Xu’s work demonstrated that this post-translational modification is important for retrieval of Snc1 (Xu 

et al., 2017). Poly-ubiquitin chains can be formed and extended by covalently linking additional Ub 

monomers to an initial Ub monomer conjugated to a substrate. The specific lysine residue to which 

these monomers are conjugated to defines the linkage type of that poly-ubiquitin chain. Each of these 

linkage types presents a distinct topology, allowing the Ub chain to be recognized by different sets of 

proteins and acted upon accordingly (Komander & Rape, 2012). Dr. Xu’s work provided even greater 

insight into COPI’s role in endosomal recycling when he showed that the β’ propeller of COPI binds K63 

poly-ubiquitin chains, while it did not bind K48 chains. The COPI β’ subunit is encoded by the gene 

SEC27. While this gene is essential, it was reported that targeted deletions of the N-terminal propeller 

(residues 2-304) sustained viability. Dr. Xu showed that deletion of the COPI β’ propeller resulted in 

missorting of Snc1, as well as a general growth defect. This defect could be rescued by generating 

chimeric Sec27 constructs with ubiquitin binding domains (UBDs) capable of binding K63 or with the 

human COPI β’ propeller. The specificity and conservation of this activity underlines the importance of 

this novel role for COPI (Xu et al., 2017). 

An unpublished observation from this set of experiments led our lab to continue to probe the 

role of Ub in Snc1 retrieval and the specific poly-Ub linkages used as a signal in this activity. In a set of 

ubiquitin binding domain fusion experiments, I found that growth defects in COPI β’ propeller mutants, 
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represented as sec27D2-304, could be rescued with the fusion of the coil-zipper (CoZi) domain from 

the NF- κB essential modulator (NEMO) transcription factor (Supplemental Figure 3-1) in place of the 

endogenous β’ propeller domain. The CoZi domain specifically recognizes M1-linked or linear ubiquitin 

poly-Ub chains (Rahighi et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2017). This result was particularly surprising given that 

linear Ub chains are best known for their role in NF-κB signaling and have never been reported within 

budding yeast. While K63 and linear Ub chains are very structurally similar, the CoZi domain shows a 

100-fold preference for binding linear Ub. The suppression of growth defects by the CoZi domain 

paired with the K63-binding shown to be important in Snc1 trafficking lead us to hypothesize that COPI 

recognizes linear Ub chains on certain classes of cargoes to facilitate their packaging into recycling 

vesicles, in addition to the K63-dependent recycling shown for Snc1 (Rahighi et al., 2009). This 

hypothesis proved difficult to support at first, as we were unable to directly detect linear Ub on Snc1, 

or any molecules, within the cell. Further, attempts to pull-down purified linear Ub chains with the COP 

β’ propeller yielded mixed results and proved inconclusive. These challenges led us to prioritize other 

projects in the lab until we were alerted that one of our collaborators, Nat Hepowit, from the MacGurn 

lab had detected peptides derived from linear Ub chains by mass spectrometry. These peptides were 

recovered from a strain carrying a deletion of the UBI4 gene, which is the only source of linear Ub that 

is not derived from the function of E3 ligase activity, (Tobias & Varshavsky, 1991), suggesting they were 

formed post-translationally by a linear Ub ligase. 

While a role for Ub in the COPI-mediated retrieval of Snc1 was clearly shown by Peng’s work, 

we hypothesized that this system may have evolved as a general mechanism for SNARE recycling, 

rather than being limited to one cargo. To test this hypothesis, Peng generated fluorescent fusions of 

most of the yeast SNAREs and compared their subcellular localization in wild-type and β’ COPI mutants. 

The localization of most of these SNAREs appeared normal in the β’COPI mutant, however there was 

an apparent defect in Bet1 and Gos1 trafficking. Bet1 is a v-SNARE required for the fusion of transport 

vesicles from the ER to the Golgi and Gos1 is a v-SNARE that is involved in the fusion of intra-Golgi 

transport vesicles. In light of these observations, we chose to more closely analyze the transport of 

these SNAREs in wild-type and COPI β’ propeller mutants. These v- SNAREs, much like Snc1, require 

some means of retrieval back to their original donor compartments after successful fusion at their 

target membranes. Unlike Snc1, however, Bet1 and Gos1 have never been reported to be 
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ubiquitinated in high-throughput studies. The absence of this evidence, it should be noted, does not 

preclude them from being ubiquitinated in vivo if only a small percentage of these molecules are 

ubiquitinated at a steady state, or if great care isn’t taken to inhibit deubiquitinase (DUb) enzymes 

during sample preparation. 

The work outlined in this chapter of the thesis is aimed at answering two primary questions. 

First, is Ub-dependent, COPI-mediated recycling a common feature in SNARE protein trafficking? 

Secondly, is linear Ub used as a signal to promote cargo retrieval in S. cerevisiae? 

 

Results 
 

Snc1 localization is unchanged when fused to Otulin 
 

Previous work from both Peng (Xu et al., 2017) and myself (Best et al., 2020) showed that 

fusion of a linkage-independent DUb to Snc1 resulted in its mislocalization. If a DUb that specifically 

recognizes linear Ub chains resulted in a similar phenotype, this would support our hypothesis that 

linear Ub is used as the COPI retrieval signal. With this in mind, I imaged wild-type strains expressing a 

mNG-Snc1 fused to a mammalian DUb (Otulin) that specifically removes linear Ub. Colocalization 

analysis of this cargo and a vacuolar limiting membrane marker (mCH-Vph1) with a dye that stains the 

vacuolar lumen (CMAC) would allow me to identify any gross missorting of Snc1.  

I compared the Manders’ Coefficient values of mNG-Snc1 and Otulin-mNG-Snc1 expressed at 

near-endogenous levels with both Vph1 and CMAC to quantify any changes in localization. 

Qualitatively, there was no difference observed in the distribution of mNG-Snc1 and Otulin-mNG-Snc1 

between the plasma membrane and internal puncta. In fact, the ratio of Snc1 at the PM was the same 

in either construct. However, a minor and statistically significant missorting of Otulin-mNG-Snc1 to the 

vacuole lumen compared to mNG-Snc1 was noted (0.09 vs 0.12) (Figure 3-1A). These results should be 

further validated by confirming the DUb activity of these Otulin-fusion constructs. It is also possible 

that the impact of this DUb fusion was diminished by the fact that Snc1 retrieval is mediated by three 

independent pathways. These experiments should be repeated in snx4Δ and retromer mutants to 

further stress the system to determine whether or not the fusion of Otulin has an impact on Snc1 
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trafficking. However, our previous observations showed that the UL36 DUb-Snc1 fusion does result in 

missorting (Best et al., 2020), despite the fact that the Snx4 and retromer-mediated pathways 

presumably remain functional, so this explanation is less likely. 
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Figure 3-1: Impact of Otulin-fusion to secretory v-SNAREs. (A) Cells expressing mNG-Snc1 or                      
Otulin-mNG-Snc1, as well as Vph1-MARS, were grown to mid-log phase before switching to media containing 
150μM CuCl2 for two hours at 30°C. After one hour, 50μM CMAC was added to stain the vacuole. Cells were 
harvested and imaged at 1000x. Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for each combination of markers 
and graphed (one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001).(B) Cells expressing mNG-Snc1 or Otulin-mNG-Snc1, 
as well as Vph1-MARS, were treated as in (A). (C) Cells expressing mNG-Gos1 or Otulin-mNG-Gos1, as well 
as Vph1-MARS, were treated as in (A). (n=50)
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Otulin fusion leads to the missorting of Bet1 and Gos1 
 

Similar to the Snc1 experiments described above, I used Otulin-mNG-Bet1 and -Gos1 constructs 

to determine the effect of a linear DUb fusion on v-SNAREs that act at earlier stages of the secretory 

pathway. Both Bet1 and Gos1 appear to be primarily maintained within the Golgi. Failure to retrieve 

these SNAREs from their acceptor compartments is likely to cause these proteins to process through 

the secretory pathway and lead them to be trafficked to the cell-surface or the vacuole. 

I found that there is a significant misslocalization of Otulin-mNG-Bet1 to the vacuole compared 

to mNG-Bet1. I measured an increase from a Manders’ Coefficient value from 0.24 between mNG-Bet1 

and the vacuolar membrane marker, Vph1, to 0.35 in Otulin-mNG-Bet1. This difference was greater 

still when comparing the overlap of Bet1 to the vacuolar lumen dye, CMAC; from 0.21 to 0.43 in the 

Otulin fusion protein (Figure 3-1B). These results suggest that the deubiquitinase activity of Otulin 

blocks access to the recycling machinery normally used by Bet1 to recycle back to the ER. The robust 

sorting of Otulin-mNG-Bet1 to the lumen of the vacuole serves as a nice control for the specificity of 

the Otulin deubiquitinase activity; if this DUb was stripping off all linkage types of Ub from Bet1, then it 

would be unable to engage the ESCRT machinery required to pack membrane proteins into 

intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) prior to fusion with the vacuole (Katzmann, Babst, & Emr, 2001) (MacDonald 

et al., 2015); as seen in the UL36-Snc1 mutants in previous studies (Best, et al., 2020). 

Gos1 was then tested under similar conditions. Like Bet1, I observed a statistically significant 

increase in the overlap between vacuolar limiting membrane and lumenal markers with Otulin-mNG-

Gos1 compared to mNG-Gos1 (0.17 to 0.28 and 0.15 to 0.26, respectively). While Gos1 didn’t localize 

to the lumen of the vacuole as robustly as Bet1, there was clear evidence that its sorting was impacted 

by the fusion of Otulin (Figure 3-1C). These results, paired with prior morphological studies of mNG-

Bet1 and mNG-Gos1 in COPI β’ propeller mutants, provide strong evidence that their localization is 

maintained, in part, by a linear Ub-mediated COPI retrieval of these SNAREs from their acceptor 

compartments back to their donor compartments. The spatial distinction between these two SNAREs 

of the early secretory pathway and an exocytic SNARE like Snc1 makes it likely that their trafficking is 

regulated by distinct sets of recycling factors. These differences represent a possible explanation for 
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the discrepancy between these results and the lack of a phenotype observed in Otulin-mNG-Snc1. An 

important control in these experiments is the fusion of a catalytically inactive form of Otulin to the 

reporter cargoes. This control allows us to test if any changes in cargo localization are due to the 

specific activity of Otulin, rather than the presence of an additional domain. Unfortunately, in all of its 

iterations, our catalytically dead Otulin constructs have failed to express at a detectable level. The fact 

that Snc1 localization was unperturbed in the Otulin fusions strongly suggests that the presence of the 

DUb itself does not result in a missorting within the secretory system, but rather Otulin’s enzymatic 

activity influences the subcellular distribution Bet1 and Gos1. 
 

Yeast Otulin homologs impact SNARE sorting 
 

The OTU domain, first identified in a protein found in ovarian tumors in Drosophila 

melanogaster (Keusekotten et al., 2013), of the linear Ub-specific DUb is highly conserved from yeast 

to mammals. This domain is contained within two ORFs in budding yeast, OTU1 and OTU2. I speculated 

that, if there is a role for linear Ub in yeast, these two genes are candidate linear deubiquitinases that 

regulate that activity. To test this, I expressed mNG-tagged SNAREs in otu1Δ and otu2Δ single mutants, 

as well as an otu1Δotu2Δ double mutant, and quantified changes in localization patterns of said 

SNAREs. 

I first assessed the overlap between mNG-Snc1 and the vacuolar dye, CMAC, in wild-type and 

mutant cells. There was a dramatic increase in the proportion of mNG-Snc1 in the vacuole of otu1Δ 

mutants (0.43), compared to wild-type (0.22). Interestingly, there appeared to be no effect in otu2Δ 

cells. There was an apparent shift in mNG-Snc1 distribution in the otu1Δotu2Δ double mutant 

compared to wild-type (means of 0.31 vs 0.21, respectively) but this difference failed to reach the 

threshold of significance due to a low n-value (n=30) (Figure 3-2A&B). Repeated experiments will be 

useful in determining the full impact of these mutations. In addition, it would be valuable to test 

whether or not these defects are rescued with the expression of human Otulin in otu1Δ, otu2Δ and 

otu1Δotu2Δ mutants.   
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Similarly, I compared the localization of mNG-Bet1 and CMAC across this set of strains. mNG-

Bet1 showed a significant increase in overlap with the vacuole in otu1Δ. Unlike what I observed in cells 

expressing mNG-Snc1, I found that otu2Δ mutants also display a missorting of Bet1. Further, there was 

an enhanced defect seen in otu1Δotu2Δ double mutants that was significantly higher than what was 

measured in wild-type or either single mutant. In each of these mutants, mNG-Bet1 was found on both 

the limiting membrane and within the lumen of the vacuole, with the lumen appearing to be more 
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Figure 3-2: Yeast Otulin homologs impact SNARE sorting. (A) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing 
mNG-Snc1 were grown to mid-log phase before switching to media containing 150μM CuCl2 for two 
hours at 30°C. After one hour, 50μM CMAC was added to stain the vacuole.Cells were harvested and 
imaged at 1000x. (B) Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for each combination of markers and 
graphed (one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). (C) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing mNG-Bet1 
were grown to mid-log phase and treated as in (A). (D)Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for 
each combination of markers and graphed (one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). (n>30)
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strongly enriched (Figure 3-2C&D).   

Preliminary experiments led me to note that mNG-Gos1 appeared to localize more strongly to 

the vacuolar limiting membrane, relative to the lumen, than the other cargoes I followed. Due to this 

observation, I added in an additional marker, FM4-64, to label the vacuolar lumen, in addition to 

CMAC. In these experiments, a substantial portion of mNG-Gos1 localized to the limiting membrane of 

the vacuole in wild-type cells, while the lumen was relatively clear. It was also worth mentioning that 

this appearance was notably heterogenous; many cells had no discernable mNG-Gos1 at the vacuole 

while a neighboring cell showed a strong overlap. In otu1Δ mutants, I observed a decrease in overlap 

with FM4-64 compared to wild-type; this result was not statistically significant (mean of 0.30 vs 0.40, 

respectively) due to a low n-value (n=30), though repeated experiments are likely to remedy this. 

There was, however, a strong (and statistically significant) increase in the Manders’ Coefficient 

between mNG-Gos1 and CMAC in this mutant. There was no apparent effect on mNG-Gos1 localization 
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Figure 3-3: Gos1 trafficking in yeast Otulin homolog mutants. (A) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing 
mNG-Gos1 were grown to mid-log phase before switching to media containing 150μM CuCl2 for two hours at 
30°C. After 30 minutes, 16mM FM4-64 was added to cultures and incubated for 15 minutes. Cells were washed 
three times in fresh media containing 150μM CuCl2 and 50μM CMAC and allowed to chase for one hour. Cells 
were harvested and imaged at 1000x. (B & C) Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for each combina-
tion of markers and graphed (one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001) (n>20)
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in otu2Δ with either FM4-64 or CMAC compared to wild-type. The otu1Δotu2Δ showed a slight 

reduction in the overlap of mNG-Gos1 with the limiting membrane. This reduction was not significant 

compared to wildtype but achieved significance when compared to otu2Δ single mutants. Overlap with 

CMAC mirrored both wild-type and otu2Δ in the double mutant (Figure 3-3).  

At first glance, the disparity between these results is difficult to interpret. It is apparent that 

Otu1 and Otu2 exert an influence on the trafficking of this set of secretory SNAREs. The phenotypic 

differences seen between otu1Δ and otu2Δ mutants and the way that the various SNAREs react 

differently to these perturbations suggests that these effects are cargo-specific, whether by direct 

recognition of different linkage types by Otu1 and Otu2, binding to co-factors and adaptors, or 

differences in subcellular localizations of the cargoes and DUbs. The observation that Otu1 and Otu1 

have differential effects in these assays is consistent with a previous study that surveyed the proteomic 

profiles of DUb mutants in budding yeast. In this study, the authors found that otu1Δ mutants 

upregulated the PHO signaling pathway while this pathway was downregulated in otu2Δ cells (Isasa et 

al., 2015). I will note that a structural study from 2008 suggested that Otu1 binds and hydrolyzes K48 

and not K63 (Messick et al., 2008). However, this study does not appear to have tested for the ability of 

Otu1 to bind linear ubiquitin specifically. Further, the authors state that, in a poly-Ub chain, their 

structural data suggest that K48 Ub is recognized by the Ub-binding site of Otu1, but they lacked 

insight on how additional Ub molecules were recognized. This leaves the door open for the possibility 

that Otu1 recognizes mixed linkage poly-Ub chains. A more recent in vivo study implies a role for Otu1 

in removing K11 linkages, as well a more minor role with K29, while that same study shows that otu2Δ 

mutants have elevated levels of K48 (Li et al., 2020). Interestingly, other studies report that Otu1 and 

Cdc48 interact and that this interaction helps facilitate Otu1 binding to Ub. Cdc48 is best known for its 

role in ERAD, however it is also important for heterotypic fusion to the vacuole (Bodnar & Rapoport, 

2017). The mechanisms behind the influence of Otu1 and Otu2 on SNARE trafficking remain unclear. 

These effects could be the result of direct regulation of SNARE ubiquitination, regulation of other 

factors, or via an influence on Cdc48. 
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Putative linear ubiquitin E3 ligases impact SNARE sorting 
 

While linear ubiquitin has only recently been identified in budding yeast, there are several yeast 

E3 ligases that occupy the same family of proteins as the mammalian linear ubiquitin chain assembly 

complex, LUBAC. Histone E3 1 and 2 (Hel1 and Hel2) are poorly studied, though they were first 

identified by the influence they have on histone levels (Singh, Gonzalez, Kabbaj, & Gunjan, 2012). It 

was hypothesized that, due to their homology with LUBAC, these two ligases may be responsible for 

the formation of linear Ub chains in budding yeast. To test this, I expressed mNG-tagged Bet1 and Gos1 

in these mutants and performed colocalization analysis between these SNAREs and vacuolar markers.  

I found that when analyzing mNG-Bet1, there was a significant reduction in the overlap 

between the SNARE and the vacuolar dye in hel1Δ, compared to wild-type. There was an even greater 

reduction in Bet1 colocalization with the vacuole in hel2Δ mutants. When looking at mNG-Gos1, I again 

used both FM4-64 and CMAC to act as my vacuolar membrane and luminal markers (Figure 3-4). The 

proportion of Gos1 that overlapped with FM4-64 was increased in either hel1Δ or hel2Δ, although the 

latter had a much stronger effect. Interestingly, there was a strong increase of mNG-Gos1 within the 

lumen of the vacuole in hel1Δ, but hel2Δ was unchanged compared to wild-type.  

The results that show a reduction in the overlap between mNG-Bet1 and CMAC are consistent 

with the previous observations in the otu1Δ and otu2Δ mutants and support a model in which the E3 

ligases, Hel1 and Hel2, play an antagonistic role to the Otu1 and Otu2 DUbs. In mutants lacking DUb 

activity, the hyper-ubiquitinated Bet1 will be routed to the vacuole at a greater rate, while in mutants 

deficient in E3 ligase activity, the hypo-ubiquitinated SNAREs are largely excluded from the vacuole. 

This model is challenged by the results for mNG-Gos1 in hel1Δ and hel2Δ, though my earlier 

experiments do suggest that Gos1 and Bet1 are regulated by distinct, though possibly overlapping, sets 

of factors. In either case, the results presented in this section are preliminary and will be repeated and 

refined to provide a clearer picture of the influence of Hel1 and Hel2 on SNARE trafficking. Future 

efforts to study these genes will involve generating combinations of otu1Δ, otu2Δ, hel1Δ, and hel2Δ 

mutants in order to gain further insight into their genetic relationships as well as a potential to identify 

epistatic effects.   
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A third putative E3 ligase, Initiator of Translation Termination 1 (ITT1), has been identified for 

its homology to LUBAC. Mirroring the experiments described for hel1Δ and hel2Δ, I am currently 

working on measuring the localization of SNARE cargoes in itt1Δ mutants. Unfortunately, those 

experiments are in progress and the results are unavailable at the time of this document’s preparation. 
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Figure 3-4: Putative linear ubiquitin E3 ligases impact SNARE sorting. (A) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing mNG-Bet1 were grown to 
mid-log phase before switching to media containing 150μM CuCl2 for two hours at 30°C. After one hour, 50μM CMAC was added to stain the 
vacuole.Cells were harvested and imaged at 1000x. (B) Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for each combination of markers and 
graphed (one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). (C) Wild-type and mutant cells expressing mNG-Gos1 were grown to mid-log phase before 
switching to media containing 150μM CuCl2 for two hours at 30°C. After 30 minutes, 16mM FM4-64 was added to cultures and incubated for 
15 minutes. Cells were washed three times in fresh media containing 150μM CuCl2 and 50μM CMAC and allowed to chase for one hour. 
Cells were harvested and imaged at 1000x. (D) Mander’s Overlap Coefficient was calculated for each combination of markers and graphed 
(one-way ANOVA, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001) (n>20)
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These results will be used in conjunction with the hel1Δ and hel2Δ data to deepen our understanding 

of the machinery that controls the ubiquitination of SNAREs and other cargoes in COPI-mediated 

recycling. 

 

Discussion 
 

The work outlined in this chapter was aimed at answering two primary questions: is Ub-

dependent COPI-mediated recycling a common feature in maintaining the spatial distribution of SNARE 

proteins in the secretory pathway? And, is linear Ub used as a signal to promote this activity? The 

experiments described above represent an initial effort to address these questions, though further 

work remains to be done. 

Our previous work provided strong evidence that a specific SNARE, Snc1, is ubiquitinated and 

recognized by COPI to facilitate its recycling from the endosomal system to the TGN (Xu et al., 2017). 

However, we lacked insight into the mechanisms of the activity and were unclear whether or not other 

cargoes utilized this machinery to be retrieved by COPI. The fact that Bet1 and Gos1 appeared to be 

missorted in COPI β’ propeller mutants provided us with potential COPI recycling cargoes to test 

further. The surprising result that COPI β’ propeller-mediated growth defects could be suppressed with 

the fusion of a mammalian linear Ub-binding domain (CoZi) provided the first indication that linear-Ub 

modification might play a role in COPI mediated sorting. This result was difficult to explain for a period 

of time, as linear Ub had never been identified in yeast; however, recent work from our colleagues in 

the MacGurn lab has provided us with evidence that this linkage type is indeed present in budding 

yeast. 

Using these observations as a starting point, I assayed the influence of the fusion of a 

transgenic linear-Ub DUb to SNARE cargoes, the deletion of the yeast homologs of these DUbs, as well 

as the roles of putative linear-Ub E3 ligases on the sorting of several different SNARE proteins 

throughout the secretory pathway. Taking these results in the context of our published findings that 

COPI-K63 binding is required for Snc1 retrieval, I propose that that COPI β’ propeller is capable of 

binding at least two distinct Ub-linkage type, K63 and linear Ub, and that this interaction is used to 

interact with SNARE proteins in order to facilitate their retrieval. It is likely that additional cargoes take 

advantage of this signaling and retrieval system, but these cargoes remain unknown at this point. 
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While these results are preliminary in nature, they provide a foundation for future work geared 

towards pursuing the goals of the work that went into this chapter. 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

Imaging and image analysis 
To visualize fluorescently-tagged proteins and dyes, cells were grown to early- to-mid- logarithmic 

phase in BY4741 and BY4742 wild-type cells and mutants derived from this background, harvested, and 

resuspended in imaging buffer (10 mM Na2PHO4, 156 mM NaCl, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 2% glucose). 

Copper-inducible mNG strains were induced at 100uM CuCl2 for 1 hour before imaging. Cells were 

then mounted on glass slides and observed immediately at room temperature. Images were acquired 

using a DeltaVision Elite Imaging System (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA) equipped with a 

100 × objective lens followed by deconvolution using softWoRx software (GE Healthcare Life Science). 

Overlay images were created using the merge channels function of ImageJ software (National Institutes 

of Health). GFP-Snc1 at the plasma membrane is quantified as previously described (Hankins et al., 

2015). Briefly, concentric circles were drawn just inside and outside the plasma membrane using Image 

J to quantify the internal fluorescence and total fluorescence, respectively. The internal fluorescence 

was subtracted from the total to give the GFP intensity at the plasma membrane. This value was taken 

as a ratio of the total fluorescence to give the proportion of GFP intensity at the PM. At least 50 

randomly chosen cells from three biological replicates (independently isolated strains with the same 

genotype) were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation. To quantify colocalization between 

markers, a Manders’ Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for the two markers in each cell was calculated 

using the ImageJ plugin Coloc 2 with Auto Local Thresholds applied in ImageJ (Bolte and Cordelieres, 

2006) (Manders et al., 1993). Statistical analysis consisted of one-way ANOVAs and Tukey post hoc 

tests for multiple comparisons. Probability values of less than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 were used to show 

statistically significant differences and are represented with *, ** or *** respectively. 

 

Growth Assay 
Cells were grown overnight to saturation and then diluted 1:10 in sterile water into wells of the first 

column of a 96-well plate. These wells then underwent five 10-fold dilutions into adjacent columns. 
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The 96-well plates were replica plated onto YPD plates and grown at 30°C for two days before being 

photographed. 

 

Molecular cloning 
Plasmid constructions were performed using standard molecular manipulation with Gibson Assembly 

(Xu et al., 2017). Mutations were introduced using a Q5 SiteDirected Mutagenesis Kit. All plasmids 

were confirmed by sequencing. Table 1-2 contains a list of plasmids used in this study. 
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Table 2-1: List of strains used in this study 

Name Genotype Source Notes 

JBY001 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0 Invitrogen BY4741 

JBY002 
 

MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 lys2∆0 Invitrogen BY4742 

JBY301 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0otu1∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY304 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0otu2∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY307 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0otu1∆::Hygro otu2∆::CloneNAT This study 
 

JBY308 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0hel1∆::KanMX This study 
 

JBY309 
 

MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 met15∆0hel2∆::KanMX Invitrogen 
 

PXY2175A 
 

MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 lys2∆0sec27Δ::Hyg p315- sec27Δ2-304 (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

PXY2184A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-Doa1(1-450)-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

PXY2193A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-hCOPB(1-303)-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

PXY2194A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-CoZi-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

PXY2192A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-NZF-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

PXY2282A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-CoZiRRE-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
416-GFP-Snc1 
shuffled out 

PXY2196A 
 

MATα his3 leu2 ura3 lys2 sec27Δ::Hygro p315-UBA(MUD1)-Sec27(305-889) (Xu et al., 2017) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2-2: List of plasmids used in this study 

Name Plasmid Source 

mNG-Snc1 pRS416-CUP1-mNG-Snc1 (Best et al., 2020) 

Vph1-Mars pfa6a-Vph1-MARS::TRP (Xu, this study) 

Otulin-Snc1 pRS416-CUP1-OTULIN-mNG-Snc1 (Xu et al., 2013) 

mNG-Bet1 pRS416-CUP1-mNG-Bet1 (Xu, et a., 2017) 

Otulin-Bet1 pRS416-CUP1-OTULIN-mNG-Bet1 (Xu, this study) 

mNG-Gos1 pRS416-CUP1-mNG-Gos1 (Xu et al., 2017) 

Otulin-Gos1 pRS416-CUP1-OTULIN-mNG-
Gos1 

(Xu, this study) 

Kan KO pfa6a::Kanamycin (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

Hyg KO pfa6a::Hygromycin (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

His KO pfa6a::HIS3 (Longtine et al. , 1998) 

Nat KO pfa6a::CloneNAT (Longtine et al. , 1998) 
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Supplemental Figure 3-1: Linear-Ub binding CoZi domain rescues COPI 
β-propeller growth defects. The annotated strains were grown to satura-
tion and underwent 10-fold serial dilutions in a 96-well plate before being 
replica plated onto YPD plates and grown at 30°C for 3 days. 
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CHAPTER IV: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 

 

Membrane trafficking is the coordinated set of processes that is responsible for the 

distribution of proteins, lipids, and other macromolecules throughout the cell. This is achieved by 

packaging cargoes into tubular or vesicular carriers, which are budded from a donor membrane, 

transit to their destination, and ultimately fuse with their target or acceptor membrane (J. E.  

Rothman & Wieland, 1996). To achieve this, assemblages of trafficking machinery must act in 

concert at the site of vesicle biogenesis, during transport, and to facilitate fusion to the acceptor 

membrane. This last step is primarily driven by interactions between a vesicular SNARE protein 

and SNAREs embedded in the target membrane. Complementary groups of SNAREs interact, form a 

tight helical bundle, and drive the fusion of the two lipid bilayers, before being disassembled by an 

AAA ATPase (Sollner, Bennett, et al., 1993; Sollner, Whiteheart, et al., 1993). At this stage, the v-

SNARE in question finds itself embedded in the membrane of the acceptor compartment. In order 

to facilitate additional rounds of transport between these two compartments, the v-SNARE must 

be returned, or recycled, to the original compartment to be packaged into nascent vesicles, lest 

the cell synthesize and discard new trafficking machinery for each transport event. My graduate 

work has been conducted towards deepening our understanding of how the cell retrieves these 

components after fusion and delivers them back to their starting point. 

 

Three distinct modes of recycling act in the retrieval of Snc1 
 

The endosomal system is a major transport hub within the cell. Endocytosed cargoes, 

proteins targeted to the vacuole, and secreted proteins can all pass through the endosomal 

system en route to their ultimate destinations. Further, certain late Golgi resident proteins have 

been   shown to traffic to post-Golgi endosomes before being retrieved back to the Golgi. For 

years, it was assumed that the “default” fate of proteins within the endosomes was eventual 

delivery to the vacuole, where they would be degraded. However, it was discovered that some 

proteins, like those making up the chitin synthase machinery that deposits chitin within growing 
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cell walls, actually cycle in between the endosomal system and the cell surface. This loop became 

known as the “recycling pathway”, and was initially defined by the trafficking itinerary of Chs3 

(Holthuis, Nichols, & Pelham, 1998). 

In the course of their studies into this recycling pathway, Hugh Pelham’s group found that 

the yeast synaptobrevin homolog, Snc1, followed a similar trafficking pattern and was easier 

to work with than Chs3, and thus this cargo came to define the pathway. Pelham’s work found 

that Snc1 was endocytosed from the PM to an endosome and transported to the Golgi where 

it was resecreted as the v-SNARE packaged into exocytic vesicles (Lewis et al., 2000). Later work 

from this group found a requirement for the F-box protein, Rcy1, for the efficient retrieval of Snc1 

from the endosomes, providing our first insight into the mechanisms that govern this pathway 

(Wiederkehr et al., 2000). 

It was already known, by this time, that the retromer complex was capable of 

transporting specific cargoes from endosomal compartments back to the Golgi, so this seemed a 

likely candidate for the machinery that drives Snc1 post-endocytic recycling. While the Pelham 

lab found no evidence for a role for retromer in Snc1 trafficking, they did find that a related 

protein, sorting nexin 4 (Snx4), impacted Snc1 retrieval. From this it was proposed that both 

Rcy1 and Snx4 operated within a singular recycling pathway to facilitate Snc1 retrieval from 

the endosome (Hettema et al., 2003). 

As a lab that has traditionally studied phospholipid flippases, our group became 

interested in the recycling pathway after it was discovered that Rcy1 interacts with the 

phosphatidylserine flippase, Drs2, and regulates its activity, and that drs2Δ cells missorted 

Snc1 in manner phenotypically similar to rcy1Δ mutants (Furuta et al., 2007; Hanamatsu et al., 

2014; K. Liu et al., 2008). In our early approaches into this pathway, it was noted that several 

different phenotypes of Snc1 localization presented in our series of recycling mutants. This led 

us to hypothesize that the relationship between these “recycling factors” was more complex 

than was originally appreciated. 

For the bulk of my thesis work, I sought to define the relationship between the handful of 

proposed recycling factors responsible for Snc1 retrieval from the endosomes. During my studies 

my colleague, Peng Xu, published a report that further complicated the story; he found that COPI 
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plays a role in Snc1 sorting from the endosome (Xu et al., 2017). Qualitatively, COPI, rcy1Δ, and 

drs2Δ; all missorted Snc1 to punctate structures that colocalized with endosomal markets and 

sites of early staining of the endocytic tracer, FM4-64. In contrast, I found that Snc1 was strongly 

mislocalized to the vacuole in snx4Δ cells. This discrepancy led me to hypothesize that these 

factors were operating distinctly from one another, rather than within a singular recycling 

pathway. In support of this idea, I found that snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants showed an enhanced 

defect in which nearly all of the visible Snc1 was localized to the vacuole. This sort of “synthetic” 

phenotype is a hallmark of genetic systems in which gene A and gene B operate within parallel 

pathways that partially overlap in function. Loss of the activity of gene A can be compensated by 

the function of gene B, and vice versa. However, when both of these pathways are inactivated, a 

much more severe defect is observed. 

I further characterized these mutants via colocalization with vacuolar stains and markers of 

the early endosome (EE) and prevacuolar endosome (PVE). These experiments confirmed that 

snx4Δ single mutants and snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutants localize Snc1 to the vacuole and that Snc1 is 

proteolytically cleaved at that location. Further, I found that, in rcy1Δ mutants, Snc1 is primarily 

found in the EE rather than in later compartments. Interestingly, Snc1 can be seen in prevacuolar 

compartments that are in contact with or in close proximity to the vacuole in snx4Δ, while this 

was not noted in other genetic backgrounds. In addition, I showed that these effects were also 

seen at endogenous levels of Snc1 expression. Most previous studies relied on heavily over-

expressed forms of Snc1 to readily score phenotypes; however, my work showed that the 

mechanisms of retrieval remained relevant under physiological conditions, underscoring the 

importance of these activities. 

The experiments described above each represent steady-state snapshots of Snc1 

distribution. While these provide valuable insight, kinetic assays provide a more complete picture 

of the activities being studied. With this in mind, I designed an experiment to measure the extent 

and rate of Snc1 recycling to the PM in my collection of recycling mutants. The actin 

polymerization inhibitor, Latrunculin A (LatA), prevents endocytosis (Aghamohammadzadeh & 

Ayscough, 2009). Thus, in LatA-treated cells, any Snc1delivered to the cell surface would be 

trapped there. I performed a series of time-course experiments and measured the ration of Snc1 
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at the PM at various time-points up to an hour. Whereas intracellular pools of Snc1 were rapidly 

cleared and cycled to the PM in wild-type cells, rcy1Δ and snx4Δ single mutants showed a kinetic 

delay in transporting Snc1 to the surface. The vacuole is regarded as a terminal destination for 

most proteins, so it was of no surprise that the portion of Snc1 delivered to the vacuole 

represented a “sunk” pool and was unable to be recycled; however, the smaller punctate 

structures decorated by Snc1 were typically cleared and recycled to the PM by 30 minutes. 

Interestingly, while there was a clear increase in the proportion of Snc1 at the cell surface over 

the course of the experiment in rcy1Δ cells, there were punctate structures that persisted and 

were not cleared, even after an hour. This result is curious, as one might expect that, even if 

exit from the EE was inhibited in rcy1Δ mutants, these compartments would mature into 

PVEs, where Snc1 could be recycled by alternative machinery or otherwise fuse with the 

vacuole. I suspect that there is a mechanism that acts to retrieve cargoes like Snc1 from later 

compartments back to EEs; otherwise these structures represent an aberrant, terminal 

compartment that is not accessible to recycling machinery. The nature of these “long-lived” 

compartments remains a mystery and may be of some interest to scholars in the lab who 

follow behind me and to the field at large. 

My model of parallel pathways predicted that I would be unable to detect accumulation 

of Snc1 at the cell surface over time in the snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutant under a LatA block. After 

one hour of treatment, punctate structures sill persisted within the cell, like in rcy1Δ, and Snc1 

was still detected in the vacuole, as in snx4Δ. However, I was surprised to note that a modest 

amount of Snc1 still trafficked to the PM by the end of the time-course in this presumed 

“recycling dead” background. A protein translation inhibitor, cycloheximide, was added to the 

cells concurrent with LatA addition, so the appearance of Snc1 at the cell surface was unlikely to 

be the result of newly synthesized material passing through the secretory system for the first 

time. From this point, I hypothesized that there was another, yet unknown, pathway capable of 

retrieving Snc1 from post- endocytic compartments back to the TGN. There are two additional 

pathways that have been shown to retrieve cargoes from endosomal compartments, AP-

1/clathrin and retromer. Predicting that one or both of these pathways was capable of 

retrieving a fraction of endocytosed Snc1, I generated triple mutants with snx4Δrcy1Δ and 
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conducted kinetic assays as described above. While there were strong defects observed in 

recycling for the snx4Δrcy1Δapl4Δ (AP-1) triple mutant, they recycled at a rate similar to the 

double mutant, with a small, but appreciable amount of Snc1 reaching the cell surface. In 

contrast, almost no Snc1 appeared to reach the PM in the snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ (retromer) triple 

mutant, suggesting that recycling was completely blocked in this strain. There was also a 

significant distribution of Snc1 within a “cytoplasmic haze” was characteristic of these triple 

mutants. Expression of an endocytosis-resistant Snc1 mutant in the retromer triple mutant 

showed that Snc1(PM) was capable of reaching the PM, despite the severe block in recycling, 

indicating that secretory system was intact and not the causative factor in Snc1’s failure to cycle 

to the cell surface in the LatA experiments. 

Given that the fusion of secretory vesicles to the PM is essential for polarized growth in 

yeast, one would expect to see growth defects if a set of mutations were to disrupt the 

availability of machinery that drives secretory vesicle fusion. For this reason, it was always 

somewhat of a surprise that snx4Δrcy1Δ didn’t exhibit growth defects. It was noteworthy, 

then, that the snx4Δrcy1Δvps35Δ triple mutant displayed severe growth defects relative to wild-

type, or any other combination of “recycling mutants”. I interpret this to suggest that the level 

of Snc1 (and other potential cargoes that traffic via these pathways) circulating through the 

TGN due to newly synthesized SNAREs and the modest recycling conferred by retromer in the 

snx4Δrcy1Δ double mutant is sufficient to maintain growth under optimal conditions; 

however, complete inhibition of Snc1 retrieval in the retromer triple mutant reduces the pool 

of available Snc1 to a point where growth is impeded. These experiments not only show, for the 

first time, that Snc1 is capable of engaging three distinct modes of recycling from the 

endosomal system, but that this activity is critical to support continued growth. 

When I first began this research project, it was assumed that both Rcy1 and Snx4 acted 

within a singular pathway. As I conducted these studies and prepared a manuscript, Ma and Burd 

published a paper in Molecular Biology of the Cell where they reported, as I had also come to 

learn, that Rcy1 and Snx4 mediated two genetically distinct retrieval pathways utilized by Snc1(Ma 

& Burd, 2019). As great of a gut-punch that it was to be scooped in this manner, there was, too, 

an unspoken sense of relief. An affirmation that, you, as a young scientist, were on the “right-
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track” (albeit a bit slow in getting there). However, after dusting myself off and reassessing my 

project, this untimely setback afforded me the time to develop the strains and perform the 

experiments that led me to uncover the role of retromer in Snc1 sorting. Fortunately, rather than 

this rival   publication eclipsing my work, the two stories ended up dove-tailing nicely and my 

paper was eventually accepted in the same journal a few months later (Best et al., 2020). 

As I mentioned before, early work from the Pelham lab suggested that retromer was not 

required for Snc1 trafficking. In my hands, I found a minor, but statistically significant, defect in 

Snc1 localization in vps35Δ (Hettema et al., 2003). The discrepancy in these results can be 

attributed to advancements in imaging technology, camera sensitivity, and post-acquisitional 

processing since those original studies, and the fact that my assertions are based on 

quantitative analysis while the earlier work was founded on qualitative observations. This 

provides a useful example of the value of technology and more objective analytical approaches 

in “teasing out” more subtle data from biological systems. More work will need to be done to 

fully characterize retromer’s involvement in SNARE recycling and the relationship between 

retromer and other recycling factors like Drs2, Ypt31/32, and COPI. Moreover, attention should 

be given to providing a morphological description of secretory and endocytic organelles in the 

retromer triple mutant, as they presented a unique appearance compared to other mutant 

backgrounds. In particular, the striking “cytoplasmic haze” that Snc1 localized to in this 

background is likely to correspond to either “free” GFP that has been proteolytically clipped 

from the fusion protein or a population of unfused vesicles within the cytoplasm. If the 

“haze” simply represents “free” GFP, one would expect to detect both GFP-Snc1 and a lower 

molecular weight band corresponding to GFP in Western blots of cell lysate from these 

mutants. The origin of these vesicles and the factors that drive their accumulation would be 

interesting to delve into. Cell fractionation techniques designed to isolate the population of 

small, light Snc1-containing vesicles in the triple mutant could be employed to further analyze 

the contents and origins of the haze. Additionally, valuable morphological data could be 

gleaned through employing EM and immunolabeling to visualize this population of Snc1-

positive structures. 

While today we have substantially more information on the machinery that drives Snc1 
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retrieval from the endosomes, there still remains much to discover. So far, we have identified 

a number of recycling factors involved in this activity, but the total number of proteins that 

act in post-endocytic Snc1 retrieval is likely to be much higher. Our lab, in collaboration with 

Charlie Boone’s lab, performed a Sec7 over-expression synthetic genetic array screen that was 

designed to identity potential recycling factors based on unpublished data from our lab that 

suggested that mutants with defects in endosome-to-TGN transport are hypersensitive to 

over-expression of the yeast Arf-GEF. In addition to expected hits, like COPI subunits, Rcy1, 

Ypt31/32, and Drs2, we identified three poorly studied genes of interest; Increased Copper 

Sensitivity 2 (ICS2), ICS3, and the, then, unannotated ORF, YBL010c. Interestingly, the core subunit 

of retromer, VPS35, was also recovered in this screen, though we didn’t pursue this lead until a 

number of years later.  

My preliminary, unpublished, work suggests that mutations in all three of these genes lead 

to a shift in Snc1 localization. In the case of ybl010cΔ, mutants are phenotypically similar to rcy1Δ 

cells, while ics2Δ mutants missort Snc1 to the vacuole, as well as accumulating longer, tubulated 

Snc1-positive near the vacuole. In cells that lack ICS3, Snc1 appears as a cytoplasmic haze, in 

addition to PM localization and within endosomal puncta. While little work has been done on ICS2 

and ICS3, they do appear to have homologs in metazoan species. This conservation suggests that 

these genes may be playing an important, yet to be identified, role in cellular function throughout 

the eukaryotic kingdoms that is worth further study. In an act of serendipity, or more likely as an 

example of the interconnectedness of the trafficking field, YBL010c was recently characterized 

and dubbed Laa2, a protein that mediates the interaction between AP-1 and the HEATR5 protein, 

Laa1, at the TGN, in 2019 by my former mentor, Mara Duncan (Zysnarski et al., 2019). These 

proteins, and others, identified in the Sec7 over-expression screen will be interesting to study 

as this research progresses. 

Other techniques, like the Stable Isotope Labelling of Amino Acids in Culture (SILAC)-based 

mass spectrometry will prove to be useful tools in identifying the other components of the 

recycling machinery. SILAC is a powerful tool which allows for the detection of interacting partner 

of a tagged bait-protein relative to an untagged control. I performed a pilot experiment using this 

technique, with assistance from the MacGurn lab, using Snx4 as bait, and identified a panel of 
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candidate proteins that were enriched in the tagged samples. I found that several members of the 

SEA complex were enriched in my samples. The SEA complex is a coatamer-related complex that is 

associated with the vacuolar membrane and has subunits with β-propeller and RING (E3) domains, 

as well as structural subunits that it shares with COPII (Dokudovskaya et al., 2011). As Peng 

showed, the ubiquitination of Snc1 is required for biding to the β-propeller of COPI’s β’ subunit. 

The “hits” from this set of experiments will require further validation, but they represent 

promising avenues of future research into these processes. While these results are preliminary 

in nature and require further refinement, it is clear that this sort of approach will be useful as 

researchers delve further into the mechanisms involved in these retrieval pathways and that it 

can be used to identify additional putative recycling factors. 

 

Golgi maturation and endosome identity 
 

As I have noted before, there has been much debate over the identities and relationships 

of the various compartments that make up the secretory and endocytic systems. Ben Glick’s 

observation that Tlg1-positive structures acquire the canonical TGN marker, Sec7, over time led 

him to propose that, rather than marking an EE, Tlg1 decorated an earlier trans-Golgi cisternae. In 

his model, Glick proposes that endocytosed material can traffic directly to a Tlg1-positive Golgi 

compartment, where it then matures into the Sec7 TGN and is sorted to its appropriate 

destination (Day et al., 2018). While this model is compelling in many ways and does adequately 

account for most of his observations, I feel that it falls short on several fronts. 

First, while the data was quite convincing that Tlg1 structures “mature” into Sec7-positive 

puncta, it is entirely possible that this “switch” actually represents either a recruitment of Sec7 to 

EEs or a fusion of distinct Tlg1 and Sec7-positive compartments and exchange of material. This 

model also struggles to explain MacDonald and Piper’s observation that the recycling of FM4-64, 

the endocytic dye that rapidly colocalizes with Tlg1 upon uptake, is not impeded when Sec7 is 

inactivated (MacDonald & Piper, 2017). If this dye was received in a trans-Golgi cisternae, it is hard 

to imagine how it would be effectively trafficked back to the cell surface under this condition. If 

material, like endocytosed Snc1, is delivered directly to a Tlg1-positive trans-Golgi compartment, 
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then my Snc1 recycling data implies that Rcy1/COPI/Drs2 are required for the maturation of 

these compartments into a TGN or, otherwise, inhibit the retrograde transport of Snc1 that 

maintains it in the trans-Golgi and prevents its secretion by denying access to the TGN. 

Again, this model falls short, given that Snc1 is trapped in a Tlg1-positive structure in rcy1Δ 

and drs2Δ mutants, yet there is no general block of secretion in these backgrounds. I don’t intend 

to be overly critical here; I found the proposed models to be interesting and innovative and the 

experiments were well conceived. I would just posit that further study into these systems is 

warranted to more fully synthesize the wide breadth of observations that have been generated in 

the secretory and endocytic systems over the years. In particular, I think that closer analysis of the 

persistent compartments seen in rcy1Δ mutants and increased adoption of three- color imaging 

colocalization experiments will provide valuable insight into these problems. At the end of the 

day, it is best to keep in mind that these are highly dynamic structures whose identities are 

fleeting and rapidly-changing as compartments continuously mature, fuse, and fragment. 

 

Role of Ubiquitination as a SNARE sorting Signal 
 

As I hope that I have shown, it appears that evolution has directed considerable effort 

into ensuring that Snc1 is capable of returning to the TGN after driving the fusion of secretory 

vesicles to the PM. While the importance of a secretory v-SNARE should be obvious to the reader 

by now, I’ve always found it rather unlikely that one cargo (or two, counting Snc2) would demand 

so much attention from the cell. It seems far more likely, then, that other cargoes would similarly 

utilize this machinery to facilitate their own retrieval back to the compartment of their origin. 

Rather than relying on any conserved motifs or known sorting signals, the “string” that we pulled 

on was Snc1’s requirement for post-translational ubiquitination to engage the recycling 

machinery. 

We hypothesized that this could be a general feature of SNARE trafficking and test a host 

of SNARE-DUb fusions for trafficking defects. From this we found at least two proteins, the Golgi- 

localized secretory v-SNAREs Bet1 and Gos1, whose localization was Ub-dependent. While the 

work presented in my penultimate chapter currently resides in an immature stage of 
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development, I feel we’ve already generated a number of promising results and valuable insights. 

First, we (along with the MacGurn lab) have compelling evidence that linear-Ub is present 

in budding yeast and that interactions with this specific linkage type appear to be important 

for growth and homeostasis. In addition, we have identified potential linear E3 ligases and 

linkage- specific DUbs that appear to regulate these activities. These findings provide a firm 

foothold for our lab to continue these studies towards illuminating the role of ubiquitination in 

SNARE trafficking. Repeating these experiments and developing a more sensitive image analysis 

workflow, probing for Ub on these cargoes as well as on potential “adaptors” like the ArfGAPs 

Gcs1 and Glo3, and biochemical characterization of our putative linear-Ub ligases and DUbs 

should be of high priority moving forward. 

 

Concluding statement 
 

The work described in this dissertation provides evidence that, not only do 

Rcy1/COPI/Drs2 and Snx4 operate in separate recycling pathways, but that retromer 

represents a third pathway that is engaged by Snc1 to cycle back to the TGN. Underscoring the 

importance of these pathways, mutants with a complete loss of this activity exhibit severe 

growth defects. This work also provides additional insight into the organization of the 

secretory and endocytic systems, challenging the conclusions of prominent models currently 

under debate within our field. These observations also represent a strong foundation for our 

continuing studies into the role of ubiquitination in recycling and cargo recognition by COPI and 

provide insight into general mechanisms used in SNARE recycling within the cell. These cargoes 

are well conserved in mammals and may prove valuable to study in the context of human health. 

For instance, synaptobrevin levels in various brain regions of Alzheimer’s patients shows a strong 

correlation to cognitive function, suggesting that homeostasis of this protein could have 

important implications in physiology (Sze, et al., 2000). Taken together, this work highlights the 

complexity and robustness of recycling activities in the cell and provides early evidence that these 

pathways are more heavily relied upon than was previously appreciated. 
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